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Heritage and Science – Conceptions and Misconceptions

Heritage research is one of the fundamental pillars of safeguarding cultural heritage. It must
encompass a multidisciplinary approach comprising history, art history, conservation‐restoration
and material research. Scientific studies, from macro to micro and nano/molecular level, encourage a
deeper understanding of cultural heritage in its multiple aspects: as testimony of historical, artistic
and social concepts; as objects with a typical structure, materiality, and three‐dimensional features;
and as surfaces and interfaces with specific features and behaviours when exposed to environmental
factors.

Nevertheless, research regarding cultural heritage may be misdirected. Most often, this happens due
to a number of contributing factors: the use of heritage artefacts for the sole purpose to show the
power and capability of an analytical technique without special value from the standpoint of the
history, knowledge or conservation of that piece; the use of narrow analytical regime or tendency to
focus on specific research details resulting in incomplete information that can be problematic for
further conservation‐restoration interventions or historical studies; and excessive sampling of
historical artefacts without precise criteria regarding the research objectives or purposes.

The scientific analysis of cultural heritage raises several ethical issues including the idea that the
artwork, scrutinized in every physical aspect, may be reduced to a sum of analytical results in the
detriment of its aesthetic and social values. There is also a serious concern about the alteration of
artworks by the analytical method, especially if sample removal is necessary.

Although in‐situ analysis is already a common stage in a multi‐analytical methodology, as well as a
main goal in cultural heritage research development, micro‐sampling is, in most cases, still needed
as it presents several advantages such as the possibility to conduct stratigraphic analysis. Micro‐
sampling does not require to take the object out of the building, which usually involves extreme
insurance values and packaging, or to move the analytical instrumentation. Also, more than one
analytical method can often be employed with the same sample, providing a much more
comprehensive analysis.

The issues surrounding sampling, such as reasoning, methodology and ethics, have already been
formalized since some years now into a code of ethics. According to it, samples should only be
removed if some kind of information can not be obtained by other means, and their size must be the
minimum required for testing purposes. Samples must be kept to allow future testing and the owner
or custodian should always be informed about the need and impact of the sampling.

Another important concern is the fact that the range of analytical techniques currently available for
heritage research is very broad. Since each technique gives its own type of information and has its
own suitability, strengths and weaknesses, a previous assessment is essential to avoid a disoriented
and useless examination.

Since no single analytical technique can determine the full composition and/or structure of an object
and provide valuable conclusions, in most cases a compliance of the results from several
complementary techniques must be employed. However, in some cases researchers tend to use a wide
range of analytical techniques without any real gain in terms of information just because it is more
attractive for publication. Furthermore, sometimes, a single technique can provide the answers we
are looking for.

The preservation of tangible and intangible cultural heritage is a key issue that calls for the
development and revitalization of research and for the implementation of integrated strategies,
including novel dissemination technologies that will help with its valorisation and promotion. The
conceptions and misconceptions that our field is presently dealing with have been the rationale
behind the creation of the new e‐conservation Journal. By addressing these pertinent issues the
journal aims at becoming a reference research platform in the Cultural Heritage field.

António Candeias, PhD
Director

e‐conservation
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On the past 28th and 29th of May, the

Polytechnic Institute of Tomar (IPT),

Portugal, hosted the third and latest

interim meeting of the triennium of the

ICOM‐CC Working Group Sculpture, Poly‐

chromy, and Architectural Decorations

(SPAD), under the theme of “Polychrome

Sculpture: Decorative Practice and

Artistic Tradition”.

The two day symposium focused on the

“artistic tradition within the field of

polychrome sculpture relating to deco‐

rative practice”, from painting materials

and techniques, to varnishes, gilding,

estofado, incised and punched patterns,

lacquers or metal leaf applications. In

a way to promote a broader and more

practical discussion period, the ques‐

tions to the speakers were only posted

after two or three presentations, giving

a 20 minutes window to change ideas

between the audience and the speakers.

This allowed a more fluid and profitable

interaction between the two parts. The

four poster sessions were preceded by

a five minutes oral presentation from

the authors, with a very short resume

and with an invitation to the audience

to see their work with more detail.

The symposium was attended by almost 100 par‐

ticipants from 9 different countries: Portugal,

Spain, Italy, United Kingdom, The Netherlands,

Belgium, Finland, The Czech Republic and Aus‐

tralia.

During the symposium, participants were able to

visit the Conservation Department at the Poly‐

technic and to enjoy the wonderful Templar city

of Tomar. Technical visits to the conservation

laboratories and to the analytical department

were booked for Tuesday and Wednesday after

lunch, when the participants were able to see and

discuss the works in course with the conservation

teachers and colleagues – paper, ceramics, paint‐

ing, sculpture, stone and wood – and exchange

points of view.

The organization members and the first partici‐

pants that arrived on Monday had the possibility

to attend a pre‐conference dinner at Tasquinha

da Mitas, a lovely and cosy typical restaurant with

a beautiful view to the Mouchão garden and the

river Nabão. There, were able to taste different

Portuguese food and, in the end, enjoy the special

songs of the Tuna Templária of Tomar (a typical

musical group composed only by IPT students).

The conference was organized in three days, two

of them with specific themes (Inorganic Supports,

e‐conservation

DECORATIVE PRACTICE AND ARTISTIC TRADITIONS

May 28‐29, 2013
Tomar, Portugal

Review by Pedro Antunes and Leonor Loureiro

Organised by:
ICOM‐CC Working Group ‐ Sculpture, Poly‐
chromy, and Architectural Decorations (SPAD)

ICOM‐CC Working Group Interim Meeting ‐ Sculpture, Polychromy, and
Architectural Decorations (SPAD)
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Workshop Practice and Technical Studies) and the

third and last day was dedicated to visits.

The first conference day was reserved for seven

presentations under the themes of “Inorganic

Supports” and “Workshop Practice”. Professor

João Coroado (Director IPT’s School of Techno‐

logy, Portugal) welcomed everyone and opened

the works with a very interesting subject on the

application of geopolymers and their potential

use in sculpture restoration, showing some

samples for participants’ observation.

The following presentations were also very inter‐

esting, knowledgeable, colourful and professional.

Patrícia Monteiro (University of Lisbon, Portugal)

presented a very interesting communication on

polychrome coatings on a lime plaster altarpiece

‐ a rather unknown form of art mainly located in

Alentejo (Portugal) dated from the 16th century.

The few exemplars that still remain are rather

altered either on its decoration but also on the

construction techniques, revealing several losses.

Elena Aguado‐Guardiola (College of Aragón, Spain)

presentation on “Materials, techniques and degra‐

dation products of the 15th Century Burgundian

polychrome‐stone sculpture in Aragon and Na‐

varra (Spain)” focused on the development of

cleaning protocols for polychrome‐stone sculp‐

tures. The presentation focused on key aspects

such as the materials and painting techniques but

also aging effects of the materials applied in the

cleaning processes ‐ on stone, the same aging

process can originate new and sometimes unex‐

pected products of inorganic, organic or mixed

nature. The last morning presentation was held

by Francesca Paba (IPT, Portugal), on a case‐study

of a polychrome terracotta sculpture, a contribu‐

tion to the identification and characterisation of

“Barros de Portalegre” (clay sculptures from

Portalegre).

The afternoon session, was dedicated to the

“Workshop Practice” theme, and started with the

work of Agnès Le Gac (New University of Lisbon,

UNL, Portugal) on the “Interpretation of the

exuberant finishing touches applied to two sets

of Portuguese small high‐reliefs” and its amazing

images. The investigative approach revealed a

set of different materials applied to the making

of these very small polychrome terracotta high‐

reliefs, dated from the 18th century, such as:

textiles, threads, animal fibres, paper and card‐

board, metallic flakes and wires, glass fragments

and sand. Focusing on a particular decoration

technique applied to altarpieces, Carlos Nodal

(private restorer, Spain) spoke on the use of

Vermeilloner, an original 17th century French

gilding technique, also used in Spain (Bronceado)

and Portugal (Foscado) in the 18th century. This

technique consists of applying a reddish‐coloured

orange hue to certain areas of water gilding

contrasting with the burnished gold. The day

ended with Helen Hughes’ (Historic Interiors

Research & Conservation, UK) extremely inter‐

esting English stories and her attempt to end

the “myth” that dressed stone and hard wood

panelling of the 16th and 17th British interiors

7e‐conservation
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were never painted. Helen also focused on the

“discovery” of a brown translucent pigment

made from a fungus – Witches’ Butter or Fallen

Star ‐ used to tint glazing varnishes.

The conference dinner, on Tuesday night, had a

strong medieval ambience. It took place at Taverna

Antiqua, right near the City Hall square. The Ta‐

verna Antiqua has character: the stone and woody

walls resulted in a “darker” medieval atmosphere,

beautifully illuminated by candle lights and

wrought iron torches. The skilfully carved wooden

seats and tables, the terracotta tableware and

the “servants” and their songs gave the final

medieval touch to this dinner.

The second day was reserved for presentations

under the theme of Technical Studies. The morning

started with Lia Jorge (UNL, Portugal) and her

work on the study of techniques, materials and

decoration processes of Portuguese gilded wood,

focusing on the difficulties and advances for col‐

lecting and analysing this type of documenta‐

tion. Since the information is rather scarce and

dispersed, contracts are often vague and more

detailed procedures are only available after the

19th century. This suggests that gilding know‐

ledge was mostly empirical and passed on from

master to apprentice in the workshop context.

The presentation of Alexandre Maniés (Catholic

University of Portugal, Portugal) on the Crucified

Bom Jesus de Matosinhos, explained the rather

meticulous and exhaustive studies performed to

one of the oldest sculptures of crucifixions in

Portugal, dating back to the 12th century. Elsbeth

Geldhof’s (private conservator, UK) “Four Colours

and a Rush Pen” brought us even far away to

Ancient Egypt and the painting investigation of

four mummy coffins that has been carried out as

part of their conservation treatment. As the title

points, a basic palette of four colours over a yellow

background was applied using a rush pen and

basic brushes. Stefanie Litjens (private conser‐

vator, The Netherlands) presentation, focused on

the investigation and treatment of an 18th century

tabernacle that was thought to be French in ori‐

gin. After the study, it was possible to prove that

the initial assumptions were wrong. The following

presentation, by Maria Oliveira (José de Figueiredo

Laboratory [LJF], Portugal), was on Estofado

materials and techniques, focusing on two 18th

century wood sculptures from Nossa Senhora das

8 e‐conservation
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Mercês convent in Évora, in order to bring new

data that may lead to a pos‐sible attribution to

the same workshop or partnership sculptor/

painter‐gilder. The morning ended with the work

“On the role of incisions, high relief decoration

and polychromy” of a gothic altar frontal from

the 14th century presented by Rosa Senserrich‐

Espuñes and Anna Nualart‐Torroja (University of

Barcelona, Spain).

The afternoon started with two presentations

focusing on specific techniques applied to the

decoration of altarpieces: applied brocade and

marble and stone‐like decoration, by Maite Olano

(Private restorer, Spain) and Rita Veiga (UNL,

Portugal). The applied brocades were produced

in tin foil sheets glued to the support, using wax

with minium as filling material. The marble and

stone‐like polychromy aimed to imitate the rich

decoration of Italian churches, but with lower

cost and was widely used in the decoration of

altarpieces. This technique used several layers

of colours, usually with an oil binder, not entirely

superposed and polished in the end.

The last presentation was a wonderful way to end

the conference. Elsa Murta (LJF, Portugal) brought

us an overview of the different, countless and

sometimes very strange decorative techniques and

materials that were used in baroque sculptures

such as: human hair, jewels, glass‐eyes, human

finger nails or animal teeth. The presentation had

the suggestive title “Decorative techniques: many

ways to embellish and worship God”.

There was a very good equilibrium in type, infor‐

mation, origin of speakers, variety of themes,

conservation problems and restoration solutions

presented, either of finished or ongoing projects.

This also reflected on the astonishing number of

participants (80), which broke all interim meeting

group records.

The third and last day of the conference was en‐

tirely dedicated to visits and sightseeing. The day

began with a visit to Almourol Contemporary

Sculpture Park at Vila Nova da Barquinha. This

outdoor sculpture museum helds 11 works by 11

Portuguese artists. After this first stop, the group

headed to the castle of Almourol, which can only

be reached by boat. This castle is one of the more

emblematic and cenographic medieval military

monument of the Reconquista and one of the

finest exemplars of the Knights Templar in Por‐

tugal. The visit was conducted by Professor Teresa

Desterro (IPT). After a wonderful lunch with re‐

gional food, the day ended with an afternoon

visit to Convento de Cristo (Convent of the Order

of Christ). This monumental complex began with

the construction in 1160 of the Castle of the Knights

Templar. The complex, built over several centuries,

was recognised by UNESCO in 1983 as a World

Heritage Site.

In the end, the remaining feeling was that IPT

and Tomar provided a wonderful setting for the

presentations, along with everyone taking both

professional and personal pleasure in their time

there. The papers of the three Interim Meetings

will soon be available on book.

Pedro Antunes
Conservator‐restorer, founder of

Cinábrio ‐ Conservação e Restauro

cinabriocr@gmail.com

Leonor Loureiro
Paper Conservator‐restorer, Lecturer at Instituto

Politécnico de Tomar

leonorloureiro@ipt.pt
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The 1st International Conference on Innovation

in Art Research and Technology, InART’13, was

held from 9 to 13 July 2013 in Évora, Portugal. It

was hosted by the Hercules Laboratory, a centre

dedicated to the study, conservation and valori‐

sation of cultural heritage. The conference took

place at the auditorium of the University of

Évora, in the historical centre of the city.

According to the conference, its main aim was to

“create a platform of knowledge sharing between

different fields of science and technology with a

particular accent on Innovations from Surface,

Nano and Environmental sciences applied to the

characterization, conservation and valorisation

of cultural heritage in Europe and around the

world”. An important aspect of the conference

was thus to highlight the high number of recent

innovations that have been brought to the study,

conservation and restoration of Cultural Heritage.

The conference had a large attendance, with 46

oral presentations, of which nine were by invited

speakers, and more than 70 poster presentations.

The conference was attended by researches of

various backgrounds, by both students and

recognized specialists, making it of interesting

cross‐views. Researchers from numerous European

countries were present, as well as from North and

South America and Asia.

The sessions were organized under topics that

tried to reflect the dynamic flow of knowledge,

experimentation and interdisciplinary contacts

among the diverse fields involved around conser‐

vation issues. Topics such as conservation science

from industry to the lab, or from the lab to the

field, or even nano‐tools and materials for the

scientific conservation were some of the topics

chosen for the 6 different sessions.

The oral and poster presentations covered a wide

spectrum of studies on cultural heritage, from

materials characterisation at a macro, micro or

nano point of view, to conservation strategies

using recently developed materials and techniques.

There was a very high number of oral and poster

presentation of very high scientific quality and

with innovative ideas and experimental approaches.

Given their high number, only some few oral

presentations that I found particularly interesting

due to their novel or pertinent approaches for

INART’13

July 9‐13, 2013, Évora, Portugal

Review by Elin Figueiredo

Organised by:
Hercules Laboratory (University of Évora); REQUIMTE (FCT, New University of Lisbon);
CENIMAT/I3N (FCT, New University of Lisbon); Instituto Superior Técnico (Technical University
of Lisbon); Centro de Física Atómica (University of Lisbon); Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of
Iasi, Romania

1st International Conference on Innovation in Art Research and Technology

http://www.e-conservation.org/
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General view of the conference room.

the conservation, restoration and study of Cul‐

tural Heritage will be mentioned here.

The presentation made by Piero Baglioni and

collaborators from the University of Florence

showed outstanding conservation approaches,

with numerous examples of applications using

nanoparticles, microemulsions and chemical/

physical gels for the consolidation and cleaning

of works of art as, for example, smart gels, using

highly retentive hydrogels for water‐based

cleaning systems in water‐sensitive artefacts.

Besides the presentation of the more theoretical

part behind the synthesis and development of

the materials and systems, real practical examples

of application were exposed for consolidation of

wall paintings, cleaning of pictorial surfaces and

manuscripts, with impressive results.

The presentation given by Helmut Meyer (THM‐

nano, Germany) and collaborators showed how

the specific properties of carbon nanotubes can be

used for the developing of conservation devices,

such as a mobile accurate thermo‐electrical mild

heating device, that has been developed in the

framework of IMAT project, and seems to show

great advantages among conservation and resto‐

ration practical works.

The presentation given by R. Van Grieken (Univer‐

sity of Antwerp) and collaborators about preven‐

tive conservation did show a detailed study on air

P. Calicchia during her presentation on the application of
acoustic imaging ACEADD technique to frescoes.

A. Cardoso talking about the Syddarta project (SYstem for
Digitization and Diagnosis in ART Applications).

http://www.e-conservation.org/
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quality at the Alhambra Palace (South of Spain),

where it was exposed the difficulty of balancing

the presence of a high number of tourists and

traffic in the nearby city, with implications in

indoor and outdoor air quality of the monument,

with the local authorities willing to promote the

easy access to the monument by improving car

accesses in a near future, with implications in the

future conservation of the monument and works

of art. This example does strike us to the relatively

recurrent benefits and problems that arise by

allowing monuments and works of art to be visited

and viewed by a high number of people, i.e. local

economical benefits and cultural promotion vs.

accelerated degradation of cultural heritage.

Also, there was an interesting presentation made

by historians from the University of Évora about

the virtual reconstruction of the Lisbon city

before the 1755 earthquake. It showed how lost

heritage can be studied and “reconstructed” to

allow an easy assess to general public, tourists,

but also researchers and students, providing a

genuine learning of the mutations that a city/

historical place can be subjected to along time.

In a less materialistic way, this can also be seen

as a way of studying and preserving cultural

heritage.

Additionally, during the 4 days of conference

there were also many organized visits to local

and nearby historical places. A guided visit was

made to the local Museu of Évora, which has

collections from pre‐historical to modern times,

and also incorporates a conservation and resto‐

ration laboratory. A tour visit was made to the

nearby Estremoz quarries, where marble of excel‐

lent quality has been taken since early times, to

the Ducal Palace of Vila Viçosa, an impressive and

well preserve Palace from the late royal family

in Portugal, and to Monsaraz, a small medieval

village type located at a hill top with an impressive

view over the Alqueva dam.

Finally, one can state that the conference did

highly succeed in providing an excellent state of

the art of the latest innovations into the field of

conservation and restoration, by joining diverse

specialists from both research and industry, and

from the nanotechnology, measurement tech‐

nology and multimedia fields.

Elin Figueiredo
Conservator‐restorer

elin@itn.pt

Poster session.
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Raman spectroscopy is an important analytical

method for identification and characterisation of

materials composing precious objects of cultural

significance. It can give an important insight

into the materials used, technological processes,

artists’ technique, degradation processes, etc.,

and therefore provides valuable information that

can be further used for studies in connection to

the different fields, such as art history, history,

archaeology, palaeontology, conservation and

restoration, museology, etc. According to the words

of dr. Howell G. M. Edwards, the first meeting, held

in London in 2001, was only a one day event and

it brought together only a few enthusiastic sci‐

entists who used the technique for artists’ mate‐

rials identification. In the following years, the

conference “Application of Raman Spectroscopy

in Art and Archaeology” (RAA) became an estab‐

lished international event. It was held in Ghent

(2003), Paris (2005), Modena (2007), Bilbao

(2009), Parma (2011), and this year (2013) in

Ljubljana. Each event proved an increasing, world‐

wide interest of different laboratories at Univer‐

sities, Art Institutes, Museums, etc. for the appli‐

cation of the technique to the field. Furthermore,

in the development of the technique, to be more

and more adjusted for the characterisation of

minute samples, also important companies that

produce Raman spectrometers became very much

interested. Today, as a result of this collaboration,

we have advanced portable Raman instruments,

capable of non‐invasive inves‐tigation of valuable

artworks that are being improved in line with the

technological advancement.

This year’s Congress (RAA 2013), held in Ljubljana,

received over 100 contributions from which some

40 contributions were selected to be presented as

oral communications while the rest were intro‐

duced in poster sessions. Different topics (Dete‐

rioration studies and organic materials, Advance‐

ments in Raman instrumentation, Surface‐

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) in art and

archaeology, Raman for characterisation of metal

artefacts, Raman spectroscopy in archaeometry,

Characterisation of gems and forensic applica‐

tions, and Non‐invasive Raman investigation)

were addressed, and the latest advancements

were presented in 4 days of full scientific program.

In these presentations we learned about new

findings on deterioration of materials composing

objects, induced by different environmental

factors, such as biodeterioration, pollution, light,

and humidity exposure. The development of

knowledge on this subject is of a high importance

for a better planning of conservation‐restoration

procedures and can help designing a better envi‐

ronment for cultural heritage objects, for their

storage and display that has a great impact on

their durability.

RAA 2013

September 2‐6, 2013
Ljubljana, Slovenia

Review by Polonca Ropret

Organised by:
The Research institute of the Conservation
Centre of The Institute for the Protection of
Cultural Heritage of Slovenia (IPCH)

The 7th International Congress on the Application of Raman Spectroscopy in Art and Archaeology

http://www.e-conservation.org/
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In particular, it was a pleasure to see a high num‐

ber of contributions dealing with SERS studies.

Especially important were the ones that were

dealing with designing of new SERS substrates for

a more efficient organic colorants characterisa‐

tion; or the ones that enable non‐invasive studies

and studies on cross‐sections, without any pre‐

treatment of samples.

Considering metals characterisation, we learned

about new achievements in understanding of

their corrosion processes, deliberate artists’

patinations, and new ideas for designing better

corrosion inhibition processes. Archaeometry

research gave new findings in ancient artefacts

characterisation and understanding of their

degradation processes. Some of the interesting

lectures were dealing with important aspect of

finding possible solutions for their preservation.

This year, forensic applications received a special

topic in which gemstones characterisation, prove‐

nance, and authenticity research were discussed.

Important, highlighted topic was also non‐inva‐

sive Raman investigations in which we learned

about new results that can help in interpretation

of often challenging Raman measurements. As

many research laboratories are taking the advan‐

tage of portable, non‐invasive instruments in

order to keep the full integrity of works of art, the

technological advancement has been dictated in

that direction in the recent years. That was presen‐

ted by well‐known companies in the field of Ra‐

man instruments production such as Renishaw,

HORIBA Jobin Yvon, Optik Instruments, B&W Tek,

Nordtest, BaySpec, WiTec and XGLab. Further‐

more, during the breaks and poster sessions,

these companies, which were also the conference

sponsors, were able to present on‐site measure‐

ments utilising their new portable instruments.

For that purpose, IPCH’ Conservation Center

provided small model paintings that were inves‐

tigated in front of the attendees. That way, the

new abilities of the Raman equipment was pre‐

sented on‐site, giving a very nice and interesting

communication among the attendees.

Ljubljana, a view of the Prešern Square and Franciscan Church of the Annunciation.
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Last, but not least, the latest work on Raman

database of the Infrared and Raman Users Group

(IRUG) was presented. Furthermore, we had a live

web discussion with Beth Price from the Philadel‐

phia Museum of Art (USA) and Boris Pretzel from

the Victoria and Albert Museum (UK) who are very

much involved in creating the database. Through

this webinar connection the attendees were able

to ask questions and discuss different aspects of

web available Raman database directly with the

scientists responsible, who unfortunately were

not able to join us in Ljubljana.

This year’s Congress featured keynote speakers

from Howell G. M. Edwards (University of Bradford,

UK), presenting “Raman Spectroscopy of Extre‐

mophilic Biodeterioration : An Interface Between

Archaeology and the Preservation of Cultural

Heritage”; Costanza Miliani (Istituto CNR di Sci‐

enze e Technologie Molecolari, Perugia, Italy),

introducing “The Art of non‐invasive in situ Raman

spectroscopy: identification of chromate pigments

on Van Gogh paintings”; Marco Leona (The Metro‐

politan Museum of Art, New York, USA), who spoke

about “Surface‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy in

art and archaeology”; Juan Manuel Madariaga

(Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of

Science and Technology, University of the Basque

Country, Spain) presenting “The contribution of

Archaeometry to understand the effects of past

and future Changes in the World Heritage site of

Pompeii (Italy)”; to Marcello Picollo (“Nello Car‐

rara” Institute of Applied Physics ‐ National Re‐

search Council, Florence, Italy), giving introduc‐

tion to “The Infrared and Raman Users Group Web‐

based Raman Spectral Database”. Because this

year’s important emphasis was also to support

young scientists, a special award was given to the

best younger scientist’s poster by the Molecular

Spectroscopy Group (MSG) of the Royal Society

of Chemistry, London.

It was a pleasure to hear so many contributions

of high scientific quality, as maybe only 2 or 3

were average. It is therefore difficult to make a

selection which of them deserves a special at‐

tention here. For sure, it is important to mention

the young scientists who received the prizes.

MSG contributed the grants and provided with

educational opportunities.

The first price for the best younger scientist’s

poster was awarded to Federica Pozzi, for the

contribution “Application of surface‐enhanced

Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to the analysis of red

lakes in French Impressionist and Post‐Impres‐

sionist paintings”, co‐authored by Francesca

Casadio. From the contribution we learned about

the presence of organic colorants in colour layers

of invaluable works of art of The Art Institute of

Ljubljana Castle, the venue of the RAA 2013.
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Chicago’s collection of Impressionist and Post‐

Impressionist paintings, such as masterpieces by

Manet, Monet, Renoir, Gauguin and Van Gogh.

The second prize went to Spain, to Julene Ara‐

mendia, for the contribution “Characterization

of Middle Age mural paintings: in‐situ Raman

spectroscopy supported by different techniques”,

co‐authored by Marco Veneranda, Mireia Irazola,

Marta Díez, Ane Iturregui, Kepa Castro, and Juan

Manuel Madariaga. This poster presentation fea‐

tured Raman investigation on several wall paint‐

ings from two different churches in Alava (Basque

Country, Spain): one from the 14th century located

in “La Asunción” Church (Alaiza) and the other one

from the 15th‐16th century located in “San Este‐

ban de Ribera” (Valderejo). The molecular and

elemental analyses carried out in this study tried

to survey the original materials used by the

artists, to identify the pigments used in ulterior

repaints and to classify the main products formed

due to the different sources of deterioration.

The third prize was awarded to Margarita San

Andrés, for the contribution “Raman Spectroscopic

Study of the Formation of Fossil Resins Analogues”,

co‐authored by Oscar R. Montoro, Mercedes Tara‐

villo, José Manuel de la Roja, Alejandro F. Barrero,

Pilar Arteaga, and Valentín G. Baonza. From the

contribution we learned about spectroscopic evi‐

dences of possible chemical pathways that took

place in the formation of fossil resins.

In addition to the poster prizes, the Scientific

Committee of the RAA 2013 congress selected

also the best oral presentations given by young

scientists. The first prize went to Maria Cristina

Caggiani for the contribution “The blue colour of

glass and glazes in Swabian contexts (South of

Italy): an open question”, co‐authored by Pasquale

Acquafredda, Philippe Colomban, and Annarosa

Mangone. Among others, the contribution offered a

better understanding into the use of blue minerals

for glass and glazes by showing in depth study on

experimentally reconstructed archaeological

samples.

The second prize was awarded to Céline Daher for

the presentation “Multi‐technical approach for

the study of French Decorative Arts furniture and

luxury objects”, co‐authored by Ludovic Bellot‐

Gurlet, Céline Paris, Juliette Langlois, Yannick

Vandenberghe, Jean Bleton, Anne Forray‐Carlier,

and Anne‐Solenn Le Hô. The contribution showed

important scientific data for improvement of the

varnishing techniques knowledge in the Decorative

Arts field during the 18th century to enrich the

history of art and techniques, and for developing

Participants of the RAA 2013.
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a better conservation strategy of such fancy

objects.

Finally, the third prize went to Klara Retko for the

contribution “New photoreduced substrate for

SERS analysis of organic colorants”, co‐authored

by Polonca Ropret and Romana Cerc Korošec. The

presentation introduced a new UV‐photoreduced

substrate, using hydroxypropyl cellulose as the

stabiliser and silver nitrate as the initial substance.

The characterisation of the new SERS substrate

showed that it is stable for several months and

the aggregation of silver nanoparticles is induced

spontaneously with no need of adding any aggre‐

gation agent. The properties of the new substrate

were compared among some other known sub‐

strates and also successfully tested with alizarin

as a model substance. Furthermore, it was shown

that it can be used also for the organic dye ana‐

lysis on cross sections.

It can be concluded that the high quality of sci‐

entific contributions presented by young scien‐

tists, not only those awarded, gives us an assur‐

ance that the development of Raman studies in

the field of Art and Archaeology will continue to

flourish in the following years. Apart from high

quality presentations given by young scientists,

a lot of advancements were represented by dif‐

ferent research laboratories, worldwide, many of

them very impressive, and here are two, dealing

with famous artworks and archaeological site.

Costanza Miliani gave a detailed discussion of

Raman spectra of chrome yellow pigments and a

comparison between the results collected from

model paint samples and those collected from

paintings by Vincent van Gogh and contempo‐

raries. With these examples the potentialities

and limitations of non‐invasive Raman studies

were illustrated. In situ non‐invasive MOLAB

Raman investigations on the painting Sunflower

by Vincent van Gogh showed the distribution of

pure chrome yellow in its co‐precipitated forms,

and provided possible explanation why only some

chrome yellow‐painted areas of the painting are

prone to darkening.

Juan Manuel Madariaga showed interesting results

of Raman measurements on small sample frag‐

ments (wall painting, mortars, walls, biofilms on

pigmented layer, efflorescence crystals, etc.),

as well as spectral information obtained in‐situ

during three expeditions at Pompeii. Addition‐

ally, results on analysis of samples of volcanic

ashes, lapilli, current and foundational soil were

shown, together with the chemical composition

of rain water sampled in Pompeii. This informa‐

tion was important in order to interpret some

results obtained when analysing the composition

of the walls and the wall paintings, to determine

deterioration processes.

Furthermore, I believe that participants enjoyed

also a great environment of Ljubljana Castle,

where the sessions were held, as well as all coffee

and lunch breaks during which a nice short walk

on the sunny yard was possible. There also was a

very nice atmosphere during all social events that

we organised; at the opening of the art photo‐

graphy exhibition at the Ljubljana Castle (Nino

Vranić – memories of heritage, Ars Sloveniae

1967‐1970), Cocktail party and guided tour

through the exhibition THE WHEEL – 5,200 Years

(City Museum Ljubljana), conference excursion to

conservation‐restoration projects of the IPCHS,

Restoration Centre in Lower Carniola region, and

the conference dinner in the historical building

of Grand Hotel Union in Ljubljana.

Dr. Polonca Ropret
Head of Research institute, CC, IPCHS

polona.ropret@rescen.si
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Review by Ana Teresa Teves Reis

October 19, 2013
Porto, Portugal

1 INTERNATIONAL MEETING ON RETOUCHING OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE

Organised by:
Escola Artística e Profissional Árvore

The 1st International Meeting on Retouching of

Cultural Heritage took place on October 19th,

2013 in Porto, Portugal. It was hosted by Escola

Artística e Profissional Árvore at the Church São

José das Taipas in Porto and coordinated by two

of its teachers, conservator’s Ana Bailão and

Frederico Henriques. The conference joined both

teaching institutions and firms of conservation

and restoration from Portugal, Spain and Croatia.

The International institutions that participated

in the event were the Escola Superior de Conser‐

vación e Restauración de Bens Culturais de Galicia

(Santiago de Compostela, Spain), the Instituto

de Restauración del Patrimonio of the Universidad

Politécnica de Valencia (Valencia, Spain), the Fun‐

dación “La Llum de les Imatges” (Valencia, Spain),

and the Croatian Conservation Institute (Split,

Croatia). Around 150 people attended this event,

mostly professionals and students of conservation

and restoration from all Portugal, who benefited

from the fact that the conference attendance was

free of charge, which was a great accomplishment

by the organization given the great quality and

variety of all presentations. This accessibility

also reached all the interested who could not be

present through a streaming broadcast. This one‐

day conference comprised 15 lectures devoted to

broad views of research problems and specific

questions regarding retouching practice. The main

purpose was to promote the exchange of ideas

about concepts, terminology, methods, techniques

and materials from the different areas of exper‐

tise: mural painting, easel painting, sculpture,

graphic documentation, architecture, plasterwork

and contemporary art among others. The presen‐

tations were organized into three sessions: 1)

Theory and teaching of retouching; 2) Case studies

concerning immovable and movable heritage;

and 3) New technologies and their applicability

in the study and documentation of retouching.

After the registration, the opening speech was

given by Francisco Silva, head of Escola Artística

e Profissional Árvore.

Ana Villarquide and Rosa Fernandéz, from the

Escola Superior de Conservación e Restauración de

Bens Culturais de Galicia (ESCRBCG), delivered the

first lecture entitled “Retouching training at ESC‐

RBCG”. They talked about the variety of materials,

techniques and criteria of retouching used at

ESCRBCG. According to their lecture, the aim of

their course is to clarify all these aspects to the

students, in addition to its practical realization.

The second lecture was given by Vicent Guerola

Blay from the Instituto de Restauración del Patri‐

monio of the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia

and Antoni Colomina Subiela from the Fundación

“La Llum de les Imatges”. They presented a video

entitled “The retouching of the colour in Valencia:

methods of intervention and training in its insti‐

tutional framework, university and business”.

st
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Through a quick tour of some the most representa‐

tive restoration companies of the city of Valencia,

the video document different systems of retouch‐

ing in diverse art works such as easel painting,

gilded surfaces and tile work, giving new

approaches to difficult solutions.

The final talk of the first session “Approaches to

retouching criteria ‐ methodologies in the work

context” was held by Ana Bidarra and Pedro

Antunes, from the private company Cinábrio,

Conservação e Restauro. The main subject was

exploration of the different aspects which can

limit the extent of the retouching intervention,

such as material, social, historical and aesthetic.

This communication had the intent to highlight

the dissimilarities in intervention criteria within

different areas of intervention in a private

practice context.

The opening session started after the coffee‐break

with the video presentation of Sandra Šustić,

Zrinka Lujić and Jelena Zagora from the Croatian

Conservation Institute, Tea Zubin Ferri from the

METRIS Research Centre for Materials of the Region of

Istria and Frane Mihanović from the Arts Academy

of the University in Split. Under the title “Beneath

the surface of mimetic retouching”, the presen‐

tation explored the main stages of preliminary

research in retouching Old Masters paintings.

The aim was to make evident the importance of

technical information gathered in the conserva‐

tion‐ restoration process, and demonstrate their

application in mimetic retouching. In this context,

the authors have considered several interesting

case studies carried out at the Croatian Conserva‐

tion Institute and Arts Academy of the University

of Split.

Afterwards, the lecture on “To retouch or not to

retouch? Practical case studies” given by Carlos

Mota, from Museu do Douro, continued with the

practical issues and described the intervention

criteria applied at the museum during the

retouching process in three case studies. At the

end, the lecture posed an interesting question:

can the retouching practice contribute to the

sustainability of the conservation‐restoration in

General view of the conference during the presentation of the video by Vicent Guerola Blay and Antoni Colomina Subiela.
Photo by David Guimarães.
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museums or not, bearing in mind it’s educational

and sensitization role?

The presentation “Chromatic integration of losses

in sculpture” by André Remígio, from the private

company André Varela Remígio – Atelier de Conser‐

vação e Restauro de Escultura e Talha Dourada,

emphasized terminological problems between the

definition of the word integration and reintegra‐

tion and presented certain retouching criteria

applied in restoration of sculptures. The principles

of authenticity, minimal intervention, discernment,

reversibility and compatibility of materials where

discussed. Reinforcement of specific ideas was

highlighted: the retouching process must be

restricted on the area of the loss exclusively, with‐

out disturbing the reading of the message; the

operation should be perfectly discernible on a

certain distance for the conservator‐restorer,

but indiscernible from the distance of ordinary

observer. Furthermore, the conservator‐restorer

should have the supremacy when making decision

in all interventions, especially in retouching.

The morning session was closed with Leonor Lou‐

reiro, from the Instituto Politécnico de Tomar. The

author introduced the subject “The retouching of

Chromolithography’s: Problems and Solutions”.

The intention of the presentation was to provide

data that can help to identify original cromolito‐

graphy´s and also to present a case study of a

German Chromolithography of 1909, called the

Sacred Heart of Jesus. The problems of the con‐

servation and restoration intervention of this

particular chromolithography, in particular in

the retouching process, where broadly analyzed

and elaborated.

The second session began with the communica‐

tion of the architect Miguel Tomé from Escola Artís‐

tica e Profissional Árvore about “Architecture and

transformation: the value of the existing”. The

author spoke about the historiography of archi‐

tecture restoration in Portugal in the 20th century.

The purpose of the presentation was to provide

facts about the restoration of buildings as act of

transformation [integration and reintegration]

and the restoration as artistic expression.

Methodologically, this double orientation was

supported by numerous illustrative images about

the interventions with a critical interpretation

of the reintegration actions.

The presentation “Retouching of mural painting,

a way” by José Artur Pestana from the private

company Mural da História, was an interesting

personal reflection about retouching in mural

painting intended. It was based on real cases

studies, mostly interventions performed by the

company in the last 20 years. Apart from the

common how was it done issue the author

inten‐tion was to promote a healthy dialogue by

focusing on a matter why it was done, and with

which criteria. His final conclusion was “less is

more”.

The next lecture, by Carla Pereira of the private

company Atelier Samthiago – Conservação e Res‐

tauro, was on “Retouching plasterwork: materials

and techniques”. The aim of the communication

was to present new solutions of retouching to

re‐establish the uniformity and the visual set of

the plasterwork, in order to recover and enhance

their historical and artistic potential, sometimes

jeopardized by numerous layers of over‐paintings

whose materials are not best suited to support.

Afterwards, the lecture on “The retouching of

easel paintings” given by Ana Sílvia Rocha from

the company Porto Restauro, described the inter‐

vention criteria, materials and techniques of

retouching applied by the company in their 20

years experience. The hue, the shape, the texture

of the pictorial surface, the binder, pigments,
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Church view. Photo by Adriana Rodrigues Bastos.

varnishes and retouching techniques were

debated. The final conclusion was that in the

last two years the company began to use more

mimetic techniques.

Anabela Fonseca and Fernando Araújo Jorge, from

the company AF&FA, Conservação e Restauro de

Obras de Arte, brought the next lecture entitled

“A painting, two techniques of retouching”. The

interesting demand of the client was debated in

this presentation. After the cleaning process the

company were confronted with the requirement

to perform mimetic retouching. However, the

absence of some areas of the pictorial composition,

of which they had no evidence of the original form,

forced them to apply two methods of retouching,

mimetic and distinctive, in the same painting.

The first technique was used to reconstruct the

faces and the second to rebuild the drapery.

The second session ended with the presentation

“The collaboration of the artist in the process of

retouching Contemporary Art” by Joana Correia,

Marta Palmeira and Nancy Fonseca, from the

company 20|21, Conservação e Restauro de Arte

Contemporânea. They debated the challenges of

the conservation and restoration of contemporary

artworks with three case studies of three Portu‐

guese artist´s: Jaime Azinheira, João Cutileiro

and Patrícia Garrido. According to their study,

when the author of the damaged artwork is alive,

all the process of conservation and restoration

should be preceded by an important reflection

about legal, ethical and practical issues. Therefore,

the collaboration of the authors during the inter‐

vention should always be considered in addition

to the requirements and customer specifications.

The author or the owners of the rights of author‐

ship can support the intervention process, contri‐

buting with information about materials and

techniques, and helping making decisions about

priorities of preservation.

After the coffee‐break, the third session began

with the communication “Application of the

SYDDARTA project in cases of retouching” by

http://www.e-conservation.org/


based on a low intensity noise chamber coupled

to an electronically liquid crystal tunable filter.

Then, some real examples of application were

explored, like the visual effects of different types

of lighting in a number of paintings from the

Museum Nogueira da Silva and also colorimetric

analysis of a set of paintings by the Portuguese

artist Amadeo de Sousa Cardoso (1887‐1918).

Even with few resources and sponsors, the orga‐

nizers managed to obtain a complete and well

distributed programme that filled the whole day

with the participation of international and

national institutions and active professionals of

conservation and restoration in Portugal, proving

that a lot of work and dedication to a cause can

have its rewards. Retouching techniques and

materials were updated and retouching issues

from current practice were presented, yet little

discussed. Indeed, in my opinion, the number of

participants or the time given to each one (around

20 minutes that tended to be exceeded) did not

give room to a needed debate and the end of the

sessions, which would have been important, given

the different approaches to retouching that were

presented.

I hope this will be the 1st of other successful

events regarding retouching and other themes of

conservation, for it is clear that there is an audi‐

ence of professionals and students who need an

informal and unpretentious environment to

discuss our everyday practice.

Ana Teresa Teves Reis
Conservator‐restorer of paintings

teresa.mbragatevesreis@gmail.com
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António Cardoso, from the company Signinum,

Gestão de Património Cultural. His presentation

focused in the SYDDARTA project, an on‐going

European Commission funded initiative under the

7th Framework Programme. According with the

investigator, its main objective is the development

of a pre‐industrial prototype for diagnosing the

deterioration of movable art, including the tasks

during and after one intervention of conservation

and restoration. The device combines two different

optical techniques for the acquisition of data:

hyperspectral imaging and 3D scanning. These

techniques are integrated in a single piece of

equipment, allowing the recording of two optical

information streams. The equipment will be also

portable and user‐friendly. It can create data‐

bases of materials such as varnishes, pigments

and extenders. The possibilities of applying this

kind of equipment to monitoring the retouching

process before, during and after the intervention

where discussed and elaborated.

Sérgio M. C. Nascimento, from the Center of Physics

from the University of Minho closed the third

session with the presentation “Chromatic digiti‐

zation of artistic paintings: methods and applica‐

tions”. The communication of the investigator

was addressed to the spectral imagiography tech‐

niques which can produce a simultaneous record

of the spatial and spectral properties of a sample.

These techniques have been successfully used in

the analysis of paintings with the aim to estimate

the reflectance of each point and thereby deter‐

mine the chromatic associated maps. Diagnosis

and monitoring of degradation, identification of

pigments, the resto‐ration process, and quanti‐

tative colorimetric analysis, are some of the

applications of these technologies. The commu‐

nication began by addressing the fundamentals of

objective mea‐surement of colour, describing the

most common conventional techniques and briefly

explore a technique of spectral imagiography

http://www.e-conservation.org/
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1. Introduction

Since the publication of The International Charter

for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments

and Sites (later referred to as The Venice Charter)

in 1964, our understanding and the definition of

authenticity has significantly changed. Authen‐

ticity, traditionally understood in clear and well

defined scientific categories, grew and expanded

into a much more nebulous concept that embraces

a whole variety of aspects and properties attached

to it. Art historians, culture scholars and conser‐

vators have become aware of the impossibility of

judging object's authenticity on strictly material

basis and grew to appreciate and include in their

assessment intangible properties and factors

rendering an object, a monument or an entire site

authentic. This view seems to correspond more

closely to much more intuitive understanding of

what authenticity is.

This paper discusses the fascinating issue of recon‐

struction of historical monuments and sites which

is a focus of a long and ongoing debate. Article 15

of The Venice Charter rejected any attempts of recon‐

struction a priori allowing only accurate anastylosis,

that is “reassembling of existing but dismembered

parts” [1]. The Riga Charter on Authenticity and

Historical Reconstruction in Relationship to Cultural

Heritage from 2000 allow historical reconstruction

provided that the reconstruction meets certain

conditions and is historically justified [2]. I would

like to analyse the changing face of authenticity

over the last half of a century by examining the

case of the reconstructed Old Town of Warsaw. It

was the first ever reconstruction on such a vast

scale to enter the UNESCO World Heritage List in

1980 establishing a precedent for similar cases

in the future, despite initial objections of the

UNESCO committee [3, p. 20]. The nomination

and the enlistment of this site were not without

controversy and elicited a heated debate.

2. The Historic Warsaw

A ford lying on the Vistula, a river crossing of a

trade route that had already been marked on

Ptolemy's map [4, p. 209] and the earliest human

settlements around the area of what nowadays is

Warsaw, can be traced back as far as 12,000 to

10,000 years BCE [5, p. 11]. It was not till the turn

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the changes that notions of authenticity of historical sites have undergone in the

20th century. The reconstructed Old Town of Warsaw, now enlisted as a UNESCO World Heritage Monument,
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of 13th and 14th centuries when one of the settle‐

ments called Jazdów gained a stronghold and

became a seat of the dukes of Mazovia for over

250 years [6, p. 7]. In the early 14th century,

Warsaw acquired its typical medieval plan with a

chess street pattern extending around the central

market square with a cathedral and the duke's

castle in vicinity [5, p. 109].

The advantageous location of Warsaw, lying half‐

way between Cracow and Vilnius, the political

centres of Polish‐Lithuanian Commonwealth,

resulted in the gradual increase of the town’s

political significance. In 1569, Warsaw became the

seat of the Commonwealth Parliament and in 1573

it also became the site of elections. Finally, in 1596

king Sigismund III Vasa decided to establish Warsaw

as the capital [6, p. 10]. Over the years Warsaw had

become the centre of cultural life in the Kingdom

of Poland. The Royal court attracted a number of

local and foreign scholars, artists and architects

who enriched the capital with numerous works of

art and monuments. At the end of 18th century,

during the reign of Stanislaus Augustus, the last

Polish king, Warsaw could pride itself with an array

of impressive architecture, so often portrayed by

Bernardo Belotto, known as Canaletto. Domenico

Merlini, the Royal Architect was responsible for

refurbishment of the Royal Castle and the construc‐

tion of Łazienki palace [13, p. 11]. Even after the

partition of Poland and fall of the state in 1795,

throughout the 19th century Warsaw, which found

itself in the Russian Empire, continued to grow

gaining a number of magnificent works of archi‐

tecture such as Staszic Palace or Grand Theatre

by Antonio Corazzi [6, p. 11].

3. The World War II Destruction

Tragic events of the Second World War resulted

in horrible casualties, damage and often utter

destruction of a huge number of towns and cities

across the world and Europe in particular. Villages

of Northern France, ancient Italian towns, and

metropoles of the entire continent were left in

ruin. Some cities were destroyed as the result of

deliberate wide scale attacks aimed at industrial

sites which levelled entire residential areas and

historical districts. Dresden, for instance, is just

one of many towns that suffered similar fate.

Other towns, like Cassino, in Italy, suffered fierce

front‐line combat where weeks of artillery shelling

and bombing enemy positions wiped them off the

face of the Earth. Savage street combat turned

Stalingrad into a labyrinth of deserted burned out

buildings. However, the destruction of Warsaw

stands out on this morbid list. It finds its precedent

in the ancient history with the destruction of

Carthage by Scipio Aemilanus as the result of the

Third Punic War. Already in 1939, during the in‐

vasion of Poland by Nazi Germany, Warsaw was

announced a “fortress” by the German military

command which allowed artillery and air force to

attack objects of no military significance [7, p. 11].

Amongst many other buildings, the Royal Castle

was partly destroyed (Figure 1). The approach of

Nazi governments towards Polish culture became

obvious as early as in November 1939 when the

newly elected governor of occupied Polish terri‐

tories announced that the Royal Castle should be

destroyed and forbade repairing any of the build‐

ings damaged during combat claiming that “War‐

saw should never be rebuilt” [5, p. 15]. During the

Warsaw Ghetto Uprising of 1943, SS units employed

flame‐throwers to set buildings on fire during the

fight against Jewish freedom fighters (Figure 2).

After the uprising had been crushed, each of the

remaining buildings of former ghetto was blown up

destroying the entire district (Figure 3) [7, p. 13].

However, it was not until the end of 1944 when,

in the aftermath of the lost Warsaw Uprising, the

city was completely destroyed. Fierce two month

long street fighting had already turned the city
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into (Figure 4). After the uprising, it was Hitler's

wish to remove Warsaw from maps once and for

all. In November 1944 about a 100,000 surviving

Varsovians were exiled and “Special Destruction

Detachments” were formed in Warsaw. Under su‐

pervision of engineers, architects and German art

historians, they proceeded to destroy anything

that was left of the city [7, p.17]. A list of the most

significant Polish national monuments to be

destroyed first was made. They were followed by

palaces, manors, tenements and regular houses.

Each building was firstly set on fire and the remains

were blown up with explosives (Figure 5). The

January offensive of 1945 interrupted the destruc‐

tion, however little survived. Of 25,489 buildings

that existed in Warsaw before the war, only 1,223

remained. The former city centre was covered with

20 million cubic metres of rubble that in certain

places reached the height of three storeys. Only

roughly 5% of Warsaw's architecture survived

(Figures 6‐8) [4, p. 212].

4. Warsaw Rebuilt

The decision to rebuild Warsaw was announced on

January 3, 1945 by the National People's Council of

Poland (representing Soviet‐controlled communist

Figure 1 (top). Zygmunt’s Column and the burned‐out Royal
Castle in 1941.
Figure 2 (center). Destruction of a housing block during the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 1943.
Figure 3 (below). View of the destroyed Ghetto in 1945.
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government) [8, p. 6]. The reconstruction of Old

Town of Warsaw was planned between 1949 and

1953 although the works were only completed in

1956 (Figure 9) [9, p. 28]. Before works started, a

number of surviving original architectural ele‐

ments was discovered in the ruins of Old Town.

Securing those and gathering maximum amount

of archival and iconographic material became

imperative before attempting the reconstruction.

Gomulicki [7, p. 8] claims that each building was

rebuilt “brick after brick” according to a very

extensive records including drawings and photo‐

graphs of both, interiors and façades. However, it

is difficult to image that exact records of exteriors

and interiors of each of the buildings would sur‐

vive. According to Biegański, this was not the

case and an inquisitive study had to be made in

order to attempt reconstruction [9, p. 21]. A

number of decisions were made in order to inte‐

grate the Old Town into a modern city that was

being built around it. During the removal of debris

Up to down, left to right:
Figure 4. Ju‐87 bombing the Old Town during the uprising in
1944.
Figure 5. A German soldier setting a house on fire in September
1944.
Figure 6. Ruins of the Royal Castle in 1945.
Figure 7. North side of the destroyed Old Town market square
in 1945.
Figure 8. View of the destroyed Old Town with the market
square visible in the centre in January 1945.
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from the Old Town complex, it turned out that a

number of medieval elements survived including

the original chessboard street pattern, several of

the house goblet walls, building facades, and high

Gothic cellars, among many other elements. It was

decided that the spatially logical medieval plan

would be the most convenient way of incorporating

the Old Town into the rest of the city. With that in

mind, conservators refrained from reconstructing

19th century houses that were built in courtyards

of the medieval buildings allowing thus much

more public space in the district [9, p. 28]. As

rubble was being removed it also became appar‐

ent that just like other European cities with rich

history, Warsaw consisted of a number of historical

layers. Burghers, gradually gaining more wealth

modernised their houses to the latest fashion and

with the urban and economic development of the

17th and 18th centuries, the Old Town became a

mixture of Gothic, Baroque and Neo‐classicist

styles (Figures 10‐12). It was necessary to restore

these styles to preserve the spirit of historical

eclecticism of the city [9, p. 24]. According to

the master plan of Warsaw, the Old Town was

supposed to be a residential area with a strong

tourist potential. Several adaptations had to be

made. These included introduction of modern

technical facilities such as central heating which,

although not being historical, made the district

a live and habitable part of town that continued

to serve the housing purpose it had been serving

for a couple of centuries before. The spirit in which

the reconstruction was kept can be summarized

in the following passage from Biegański [9, p. 30]:

“the experiences of many years have demonstrated

that the Old Town complex was organised in a

correct way, that it ensures good living conditions

for its inhabitants and that this districts performs

all the functions allocated to it”.

5. The Old Town Enlisted

On September 2, 1980 the historic centre of Warsaw

was included on the list of the Monuments of the

World Heritage [9, p. 31]. As described in the

Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of

the World Heritage Convention of 1977, it is neces‐

sary for any historic site or a monument to pass

the test of authenticity. The Warsaw nomination

posed a challenge as doubts were raised over the

authenticity of the reconstruction [3, p. 19‐21].

Figure 9. Aerial view of the reconstructed Old Town in 1960. Figure 10. Zygmunt’s Column and the Royal Castle in 2013.
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In the light of strong emphasis that two impor‐

tant documents, Athens Charter [10] and Venice

Charter [11], put on respect for the originality of

form and material, the reconstruction of Old Town

could be hardly argued as a case of precise anasty‐

losis. Due to lack of iconographic record of nu‐

merous destroyed buildings, the reconstruction

was more of a well informed histori‐cal approxi‐

mation rather than reassembling a well known

monument. Installing modern plumbing and

heating systems could not have contributed to

the “originality” of the materials used. Despite

that, International Council for Monuments and

Sites (ICOMOS) supported the case for Warsaw

keeping the debate alive. In their recommenda‐

tion, the Council stated that “the documentation

is excellent and the centre of Warsaw is exceptional

example of reconstruction and has been made

into a symbol by the patriotic feeling of Polish

people” [3, p. 20‐21]. The reconstruction was

reaffirmed once again in 1980 and eventually has

been enlisted as World Heritage Monument a year

later. The case of Warsaw suggests that the notion

of authenticity based strictly on material conti‐

nuity of the object throughout time is only one of

the many criteria we may apply to a monument is

not always the critical one. Stovel suggested that

the authenticity does not have to and often is not

present in all of the aspects of the property nomi‐

nated to enter World Heritage list [12, p. 10].

6. The Nara Document

In 1994 scholars and conservators gathered in

Nara, Japan to reshape the traditional notions of

authenticity. It became apparent that traditional

materialist approach was insufficient to describe

the complexity of problems associated with au‐

thenticity of cultural artefacts [12, p. 9‐10]. As

an outcome of this meeting, an important docu‐

ment revising the notions of authenticity and, in

particular, of its material aspect was released [13].

The undisputed significance of material authen‐

ticity has been diminished. It ceased to be the

most critical factor, the ultimate value due to

which properties could be enlisted as World Heri‐

tage Monuments. It became necessary for monu‐

ments to meet the claim of "outstanding universal

value" [12, p. 10]. The origins of Nara document

can be linked to very prosaic reasons. Ancient

Japanese shrines and temples, such as the

Figure 12.Houses by the Castle Square in 2013.Figure 11. North side of the Old Town market square in 2013
(currently under renovation).
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complex of Nikko existing in Tochigi [14], are

made of wood which deteriorates and decays over

time. Through centuries a number of architectural

elements have been replaced, and it is conceivable

that over an extended period, the entire structure

might have been replaced this way. Japan inten‐

ded to secure the important position the ancient

temples should occupy in the cultural world

heritage [15, p. 4].

This case is a perfect real‐life application of the

ancient philosophical paradox known as the 'Ship

of Theseus'. This is a philosophical experiment

that examines the identity of a material object of

which all the existing parts have been replaced

over time. The original paradox, as first mentioned

by Plutarch, deals with exactly the same case: of

a wooden object that in order to remain preserved

requires frequent replacing of its planks [16].

Although it could be argued that Japanese shrines

that have undergone replacements of various

elements are actually different objects, this posi‐

tion does not seem plausible. Although it would

probably require a separate article in order to deal

with the question of identity of materials object,

the author would like to express his belief that in

regards to inanimate objects, such as cultural

artifacts identity is not inherent but external and

as such can be agreed upon. However, it can be

safely suggested that the authenticity of Japa‐

nese shrines consists not of their material conti‐

nuity, but of the accumulated layers of tradition

and history surrounding those objects. It is the

authenticity of the established tradition of use

and function of the site that remained unchanged

throughout the ages. Its integrity with the Japa‐

nese culture creates the spirit of the place and

renders the site authentic. Another interesting

development in the ideas surrounding authenti‐

city is the status of change. Everything undergoes

change: sites, monuments as well as cultures

looking after them [1, p. 34]. Change should not

be and is not seen as a negative factor that utterly

undermines authenticity, it is natural and at time

it can actually contribute to the authenticity of a

given object. The nature of heritage is dynamic,

not static. Many resources, just like Japanese

temples and Warsaw's historic city centre, are in

constant use. They change by necessity – hence

all the necessary technical adjustments of old

burghers' houses and slightly modified plan of the

district. In that case, only due to this change the

site remains alive. Therefore, the process of change

can add to the value of the site [1, p. 34]. The Vi‐

enna Memorandum [18] focuses on the change

which, according to the document can be an in‐

tegral component of the significance of the place.

Change cannot be separated from identity of the

site, and the identity is the broader category on

basis of which authenticity can be judged. Cultural

relativity of any judgements concerning authen‐

ticity is another relevant theme touched upon by

the Nara Document. Articles 11 to 13 link authen‐

ticity to a whole variety of information and sources

available in cultural contexts and calls for deep

understanding and use of that information before

making authenticity‐related judgements [13].

7. Warsaw ‐ authenticity revised

How can one look at the case of Warsaw's historic

centre in this light? A rebuilt centre is not a case

of anastylosis. However, one could adapt a more

holistic approach arguing for the continuation of

identity of the entire district supporting the case

with the Theseus paradox. Although this could be

an interesting argument, in case of Warsaw more

relevant and practical approach is required. An

entirely different set of factors accounts for the

authenticity of Warsaw's Old Town. The reconstruction

has managed to successfully revive the spirit of

Warsaw's history, with eclecticism of all historical

layers and styles present in the city. Due to several
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technical changes introduced into the urban plan

of the district, the entire Old Town remains an

integral part of the living organism of the city. As

a residential area, it serves the same traditional

purpose it has served over many years. The Old Town

remains true to its function and nature. All of these

characteristics contribute to the authenticity of

the Old Town. However, another crucial point needs

to be made. It is the reconstruction itself that has

the “outstanding universal value” and is authentic

itself. Criteria (ii) and (iv) that justify enlistment

of the district mentions the unprecedented vast

scale of the reconstruction and mark ethical values

associated with it [19]. Time is not malicious, war

is. The act of conservation and preservation of

destroyed heritage is an ethical necessity [19,

p. 7]. The destruction of Warsaw was an act of

deliberate, planned attempt to completely wipe

out marks of a material culture of Poland. Rebuild‐

ing the capital was, of course, a social and politi‐

cal necessity. However, reconstruction of every‐

thing that was deemed as inferior and eventually

destroyed by the Nazi regime is an ethical act.

The Italian town of Cassino has been moved few

hundred metres away from the old site after the

war. The remains of the old town were left as a

monument of war and a warning [20, p. 463].

The reconstructed Warsaw, however, is a monu‐

ment to resilience of human spirit and culture.

Paradoxically it is a monument to the reconstruc‐

tion and the idea of the reconstruction itself. As

the reconstruction was one of the events in the

causal chain, a part of the historical process it

would be nonsensical to call it unauthentic.

Identity and, thus, authenticity of the objects

flows from values we attach to the given object.

8. Conclusions

The case of the reconstructed Old Town of Warsaw

shows that authenticity of cultural monument

can be a very complex notion. Although the ma‐

terial aspect of authenticity is of great signifi‐

cance, there are a number of intangible proper‐

ties that authenticity encapsulates. Among others,

one can name continuity of traditions associated

with the given monument, continuity of purpose

or social significance it has for local community.

In case of Warsaw, the significance of intangible

aspects outweighs that of the material authen‐

ticity of the Old Town. On one hand, the Old Town

can be thought of as authenthic in regards to the

role it plays on cultural as well as social and eco‐

nomical levels. On the other hand, the recon‐

struction can be considered an authentic testi‐

mony to the destruction of the city and as a

monument to rejection of violence and cruel

destruction of war.
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THE CULTURE OF EXHIBITIONS
AND CONSERVATION

Dimitrios Doumas



1. Introduction

Nowadays, and after nearly a century of distant

relationships between museums and the public,

there has been a remarkable shift in attitude

towards museum audiences. The art museum,

structured upon art historical narratives and

hierarchies of quality and style in both subject‐

matter and technique, has experienced the most

dramatic change. It is common ground that a

museum has to endeavour the challenges set not

only by other museums and cultural organizations

but by all sorts of services and products of the

leisure industry that may appeal to people’s atten‐

tiveness and enjoyment. This fact, in conjunction

with the increased interest in the cultural heritage

field and an ever‐growing competitive market,

designated by a demanding audience and by a

demand for an audience, are indicators of the

need to approach museums from the viewpoint of

general marketing reasoning, with implications

for their economic viability. Today’s urge for

financial sufficiency and competition enforces

mass‐communication as the key feature of mu‐

seums that impinges on their staff, including

conservators.

The necessity to popularize culture is best reflec‐

ted in the temporary exhibition phenomenon. As

multifaceted museological ventures and commu‐

nication media, temporary exhibitions form part

of contemporary culture, and aim for the educa‐

tion and entertainment (or vice versa) of the

widest possible public in a way that benefits the

museum in terms of finance and prestige as they

forge a distinctive institutional profile [1].

2. Exhibitions as scholarly endeavour

Exhibitions are creative acts designated to deliver

ideas and messages. Their narrative is the result

of thorough research, normally conceived and

implemented with a documentary and occasion‐

ally a historicist mentality. They are visually

communicated, even though other senses may

ABSTRACT
The article reflects on temporary exhibitions from a theoretical as well as practical perspective. Regarded

as a particularly effective mass‐communication medium, exhibitions have a dual nature: they are
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also be incorporated, offering visitors aesthetic

experience regardless of their subject‐matter

(for even everyday utilitarian objects can assume,

as exhibits, the quality of an aesthetic entity).

And finally, set within an interpretative frame‐

work culturally influenced, they are cognitively

construed and appreciated.

Exhibitions take place in a defined space and their

physical layout may transform them into sites of

functional design and spectacle. As three‐dimen‐

sional constructions people can walk into and

explore, they make effective use of formal elements:

shape, volume, light, colour, texture or even

sound, whereas the selection or the exclusion of

objects, their arrangement and hierarchy within

the exhibition gallery, their presentation and

viewing conditions, the deployment of texts,

imagery, semiotics and other material denote

meaning that reflects curatorial choices.

Regardless of their subject matter, exhibitions are

initially scholarly undertakings that reflect in

practice curatorial aspirations and intentions.

Their rationale entails selection, presentation

and implication of relation that all form up into a

statement [2]. In order for visitors to understand

exhibition displays, meaning and method are pre‐

requisites. Curators are responsible for trans‐

forming matter into history, knowledge and dis‐

course. Since museums are accountable for perpetu‐

ating an object system that enables the fixing of

social existence and collective consciousness by

reconstructing knowledge of the past or struc‐

turing knowledge of today for tomorrow, curators

are those privileged intellectuals who generate

culture and, in effect, create a cultural climate.

An exhibition consists in a collection of entities

that seem to share inherent significance, a value

amplified by the fact that these entities have been

gathered to make up a unity in one space. As such,

it reflects the museum’s “unique capacity to teach

by showing” [3]. Exhibitions, therefore, are enac‐

tments of the ability museum professionals have

to offer contemplation and advice by selected

experience. Within such mechanism, curators

analyze and explore their subject, but neither are

they independent nor do they possess the truth.

Temporary exhibitions have a time limit. Nowa‐

days, what was once considered to be a fixed

display has been superseded by the notion of

temporariness, as the idea of permanence is

gradually declining. This tendency relates to two

factors. On the one hand, it is a consequence of

the economic framework within which museums

now operate since most institutions are dependent

upon public assessment, namely attendance fig‐

ures. It is thus expected that museums are con‐

fronted with greater challenges and demanding

expectations. A permanent collection, no matter

how significant or famous it is, cannot always be

considered as having “box‐office value” [4], at

least not on its own. To think of museums in

marketing terms is vital for their financial sus‐

tainability but it affects directly the museum’s

value system and operational circumstances. On

the other hand, the frequency in which social and

cultural attitudes change calls for a continuous

adjustment of interpretation, communication

channels, modes of presentation and represen‐

tation [5]. Either reason, the culture of exhibi‐

tions has changed to a certain extent traditional

roles and expectations within the museum’s human

resource structure and has added considerable

workload to both curators and conservators.

Furthermore, the transient nature of temporary

exhibitions enables innovation without putting

at risk the museological approach and standards

that the institution has adopted. Thus, experi‐

mentation with novel, untried or unconventional

ideas that bring together and juxtapose diverse

artefacts, ideas and concepts may take place [6].
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In that sense, a museum may reinvent itself con‐

stantly offering new presentations and interpre‐

tations by producing alternative, even provoca‐

tive at times, exhibitions of its own or loaned

collections. Otherwise, it may strengthen its

established identity so as to form a coherent

audience. Hence, without underestimating its

regular visitors, a museum can draw divergent

segments of the public that may be circumstantial

perhaps at first, but may eventually turn out to

make up a consistent audience, which is of great

benefit in every respect.

Either way, to orientate towards massive queues

in front of admission desks indicates a concerted

effort on behalf of the institution to attract and

“entertain” a crowd rather than satisfy a group

of people whose knowledge of, or interest in, the

museum (or exhibition subject) is taken for granted.

It is all about politics, and largely depends on the

sponsorship involved, which usually articulates

mainstream themes at the expense perhaps of

topics of rigorous scholarship, whereas emphasis

is placed on the commercial character of the under‐

taking so as to ensure success [1]. The criterion

to raise visitor numbers and potential income can

impose the implementation of spectacular shows

at the cost of those of less dazzling themes, which

nonetheless can be thoroughly researched and

curated, but address a small group of intellectuals

rather than a mass public.

The question of sponsorship is indeed determinant,

particularly when it comes to private institutions.

Private foundations enjoy more freedom and

flexibility in terms of management, especially

when compared with public museums and the

bureaucratic scrutiny their administration is

usually marked by. However, their exhibition

programmes depend on sponsorship, which can

become a considerable restraint. As a case in

point, the Benaki Museum in Athens, the largest

private museum in Greece, implements its exhibi‐

tion programmes based solely on sponsorship,

despite the fact that the institution is dependent

to some extent on State Budget. That way, the

operational costs of the museum are reduced to

minimum. Nevertheless, any project, even low‐

budget ones, may be paused, modified, postponed,

cancelled or may take priority over other ventures

depending on the availability of funding. This

drifting from one situation into another has ob‐

vious implications for the scheduling of tasks in

both curatorial and conservation departments.

Nevertheless, contrary to the widespread belief

that entertainment usually predominates over

education when the two are combined, a museum

and its activities are eventually judged by the

quality the visit experience offers. This depends

on the value its visitors place primarily on the

displayed collection. Though it seems contra‐

dictory, successful popularization depends on

sound scholarship and the ability of an institution

to communicate with society and sense pragmatic,

rather than fabricated tastes and needs.

Besides any theory and rationale behind them,

temporary exhibitions as projects call for good

management and involve a planning process that

presumes a systematic approach. Within this

framework, curators have the leading role and

juggle with a multitude of requirements that

encompass the ability to conduct thorough schol‐

arly research in tandem with organizational skills

necessary for the management of a variety of

tasks that make up the undertaking, usually in a

highly pressurized environment. Yet, apart from

deciding on the theme and subject‐matter of the

exhibition, aside from producing interpretation

and putting the whole thing together, a number of

extra talents are required of curators. They must

deal with political agendas, appeal to sponsors

and collectors and, by implication, they assure
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access to all contributors without putting at risk

the integrity of the institution, and in the case of

modern and contemporary art museums and gal‐

leries, they advocate for artists and their work [7].

3. The Role of Conservation: Questions to Ponder On

Curation in setting up exhibitions is indeed a

complex duty but so is conservation. Staging

exhibitions is about effective team‐work because

there are many jobs involved on different levels,

time is usually limited, money never seems to be

enough, and the exhibition programmes museums

engage in get increasingly tight. On the one hand,

this establishes a museum’s identity as a brand

but, on the other, it turns curators and conser‐

vators into arts/culture administrators. Within

this framework, conservators, just like curators,

find themselves confronted by new roles to play

and new requirements to meet, entailing adminis‐

trative responsibilities that supersede the tradi‐

tional notion of the bench conservator or even

that of the preventive conservator.

So far, we had been accustomed to talk of the

two principal roles of the museum, preservation

and communication through use, as if they con‐

tradict each other [8]. However, this argument

does not seem to be plausible any more. Indeed,

there had been many instances in the past in which

curators considered conservation viewpoints as

an obstacle to their work because of the defensive,

even inflexible, attitude conservators frequently

adopted on how and when objects were to be used.

Nowadays, the stereotype that preservation

principles may work against communication or

that communication may cancel out preservation

attracts substantial criticism. There has been a

change in attitude towards the use and inter‐

pretation of museum objects so that curators can

no longer claim exclusive authority over the collec‐

tions they are responsible for and conservators

refrain from being stiff and over‐protective. After

all, conservation is not about isolating objects or

shutting out the public; it is about making them

safely accessible and usable again. This perspective,

which places emphasis on the public and its needs

rather than objects, impinges on policy formula‐

tion and decision making [9].

Nevertheless, this may entail a sort of compromise

that relates to the fact that the position conser‐

vators occupy in the exhibition team is not always

assumed or taken into account in the decision‐

making process. Conservators are not the ones

who can permit or forbid the use of objects. Even

in the case of unstable or delicate artefacts, they

can only advise on the hazards involved in their

possible display or, even worse, travel. However,

if the museum management has already decided

their deployment there is not much conservators

can really do to reverse the decision. Correspond‐

ingly, conservators have limited power if objects

are to be exhibited in conditions that are not ideal.

Their expert knowledge on the risks entailed or if

improvements are to be made is readily available,

but that is as far as it goes. This again can become

an issue of politics as it may depend on how strongly

a museum wishes to form up collaborations with

other cultural institutions. In order to achieve

such goals a museum may be willing to make

concessions sometimes and play down certain

aspects including environmental parameters.

Conservators are faithful to their standards but

it is a question of how the museum wishes to in‐

corporate them, either flexibly or rigidly as policy,

and apply them judiciously [10]. Generally speak‐

ing, the practicing of preventive conservation as a

field with financial implications goes far beyond

the conservator’s duty. To create new storage areas,

to improve or replace inappropriate display cases,

to acquire up‐to‐date monitoring systems or to

produce reports regularly are issues that fall
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within the administration’s authority. Conservators

can only propose on such matters; they cannot

resolve upon or against them, as the administra‐

tion decides how budgets are to be distributed.

The question conservators should ponder on is

whether exhibitions can actually do harm to objects

or not. They are certainly good for museums but

what about the displays themselves? The answer is

not clear. Exhibitions can be good for the museum’s

collections that are not on display, particularly

when gallery space is limited because they max‐

imise the use of the museum’s content that other‐

wise would remain in store. Hidden treasures

stacked in poorly, disorganised and usually over‐

crowded basements get to see the light. This can

only be good since they are checked, receive

treatment, are relocated if necessary and their

storage arrangements may be reconsidered once

the exhibition is over. But even for travelling

objects in touring exhibitions, the risks of getting

damaged during packing/unpacking, transporta‐

tion and mounting are no worse than the disaster

of suffering a sudden water leakage in an inap‐

propriate store‐room. Of course, it is far more

likely that damage will eventually occur in a work

of art that travels around a country or the globe

when compared to one that stands still in the dark.

No matter how sophisticated methods transport

firms apply to gain (or retain) their good repu‐

tation, and in effect their contracts, there will

always be vibration, shock or tiny little accidents

that will make a fingerprint visible, cause a crack,

loose a joint, or abrade the polished surface of a

gilded frame relief, not to mention cracks and

detachments, which may not be noticeable at first

hand but get serious over time. It is therefore

presumed that those in charge of the museum’s

exhibition policy know well the collections they

hold; can pick out which objects can or cannot be

on display and/or travel and pinpoint conserva‐

tion needs.

The issue is to have in advance a good grasp of

the degree to which the museum succeeds in

preserving its collections, and to do that it is

crucial that regular surveys are conducted [10].

Surveys alert as they provide reliable and valid

information on the general state of objects (i.e.

excellent, satisfactory, poor, unacceptable),

assess whether the storage conditions are appro‐

priate or not tackling environmental issues, cur‐

rent or likely to occur, also indicating areas of

improvement and help plan conservation work.

But the key‐point is that surveys precede and

therefore pave the way for any museum activity

that involves the use of artefacts.

Of course, temporary exhibitions do not concern

objects in storage only but also encompass top

permanent exhibits which are frequently selected

precisely for their high status and significance.

However, even though fully conserved in the past,

such objects may be in a seriously fragile condition

that frequent moves can only result in potential

wear.

The making of exhibitions is a group activity within

which conservators have a key‐role that in many

respects determines the various stages of the

preparation and implementation of a show from

the very inception of its theme and all way through

to its dismounting. Conservators, as a group within

a group, should have clearly defined roles and

responsibilities and an equal share of tasks and

assignments. However, as the project progresses

it is likely that the initial planning will have to be

reconsidered and adjusted, people may have to be

reallocated and deadlines may move forward.

Conservators have a say, even though not defini‐

tive, in the choice of objects to be included in a

display as they participate in putting together the

preliminary and final object list depending on

condition checking and conservation assessments.
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Once the selection is completed, documentation

is performed and remedial conservation planning

is made and implemented while any requirements

of extra resources for preventive measures are

considered. Conservators perform material testing

and environmental monitoring. They may design

supports and mounts themselves or give applicable

instructions to designers and technicians regarding

the construction of buffered display cases and the

suitability of lining materials or any other fixing

requirements and options. In that sense, conser‐

vators act rather as arbitrators who decode the

museum specifications into technical mandate so

as for the design professionals to fully comprehend

what is required of them and reach to a solution

that, on the one hand, matches the curator’s

vision and, on the other, complies with conser‐

vation standards. Conservators supervise packing,

transportation and installation. These issues are

collaborative and presume a choice of the right

contractors such as transport firm and handlers

who are expected to do the job properly, come

up with safe and cost‐effective solutions and be

faithful to the guidelines drawn up by the insti‐

tution.

Couriering is another significant aspect of the

conservators’ input to the making of exhibitions.

However, this is not their exclusive responsibility;

curators or registrars can do that as well. Couriers

being present during all or most stages of the

mounting should be able to: cross‐check the state

of the artefacts upon arrival and departure against

the available condition reports; inspect and

provide instructions and assistance on handling

and mounting, if needed; and, in any way, they

should be able to sort things out in the unlike

event of an unpleasant incident taking place. For

all these obvious reasons it is preferable that

couriering is entrusted to conservators, as they

are accountable for the physical integrity of ob‐

jects and can intervene appropriately. But, there

are other parameters involved in the assignment

of couriering that may relate to practicalities (e.g.

staff availability) or to the museum’s hierarchy,

which in most cases is occupied by curators.

This is a brief outline of the conservators’ respon‐

sibilities throughout the entire project, which

above all presumes a good working relationship

and communication primarily with their peers,

the curator and anyone else involved such as

engineers, security staff, cleaners, etc.

Treating objects for exhibition is a question of

good time management, which presumes a con‐

sensus on how work is prioritized so that all ex‐

hibits are meticulously inspected, while the best

or more significant objects are taken care of atten‐

tively. The process is quantitative as well as quali‐

tative. Evidently, it is rather unlikely that all

artefacts involved in an exhibition will require

remedial treatment on the same level. But even

if they did, still it would not be possible to give

each and every object the same attention: time

and budget would not allow it. Whether artefacts

need substantial structural and/or surface inter‐

vention, or simply require the minimum care, it

is important for conservators to plan their work

according to a damage category system based on

how the condition of each artefact was graded

during the inspection or survey of the collection.

A major distinction should be made between works

that need to be treated in the lab and those that

can be dealt with in situ, namely in the exhibition

gallery right before mounting with minor improve‐

ments. This is a common‐sense step that can

alleviate workload and reduce the frequent moves

of artefacts from one place to another. An addi‐

tional measure that can help monitor work pro‐

gress is to differentiate works that need remedial

treatment from those that require preventive

care such as mounting in acid‐free boards and

replacement of loose fixings.
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Exhibitions can increase remedial treatment

sometimes overwhelmingly. To carry out consoli‐

dation on one hundred gilded frames, for instance,

is indeed a considerable amount of labour but the

relining and cleaning of just five paintings are,

by far, more important in terms of their impact,

the expertise they require and the workload en‐

tailed. This conjectural example simply illustrates

that well‐managed exhibition‐led conservation

does not depend on how many objects get to be

treated, but on what is actually done to them.

Furthermore, conservation timetables can easily

get ignored, though not necessarily on purpose.

Occasionally, conservators are forced to work on

the full treatment of heavily deteriorated objects

and make them suitable for display at very short

notice and with limited time in hand. This usually

happens because certain works considered key

exhibits are still subject to contract, negotiations

may last longer or sponsorship may not be secured

yet, which means that last‐minute decisions or

last minute entries may come up to disturb an

agreed conservation plan of action. This is also the

case when the project involves private collectors.

Delays in the finalization of the loan list may occur

because private owners are more hesitant as to

loan their artefacts or not. This understandable

reservation will bring on hold‐ups amongst other

steps, such as insurance and indemnity, in con‐

servation planning if the selected works need

treatment prior to exhibition.

In any case, exhibition‐oriented work usually

takes over at the expense of routine conservation

activities, while any personal aspiration to carry

out research on collections outside the confines

of temporary exhibition projects or new displays

is put off (the same applies to curators). All this

can get better or worse depending to a large ex‐

tent on the frequency in which the events succeed

(or overlap) each other. It is essential that there

is some reasonable “breathing space” between

each show.

The installation of displays is a particularly signifi‐

cant stage in which artefacts and people are or‐

chestrated within a fixed period of time. No matter

how well ahead an exhibition has been prepared,

this is a point when time simply never seems to be

enough, particularly when the project involves

many participants, meaning that many objects

with different environmental, handling and fixing

requisites will have to be installed and many cou‐

riers will have to be dealt with within a squeezed

amount of time in order to keep budget within

limits. Each courier, of course, will have his/her

standards, priorities and demands, which will have

to be considered and resolved promptly to meet

the lender’s satisfaction and the opening date.

Having enough or the right conservators to carry

out installation is not always a straightforward

process. Evidently, a temporary exhibition on

Venetian glass, for instance, will be prepared by

the glass conservation team of the museum pro‐

vided that there is one. If not, or if the number of

specialist staff does not suffice to perform the

task, the museum will have to employ outside

contractors or collaborate with staff from fellow

establishments. Alternatively, conservators from

other in‐house conservation divisions may assist

or actually do the job themselves. On many occa‐

sions of exhibition preparation at the Benaki

Museum, members of staff from the overstaffed

paintings conservation department have been

asked to support their peers from other under‐

staffed sections and work on condition checking,

supervise mounting or install artefacts that are

not within their realm: metals, glass, textiles,

prints, etc. This raises serious questions regarding

the allocation of staff, which is also a time‐de‐

pendent issue. Who is going to assist? How much

time will this require? What will this mean in terms
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of extra person‐days? How many people will be

involved? What downside aspects will this slot‐in

work bring to the daily engagements of those who

come to help in the process? Will people rotate

the job? Is it ethical and sustainable to turn a

specialist into a generalist out of necessity? Will

there always be this kind of flexibility and adapta‐

bility readily available? If not, how can a similar

situation be dealt with if extra staff is in short

supply and the museum is unwilling or unable to

hire freelancers to do the job? These are some of

the commonest questions anyone in charge of a

project or a group of people will have to think of

well before any decision is taken. The project or

conservation manager should be perceptive enough

as to whether the amount of work involved can

be handled within the estimated time‐scale and

whether the available staff is either enough or

too few to run the project adequately and without

disturbing work flow. This insight is not always

given; it is acquired by experience.

Working with private collectors as lenders is an‐

other consideration in the making of temporary

exhibitions. The recurring issue of coping with

extra workload is apparent for a number of reasons.

In most cases, the works involved will need some

form of intervention but, even if they do not, con‐

dition reports, documentation and recording will

be produced and assessments on their environ‐

mental needs or any potential risks during the

exhibition will be made. This is an essential task

that entails a lot of paperwork, which usually comes

ready‐made along with the loan and its courier if

the lender is a heritage or cultural establishment.

Further concerns on how the private loan will be

handled during packing/unpacking and mounting

will have to be taken into account depending on

the standards set by the owner. In extreme cases,

and when no compromise between the lender and

the borrower is reached, certain requirements on

behalf of the collector, which may be too demand‐

ing and costly to satisfy, may lead to the cancel‐

lation of the loan. This can be a slippery slope if

the owner the museum disagrees with is a wealthy

individual who can be identified as a potentially

valuable source of fund‐raising and partnership.

Again, how this predicament is sorted lies in the

administration’s will.

In dealing with private works for exhibition pre‐

paration, museum conservators enter somehow

the realm of a “disguised” freelancer‐client rela‐

tionship, although not in a contractual sense. In

this correlation the conservators’ concerns, fo‐

cused on the objects’ welfare, do not necessarily

correspond to those of the collectors [11]. There

is a distinguished difference between someone

who systematically collects and someone who just

happened to be the owner of an artwork in terms

of how these two perceive conservation. Even if

there is some sort of insight into museum work in

general, the conservators’ role is rather under‐

stated because private owners are usually una‐

ware of the implications of conservation and

restoration. Besides, the majority of collectors

place emphasis on the outward appearance of

their works, but in very different terms. Some of

them dread to think of any change induced to the

way their artefact looks precisely because they

do not know how restoration functions. On the

other hand, but for the very same reason, there

are those who expect the exact opposite effect,

and that is to see their work “as good as new”. In

any way, the ignorance of the true nature of con‐

servation and restoration may relate to the fact

that certain interventions such as varnish removal

or retouching are more perceptible in that they

have an immediate visual impact on the appearance

of an artefact when compared to treatments like

consolidation, which may not always be clearly

understood. Caught between the two extremes,

conservators are asked to perform what is ethically
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appropriate for the object, but within the limits of

the exhibition’s brief, budget, preparation time

and physical setting. At the same time, they should

provide collectors with ample information and advice

on the various treatment stages their works under‐

go. As for collectors, they should consent based

on trust in the museum and the institutional role

museum‐practiced conservation is endowed with.

4. Conclusions

Exhibitions are seen as discursive spaces that can

engender different stories each time they are on.

The selection of displays, artists and epochs, the

representation of “quality” and the fixing of art

and cultural value are amongst the key features of

exhibitions that denote a choice and an intention.

Within the context of inter‐departmental collabo‐

ration, conservators have a decisive input as they

stand between the displays and the curator, advo‐

cate for objects and their needs, despite the fact

that their voice is not always heard, and mediate

between the many different professionals or indi‐

vidual contributors involved in the undertaking.

Aside their practical skills, conservators are asked

to engage in many different tasks and increased

responsibilities, cope with administrative work

and underpin their performance on well‐founded

collections and human resource management.

Regardless of their content, exhibitions constitute

a field in which conservators can thrive, but only

efficient planning and monitoring of work pro‐

gress can guarantee successful implementation.

As museums and their collections grow, so do their

needs. As a consequence, and in order to survive

financially, museums now orientate towards the

public. In this direction, temporary exhibitions

have become a particularly effective tool. Never‐

theless, with temporary exhibitions, museums face

the challenge to reconcile their mission with the

needs and forces of the market. Hence, the content

and quality of the exhibition experience should

favour quantity: the larger the audience, the better.

Within this framework, conservators are the ones

who can guarantee, apart from remedial interven‐

tions, those preservation conditions and measures

that enable safe access to collections for display

and interaction.
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1. Introduction

Depending on how pigments interact with light,

they can be divided into three basic types: absorp‐

tion pigments, metal effect pigments and inter‐

ference pigments. The main principle of absorp‐

tion pigments, which include the traditional or‐

ganic and inorganic pigments, is absorption and/or

diffuse scattering of light. Metal effect pigments

are contemporary pigments that are made of

aluminium, zinc, copper or brass [1]. Finally,

interference pigments, which are the focus of

this paper, consist of various layers of a metal

oxide deposited onto a natural mineral, mica [2].

Mica‐based interference pigments were introduced

in the 1960's by DuPont with products based on

titanium dioxide coatings on a muscovite substrate

[2]. Further developments were driven mainly by

Merck and Mearl. The synthesis of mica pigments

with a transparent iron (III) oxide layer started

in the late 1970s [2]. Currently, they make about

80% of the total interference pigments sold [2, 3].

The special effects of these pigments, such as

angle‐dependent colour or decorative texture,

enabled them a growing economic significance

and exploitation in many industries among which

the automotive, printing, plastics, cosmetics,

coating and ceramic industries [4‐9]. In addition,

these pigments have found their purpose in conser‐

vation and restoration practice as well. In Portu‐

gal, for example, mica pigments are considered

as an optional retouching material when match‐

ing a colour of a damaged metallic surface, most

often found on three‐dimensional wooden objects,

such as sculptures and/or decorative frames, and

in paintings, especially panel paintings.

In general, damaged gilded areas can be restored

with traditional or non‐traditional gilding materials
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and techniques [10, 11]. The exploration of non‐

traditional, yet reversible, materials in gilding

conservation is an ongoing process. There are

several options on the market: gold powder [11],

metal pigments (like bronze powders) or mica

pigments mixed with a natural binder (Arabic gum)

or synthetic resins (Paraloid B72, Plextol B500/

Plextol D360, among others). The metal powders

have been used extensively as original surface

treatments for more than a century [12]. Due to

several important advantages in comparison

with metal pigments, such as non‐toxicity and

resistance to tarnish, mica pigments are consid‐

ered as an adequate alternative to bronze powders.

Furthermore, in retouching losses of specific ob‐

jects where the use of gold or silver leaves is in‐

terpreted as a false historical, mica pigments are

regarded as a substitute material. Needless to

say, they are also less expensive than metal leafs,

making them more accessible to conservator‐

restorers.

However, in some cases, their optical abilities can

also be a drawback. Depending on the illumination

settings and the viewing angle, mica pigments can

yield a large colour shifts making the retouching

process more laborious and unpredictable. In addi‐

tion, retouching areas can also be very difficult to

depict photographically for documentation pur‐

poses.

This paper aims to study more in‐depth these

materials in order to attain greater control over

their optical attributes in retouching two‐dimen‐

sional and three‐dimensional metallic surfaces.

Thus, the first two sections deal with the morpho‐

logical and optical properties of mica pigments.

The objective of the last section is to make evident

various associated problems that may occur during

the process of retouching and also to offer some

practical guidelines to improve the results of colour

matching.

2. Composition of Mica pigments

The mica term has been in use by the modern

paint industry to be a generic name for the whole

group of micas [7]. In mineralogy, micas are a

group of hydrous potassium aluminium silicates.

Numerous sheet silicate minerals are recognized,

but the name often used and with the greatest

commercial value and use is muscovite, which is

grounded into different pigment grades [2,8,13,14].

Muscovite can be found in nature in many distinct

forms as: thin flexible cleavable hexagonal plates

(Figure 1), small anhedral disseminated grains,

compact scaly masses or synthetically crystallized

to the required dimensions. When pure, it is colour‐

less or white but due to the presence of impurities

it may be brown, blue, green, pink or red [8].

These impurities include metals such as Titanium

dioxide (TiO), Chromium (Cr), Iron (Fe), Aluminium

(Al), Cobalt (Co), Nickel (Ni), Zinc (Zn) and Copper

(Cu) [14]. These metals form an oxide‐hydroxide

surface layer that covers the mica plate‐lets making

them colourful [14].

Figure 1. Macrophotography of muscovite. Photo by Frederico
Henriques.
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Figure 2. Examples of mica pigments in two shades of gold: Pearl Luster IRIODIN Colibri Pale Gold (right) and Pearl Luster IRIODIN
Colibri Royal Gold (left).

Mica pigments are available in shades of gold

(Figure 2), copper and silver with red, blue, or

violet highlights which can be mixed between

them. For the purpose of retouching gilded or

silver surfaces, the two most important coatings

are titanium dioxide, since it produces colours

that appear as a silvery iridescence, and iron

oxide, which produce colours that resemble bronze

and copper. Gold and brown hues can be obtained

by the application of iron oxide layer over a coating

of titanium oxide [2, 3]. Because the coating is

already oxidized, they can be expected not to oxi‐

dize further and not discolour [12].

However, interference pigments can also be classi‐

fied by their structure and manufacture method.

For example, high refractive index substances like

titanium dioxide or iron oxide may be deposited

on a transparent substrate such as mica or silicon

dioxide or even in aluminium oxide. According to

Cramer [15], such pigments are manufactured

using wet‐chemical processes, while other inter‐

ference pigments, made with an aluminium layer

as internal reflector, are manufactured in high

vacuum.

3. Optical Properties of Mica pigments

As previously stated, mica pigments obtain their

optical properties through interference. These are

not the colours viewed in reflected light, where

colour is a result of light absorption (subtraction)

of certain wavelengths and reflection of other

wavelengths of the pigment. Instead, the colour

of these pigments is due to their specific structure

which induces interference, a physical phenomenon

where wavelengths are overlapped on each other

occurring light reflection and light scattering

(Figure 3), hence their name [16]. The final colour

effect is similar to that of soap bubbles or oil slicks

on water.

While retouching metallic surfaces, the treated

objects are often exhibited at different locations

with various lighting sources and, as a result, colour

mismatches can be quite common. Normally, the

justification for the optical colour differences of

the mica pigments can be explained by metamer‐

ism. This phenomenon is often related to the fact

that an observer can see the accurate colour match

under an illuminant, but not under other.
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However, according to Johnston‐Feller [17], there

are three types of metamerism which, in the case

of retouching with mica pigments, can occur at the

same time.

The first one, mentioned above, is illuminant meta‐

merism and it occurs while exposing the treated

object to different lighting sources. This type

creates the so‐called metameric pair when two

colours appear to be a match under one light

source but mismatch under other.

The second type is observer metamerism. It hap‐

pens when the examined colour match is accept‐

able for one observer and unacceptable to other.

In this case, the metamerism is less apparent in

relation to the changes in lighting conditions.

Therefore, this phenomenon depends not only of

the individual mechanism of the observer’s visual

system but also upon the type of illumination in

the room where the object is stored.

Finally, the geometric metamerism, associated

with the surface different characteristics and with

the material chemical properties, is an unfortu‐

nate common occurrence when retouching with

mica. It consists in the visualisation of colour

change while moving the angle of illumination

and observation [17].

Other factors for metameric pairs and geometrical

metamerism may be the amount of different pig‐

ment types used with mica to obtain a given colour

in retouching, the variations in gloss, surface

texture, and ratio of pigment to binder [18]. For

this reason, it is important to retain that the

simpler the mixture, the lesser the chance is for

pronounced metamerism of the resultant colour

match.

To summarize, mica pigments can change their

colour depending of the light source, angle of

observation and observatory itself. But, are these

the only factors that induce colour diversity of

mica? For professional use, it is crucial to know

the material limitations to overcome them. Thus,

the conservator‐restorer requires more in‐depth

analyses of these pigments so that he can bring

them under very tight matching tolerances.

4. Colour Diversity Phenomenon

As mentioned earlier, mica pigments are complex

materials that have a similar behaviour to metallic

pigments and are, as Mayer [18] noted, one of the

colouring ingredients that can cause metameric

pairs and geometric metamerism. In a paint or

coating they act as mirror‐like reflectors, which

mean they have their effect at the gloss‐angle.

This is the angle at which we see a reflection of the

light source on the surface of a paint or coating.

Budde defined that the gloss angle is “determined

as the ratio of the specular reflectance of a given

Figure 3. Interference effect of two different shades of mica
pigments with 10‐60 μm from Merck (top) and Kremer Pigments
(below).
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sample to that of a black glass reference standard

for angles of incidence of 20, 60 or 85 degrees”

[19].

For a correct visualization and measuring of the

interference pigments, it is necessary to use a

multi‐angle spectrophotometer. As Cramer men‐

tioned, the ideal angles of illumination are 75º

(steep), 45 degrees (classical) and 25º (flat) with

constant aspecular angle of 15º [20].

One of the reasons for the colour change is related

with the thickness of the metal oxide layer that

covers the mica platelets. For example, layers of

titanium dioxide with around 50 nm thick produce

a silvery iridescence; when the coating thickness

increase, the iridescence changes through yellow,

red, blue and green (Figure 4) [2, 3]. The irides‐

cence brightness decreases if the coating is thicker

than 160 nm. When the coating is of iron oxide, it

refracts the light as much as titanium dioxide but

it adds a characteristic reddish colour [2, pp. 44,

49; 3]. Other reasons are the refractive index of

the titanium dioxide layer and the angle of illu‐

mination [20].

In addition, the lustre and hiding power of the

mica coating can be affected by the particle size.

Namely, the sizes accessible on the market vary

from 5 μm to 600 μm. Due to their smooth surfaces

and uniform reflection of incident light, bigger

particles will produce high lustre of the coating.

Smaller particles, on the other hand, have flat

surfaces with more edges and corners that will

increase light scattering and refraction. This will

result in better hiding power [2]. Moreover, small

particles can minimize the geometrical metamerism,

especially at gloss angle. These characteristics

give them precedence over larger particles in

retouching practice.

5. Retouching with mica pigments: products
and their application

Mica pigments are often used as an alternative to

metallic leafs and bronze powders when recon‐

structing the damage of gilded areas on two and

three‐dimensional wooden objects. As previously

stated, mica powders are non‐toxic and do not

tarnish as metal does. When mixing mica with a

binder that does not yellow in time, it is believed

that the conservator‐restorer can create a surface

coating that will retain its original appearance

for many years. Moreover, unlike metals, mica is

inert, not reacting chemically with the binder

TiO2
Thickness

Silver Reflection

Golden Reflection

Red Reflection

Blue Reflection
Green Reflection

Mica Platelets

40‐60 nm 60‐80 nm 80‐100 nm 100‐140 nm 140‐160 nm

Figure 4. Colour change due to the thickness of the titanium dioxide (TiO2) that covers the mica platelets.
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during or after the application [21]. However, the

usual mica pigments that conservator‐restorers

use are covered with a wet‐chemical method of

metal oxide layers. Hence, in spite of being ma‐

terials with good permanence to light, they are

less stable than natural mica.

The conservator‐restorer can find these coated

mica flakes already mixed with absorption pig‐

ments, usually the transparent quinacridones or

a transparent iron oxide.

Metallic paints are also available in the market.

For example, Liquitex is composed of mica flakes

coated with titanium and acrylic emulsion. It is

readily reversible and does not change colour

[12, 21]. These interference pigments are pro‐

duced by some well‐known manufacturers.

Among the mica pigments available in the market,

one of the most used in Portugal is the so‐called

Iriodin (Merck). These pigments are constituted

by a mica core coated with one or several layers

of titanium dioxide. With a refractive index of 1.6,

it is not electrically conductive, and withstands

temperatures of 800° C, being stable to UV light,

temperature and humidity. It has a wide colour

range of silver‐white, red and bronze‐coloured

earth tones, and interference to gold lustre. It is

supplied in dry powder form and may be bound in

aqueous media or in various varnishes, and ap‐

plied by brush or spray. Also, because of its wet‐

ting characteristics, it is recommended to use

polar solvents with similar characteristics to get

good dispersion of the pigments and to avoid

modifying their properties, specially the bright‐

ness [22].

Yet, the validity of retouching with mica pigments

is still questionable. When the conservator‐restorer

tries to make a colour matching, there will be an

apparent difference between the mica pigment

and the original metal leaves. Specifically, when

light hits the metal leaf, it reflects off of a single

plane, but when it hits a pigmented surface (as

with a mica pigments coating), it reflects off of

multiple micro surfaces. This makes the retouched

area appear grainy compared to the metal leaf.

The grainy appearance may be a concern but it is

not always visible from all angles or a distance,

especially if the original metal leaf was applied

on mordant. Probably the conservator‐restorer

will have fewer problems when retouching the

shadowed concave areas of carved or moulded

ornaments on decorative picture frames, in

comparison to convex burnished surface of a

leaf originally applied on a silky clay base (bole)

(Figure 5).

Surface
gilded
with gold leaf

Losses
retouched
with mica
pigments

Figure 5. Example of losses retouched with mica pigments mixed
with yellow ochre (PY 43) gouache on a bole gilded surface. PY 43
was added to obtain the yellowish effect of the gilded surface and
also to increase the coating hiding power. Note the mismatch
between the luminance of the original burnished areas on the
left and dull retouched surface on the right.
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The dimension of the loss area has also influence

on the colour change. Colour variations are less

significant in small losses (Figure 6).

Integration of larger areas can be very difficult

because the colour variations appear more evident

to the observer’s eyes. The laws of optics dictate

that the maximum reflectance of interference

pigments will be shifted towards shorter wave‐

lengths as the angle of illumination is varied from

steep, near‐normal incident to flat, near‐grazing

incidence. Accordingly, when the loss is large and

without many of the original metallic surfaces

around it, it will probably be less significant to

the observer’s eyes. However, when the opposite

occurs, it will certainly be a very difficult task to

resolve (Figure 5). In complex situations, it is

advisable to limit the retouching with mica pig‐

ment only on small damages, which are lesser than

1.5 cm, so the metameric phenomenon will be

reduced to the observer.

Mixing two different interference pigments may

create even bigger colour shifts while the viewing

and illumination angles change, because each

interference pigment has its own characteristic

and geometrical structure [16] as well as its own

angles of reflection. Hence, mixtures with the

same geometrical structure are recommended to

achieve more precision in colour matching.

Mixing mica pigments with traditional absorption

pigments, in order to distress the surface or to

create a particular patina effect, can lead to further

Figure 6. Small loss before (left) and after (right) being retouched with mica pigments.

Pigment Mica
Binder

110º

Incident Light Gloss Angle

75º

45º 30º
15º

Figure 7. Combined effect of mica pigments mixed with absorption
pigments.

Figure 8. Scheme of the light scattering showing the gloss angle.
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problems. In Portugal, it seems common to make

a homemade mix of mica pigments and water‐colours

or gouache paints. When coloured pigment particles

are mixed with mica pigments, the created colours

are a mixture of the base colour plus the effect of

the mica. In such mixtures, the inter‐ference colour

of the mica pigments dominates at the gloss angle,

whereas the colour of the absorption pigment can

be seen from all other angles [2]. This can also

create certain difficulties when making a photo‐

graph of the retouched area. For example, if red

pigment is mixed with mica, the paint will appear

red because red pigments at most angles will

absorb green and blue light and scatter the red

light in all directions, but the mica particle is pro‐

ducing reinforced blue light only (Figure 7), cre‐

ating a purple colour at the gloss angle (Figure 8).

Consequently, the paint may appear purple at the

flash angle (red and blue mix together); changing

the angle of the illumination may reinforce the

red colour (Figure 9). In these cases, it may be

better to tone the dried layer of pure mica pigment

with the additional glaze layer of selected absorp‐

tion pigment in an adequate medium.

Moreover, the colour base under the mica layer

can influence the final appearance of the coating.

Thus, when using mica pigments to make metallic

paints, the final appearance of loss can be altered

by varying the colour base. For example, a gold

coloured mica powder will take on a different hue

if applied over a yellow, red, white, or black sur‐

face (Figure 10). It is recommended to make the

base layer on the loss surface that has a semi‐gloss

or glossy finish. Usually, the use of the similar

colour base as the original adhesive layer under

the metallic surface (bole or mordant) and the

use of a binder with the refractive index closely to

Figure 9. Testing the colour change: the same pattern of mica paint with gold reflection under different viewing angles. Note the reinforce‐
ment of the red colour as the angle of the illumination changes. The third image illustrates the colour appearance at the front side
observation.
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Figure 10. Testing the effect of the different colour base: gold coloured mica powder mixed with Gum Arabic applied over the layer in gouache
paints (left), yellow ochre (PY 43) (center) and burnt sienna (PBr 7) (right). The same pattern under selected viewing angles.

the original adhesive can lead to more accurate

colour matching results.

Mica pigments can also be brushed onto a surface

that has been coated with a binder, rather than

mixing the binder and pigment before the applica‐

tion. If the pigments are carefully applied directly

onto the prepared loss surface, it is possible to

achieve more opaque and evenly brilliant surface.

The type of light source can greatly affect the re‐

touching area. Hence, when possible, the conser‐

vator‐restorer should explore the lighting condi‐

tions of the place where the object will be exhibit

after the restoration process in order to adjust

the retouching place and set up new solutions to

minimize metameric failures.

6. Conclusions

Mica pigments have become an additional material

for retouching losses of metallic surfaces on the

flat surfaces of paintings and in three‐dimensional

wooden objects due to their morphological struc‐

ture and capacity to generate a remarkable array

of colours. Yet, their feature to manipulate incident

light can produce large colour shifts depending

of the viewing angle and illumination settings

that can be a problem in the retouching process.

In fact, this alternative technique to metal leaf

can never fully recreate the reflective surface of

the original. The uneven light diffusion on a sur‐

face can make the retouching area appear grainy

and matte in comparison with the smooth and

glossy surface of a metal leaf. Therefore, it is ad‐

visable to limit the retouching with mica pigment

only on small damages, which will minimize the

metameric phenomenon.

Yet, this research provided several practical guide‐

lines that can help optimizing the colour match.

The first step in this process is to mix the interfer‐

ence pigments with the same geometrical struc‐

ture provided by the manufacturer and to avoid the

mixtures of absorption and interference pigments.

It is convenient to use small size particle to minimize

the geometrical metamerism, especially at gloss

angle viewing. Other important factors are the

selection of appropriate colour base and the use of

a binder with a refractive index close to the original

adhesive layer under the metal leaf. Moreover, the

application of the pigment powder directly onto the

loss surface previously coated with a selected binder

can also be practical solution in certain cases.
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Finally, it is important to ensure a constant

lighting source and ideal angles of illumination

where the object will be retouched, documented

and exhibited afterwards. The use of instruments

to measure the optical properties of mica pigments

and illumination sources are advisable, whenever

possible.
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PRESERVATION OF WALLPAPERS
IN HISTORIC INTERIORS:
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

AND MAINTENANCE OPTIONS

Kadri Kallaste



1. Introduction

In Estonia, an alarming trend has emerged where

the main focus of conservation of historic interiors

has been the search and uncovering of wall paint‐

ings, disregarding wallpapers and other wall fin‐

ishes. Without systematic research and proper

documentation, wall covers are simply stripped

from the walls in hope of uncovering wall paint‐

ings. As a result, fewer and fewer historic wall‐

papers are preserved in their original location.

Despite numerous finds, they are seldom included

in research reports. Walls that have always been

covered with wallpapers are puttied and coloured

instead. Such solution creates a completely faulty

perception of our historic interiors.

Since no comparative study of various wallpaper

preservation options and guidelines alike have

been proposed so far, it was felt necessary to

develop a set of methodological guidelines that

would help to preserve a larger amount of historic

wallpapers in their original location or elsewhere

in another proper environment. The guidelines

are described and discussed below.

According to the Burra Charter, “contents, fixtures

and objects which contribute to the cultural sig‐

nificance of a place should be retained at that

place. Their removal is unacceptable unless it is:

the sole means of ensuring their security and

preservation; on a temporary basis for treatment

or exhibition; […] for health and safety; or to

protect the place. Such contents, fixtures and

objects should be returned where circumstances

permit and it is culturally appropriate” [1, art. 10].

Therefore, wallpapers could be considered a fix‐

ture, contributing to the significance of a place,

that should be, where possible, preserved in its

original location or returned after treatment.

ABSTRACT
Wallpapers have been used for at least 300 years to decorate various interiors. They form a significant

part of a larger unity, an interior. According to modern conservation principles, historic wallpaper should

be preserved in its original location, in situ. However, this may not always be possible. Changes in the

surrounding environment and aging of wallpaper might lead to its destruction and removal from the

original location. To enable the wallpaper’s existence as an integral part of a historic interior, other

solutions should be sought after. The aim of this article is to propose and discuss a set of methodological

preservation guidelines that may help to maintain a larger amount of historic wallpapers, both intact and

fragmentary, as a part of an interior. So far, no similar guidelines or a comparative study of various

preservation options have been suggested. The guidelines here proposed are based on case studies of

objects restored in Estonia although they can be put into use elsewhere.
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The primary function of wallpapers is to decorate.

Besides its aesthetic properties, wallpapers can

provide researchers with additional data about

historic patterns, use of materials and different

printing methods, as well as information about

the function of a certain room, preferences of

previous inhabitants, their social status, financial

possibilities and prevailing fashion, among others.

If wallpaper is removed from its original location,

it loses its primary function. Additionally, the

amount of information that it could transmit

decreases considerably.

Although contemporary conservation theory

emphasizes the importance of preserving historic

wallpapers in situ, it is not always feasible. Wall‐

paper might be removed from its original location

for different reasons, such as for its poor condi‐

tion or changes in its surrounding environment.

Depending on its condition, wallpaper could be

later returned to its original location, exhibited

in a new environment or preserved in an archive.

Besides the principles defined by the Burra Charter

[1] and the Venice Charter [2], preservation of

wallpaper depends on a number of values attrib‐

uted to it. The most significant values in preser‐

vation of historic wallpapers are described and

discussed below.

2. Reasons for Preserving Historic Wallpapers

Values attributed to an object are to a certain

extent always relative since they tend to change

over time. The most common values attributed to

wallpapers are historical and aesthetic value.

To define a conservation object, Alois Riegl used

the term Denkmal (“monument”) [3, p. 37]. A

conservation object is an object that conveys a

certain meaning for a person or a group of people

and which is preserved for that reason. It might

have, for example, a social, private or scientific

meaning [3, pp. 152‐153].

Riegl distinguished between two types of monu‐

ments: deliberate and unintentional monuments.

The first are meant to commemorate certain

events and the latter are relevant because of values

attributed to them. Unintentional monuments are

usually characterized by historical and/or aes‐

thetic value.

Everything that has been created by human be‐

ings or that carries information about human

activity could acquire historical value. Aesthetic

value could be attributed to any visible artistic

work of man. However, aesthetic value cannot be

completely defined since the requirements of a

visible artistic work are subjective and might

change in time. Therefore, since wallpaper is a

tangible evidence of human activity, which cre‐

ation has been initiated by artistic volition, it

should be considered both historically and aes‐

thetically valuable.

Other values attributed to wallpaper are not as

common as the historical or aesthetic values.

Since they depend on certain properties of an

object and subjective criteria, they tend to be

relative and change over time.

According to Salvador Muñoz‐Viñas, value attrib‐

uted to an object is in direct correlation to its

ability to perform certain function [3, p. 180]. If

wallpaper is supposed to fulfil a decorative func‐

tion, then it has aesthetic value, and vice‐versa.

In this relation, it could be said that the better

an object can fulfil its function, the more valu‐

able it is. Besides the aforementioned values,

others such as monetary and educational value

and value of unity could be attributed to historic

wallpaper.
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Monetary value may be expressed in various ways,

for example, if historic wallpaper is sold at auc‐

tion or by selling tickets for examining historic

wallpapers in a historic interior or an exhibition.

Besides that, a valuable historic wallpaper may

increase the monetary value of a historical

building.

An educational value is expressed the best by the

panoramic wallpapers, which offered a cultural

programme for people in different ages in the form

of a comic strip on a mural scale. They stimulated

the imagination, they were instructive, and they

were consistent with bourgeois morality [4].

Among others, they depicted stories of morality

(e.g. Paul et Virgine), well‐known literary works

(e.g. Orlando Furioso), views of exotic places and

cultures (e.g. Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique)

and historical events (e.g. The Battle of Austerlitz).

On the other hand, any historic wallpaper could

be considered educational. Any historic wallpa‐

per or decorative scheme can inform its observer

of the historical means of wall decoration, the

quality of materials and printing methods and

the history of pattern design.

Value of unity has been best explained by Cesare

Brandi, according to whom “an unity is composed

of various parts, that are each works of art in them‐

selves, in reality, either those parts are not as

individually autonomous as would appear, and

the division into parts acts as a rhythmic device,

or that, in the context in which they appear, they

lose that individual value and are absorbed into

the work of which they are part” [5]. Thus, it

could be said that wallpaper forms a unity with

other decorative details and is an integral part of

an interior. After wallpaper has been removed

from its original location it cannot function as an

autonomous object. It will provide its observer

with limited amount of information, which does

not give a complete understanding of its original

setting.

Most of the mentioned values are best performed

if wallpapers could be freely accessed and observed

in an appropriate environment. The issue of acces‐

sibility leads us to more pragmatic aspects of wall‐

paper preservation.

3. Preservation of Wallpapers

Samples of historic wallpapers that have been

removed from their original location are often

preserved as archival documents. Due to budget

and space limitations, museums collecting his‐

toric wallpapers face a number of challenges:

firstly, wallpaper fragments could use a large

amount of space if they are supposed to be stored

and exhibited properly; and secondly, it is com‐

plicated to get an access to fragile wallpaper

samples that are maintained in different loca‐

tions [6]. If wallpaper is removed from its ori‐

ginal location important data about the object

will be lost such as its original mounting system

and the combination of different applications

and details forming one unity, among others.

Besides, only a few museums collect and preserve

historic wallpapers. This implies that a large

amount of wallpapers are lost or preserved in

private collections, which are complicated to

access. Due to these reasons, it is necessary to

seek for a fitting solution to preserve a larger

amount of historic wallpapers in their original

location.

Since there is no universal recipe for preserving

historic wallpapers, a set of methodological

preservation guidelines, which could be applied

to a wider spectrum of objects, needed to be

developed. The guidelines will be discussed in the

following sections.
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Since aesthetics of a historic object could be

perceived differently, several conservation

scenarios might be developed. To create the most

appropriate concept and to avoid possible mis‐

takes caused by personal preferences, all parties

related to wallpaper conservation should be in‐

cluded to the discussion throughout the project.

The subjectivity of specialists working with his‐

toric wallpapers could be reduced by an interdis‐

ciplinary education, which would help them to

understand the properties of historic interiors

and various decorative mediums.

Conservation of wallpaper has two basic aims: to

consolidate the object’s physical condition and to

emphasize its decorative appearance. Treating

historic wallpaper as a part of an interior contri‐

butes not only to its aesthetic appearance, but

also to the material and historical integrity of a

whole.

For preserving historic wallpaper in an interior,

three basic solutions could be considered: preser‐

vation in situ; returning the wallpaper to its ori‐

ginal location after conservation; and mounting

the wallpaper in a new location. The two first

options could be applied to both intact and ob‐

jects preserved in fragments.

3.1. Preservation in Situ

The rarest of all cases are historic wallpapers

that have been preserved intact in their original

location and are not superimposed by other dec‐

orative layers. Panoramic and hand‐coloured

Chinese wallpapers, arabesque panels, settings

of décor‐complets and other extraordinary wall

covers are usually the ones that have been best

preserved until today since they have often been

appreciated for their aesthetic and monetary

value. Several of them have been preserved due

to the elaborate mounting systems which have

prolonged their life‐span and enabled their preser‐

vation even after they had gone out of fashion.

If the supporting structure of well‐preserved and

stable wallpaper is in good condition, it should be

preserved in situ. Such objects could be, however,

seldom found. A very good example of this kind

could be seen in the Estonian Literary Museum in

Tartu, where the first historic layer dating back

to the end of the 19th century, was preserved

uncovered and almost intact (Figure 1).

In addition to the aesthetic value, well‐preserved

papered rooms are valued for the intact original

mounting system. Namely, “the way that the wall‐

paper seams were butted originally together,

wrinkles that were put into the paper when it was

first hung, and the type of paste used to hang the

wallpaper are considered relevant elements di‐

rectly related to the historical integrity of the

wallpaper. The elements will be changed or des‐

troyed if in situ conservation treatments are

deemed impracticable” [7].

Furthermore, besides destroying the original

mounting method, dismounting might cause

further mechanical damage to the object and,

thus, increase the extent and cost of the whole

conservation project.

Figure 1. 19th century wallpaper after its discovery in 2011 at the
Estonian Literary Museum in Tartu.
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3.2. Preservation of Fragments

Preservation of wallpaper fragments in situ usually

raises the most questions. According to Cesare

Brandi, “fragmentarily preserved object is a ruin

and cannot be restored because its unity is impos‐

sible to recover” [8] (Figure 2). However, the ex‐

tent and character of conservation treatment of

a ruin does depend on the amount of original

material and evidence of its primary appearance.

To restore a historic wallpaper, the preserved

material should include a whole pattern repeat,

its original colours, method of printing, addi‐

tional applications and their location on the wall,

type and extent of decorative‐scheme and method

of mounting. If there is enough information to

dwell upon, reconstruction should not be feared,

since it would help to restore the legibility and

visual integrity of a wall decoration and a whole

interior (Figure 3). Since contemporary conser‐

vation theory emphasizes the importance of

preserving as much original material as possible,

existing material should be combined with re‐

construction to enable the object’s historic and

aesthetic conti‐nuity. To avoid falsification of the

artistic or historic evidence of wallpaper, “replace‐

ments of missing parts must integrate harmoni‐

ously with the whole, but at the same time must

be distinguishable from the original […]” [2,

art. 12].

As mentioned before, the extent of conservation

treatment depends on the amount of existing

original material. Since preserving large wallpa‐

per fragments in museums could be complicated,

an effort should be made to preserve a larger

amount of wallpapers in their original location.

Although it is a rarely occurring practice, wall‐

paper fragments could also be returned to their

original location after conservation treatment

(Figure 4). In principle, remounting fragmen‐

tarily preserved wallpaper to its original location

restores the historic unity between an object and

its primary environment. The decision should

Figure 2. A fragmentarily preserved corner with extensive biological
damage in Puurmani Manor in Puurmani, Estonia.

Figure 3. Damaged corner after reconstruction, Puurmani Manor
in Puurmani, Estonia.
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depend on the size of the fragment and the stage

of its decay. Otherwise, the unity would be termi‐

nally broken if the fragments would be preserved

as archival documents. Furthermore, the fragments

would not be as informative for the future genera‐

tions as they are in their original environment

(Figure 5). If the fragments have lost their aes‐

thetic appearance, it should be decided if they

could be exhibited or not.

Small fragments that cannot provide information

about a whole decorative scheme could be either

preserved in their original location or removed.

Such fragments are usually found underneath

other decorative details, such as floor moldings,

window‐ and door‐frames, over‐doors and else.

Their removal and preservation as archival docu‐

ments is justified if they were going to be covered

up by the decorative details again (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Fragments of wallpaper before remounting at Frey Schlösschen in Salzburg, Austria. The wallpaper conservation project was managed by
Markus Klasz from the Institut für Papier Restaurierung (IPR) in Schönbrunn Palace, Austria.

Figure 5. Wallpaper fragments after remounting at Frey Schlösschen in Salzburg, Austria.
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When accompanied by a thorough documenta‐

tion, they might be more informative and easier

accessible for the wider public than when they

are preserved in situ.

3.3. Preservation after Dismounting

Wallpapers are dismounted for various reasons:

the structure supporting the wallpaper is damaged

and it needs to be consolidated; if wallpaper is in

a poor state and more thorough conservation

treatment would improve its physical condition

and aesthetic appearance or it would enable

development of an improved mounting method,

which could prolong the object’s life‐span.

Depending on a case, wallpapers that have pre‐

served their aesthetic appearance and physical

unity could be returned to their original location.

If they are remounted, they continue to fulfil the

primary decorative function and restore the

unity with other decorative details in interior.

One of the most complicated tasks conservators

may need to face is to choose a certain layer of

wallpaper among several superimposed layers.

Prior to any large‐scale treatment, it is recom‐

mended to open only a small area to reveal the

underlying layers and their condition. If no fur‐

ther preservation process will follow, the open‐

ing could be exhibited to show all the historic

layers. On the other hand, if one of the layers

proves to be significant, other superimposing

layers could be removed completely. According

to the Venice Charter, such a process could only

“be justified in exceptional circumstances and

when what is removed is of little interest and the

material which is brought to light is of great

historical, archaeological or aesthetic value, and

its state of preservation is good enough to justi‐

fy the action. Evaluation of the importance of

the elements involved and the decision as to

what may be destroyed cannot rest solely on the

individual in charge of the work” [2, art. 11].

A corresponding situation occurred in the dining‐

room of the Puurmani manor, where two historic

layers had preserved more or less intact. The up‐

per decorative layer consisted of a wallpaper, a

border with matching corner pieces and a mono‐

chrome paper (Figure 7). The older layer consisted

of a varnished wallpaper depicting a luxurious

Figure 6. Consolidated wallpaper fragments in their original location, Frey Schlösschen in Salzburg, Austria.
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Figure 7. The upper decorative layer consisting of a wallpaper, a border
with matching corner pieces and a monochrome paper in the dining‐
room of Puurmani manor in Estonia.

composition of hunting trophies (Figure 8). Since

the upper layer was relatively intact and well‐

preserved, it was decided it would be restored

and exhibited. However, to exhibit the older wall‐

paper with an interesting design, it was decided

to open a small area showing two repeats of the

pattern. The rest of the older wallpaper has sur‐

vived under the newer layer and may be researched

and uncovered later, when necessary.

Wallpaper layers that have been considered less

significant can be removed from a more signifi‐

cant layer. Due to the physical properties of wall‐

paper, the removed layers could be conserved

and preserved as separate objects. Although the

solution breaks the unity of superimposed layers,

they could be observed, researched and, if pos‐

sible and desired, reused in a new location.

However, since loose segments of earlier wallpa‐

pers have commonly been stripped from the wall

prior to applying a new layer, it is highly possible

that many of the older layers have been preserved

more or less in fragments.

On the other hand, if possible, all the superim‐

posed historic layers could be preserved intact in

their original location and covered by a recon‐

struction of the most significant historic layer

(Figure 9). The significant layer could be re‐

vealed by archaeological research in situ and

needs to be chosen by a group of experts working

with historic interiors. For a reconstruction of the

setting, it is necessary to reveal the whole pat‐

tern repeat and all additional applications. The

historic wallpaper layers will be permanently

covered by Japanese paper and acid‐free lining‐

paper, which would provide the original with a

protective layer. This solution helps to recreate

an appearance of the most significant layer by

preserving all historic layers in their original

location.

A similar conservation conception was chosen in

the Käsmu Church, where three layers of historic

wallpaper were preserved in situ. The layers dated

back to the 1860s, the 1890s and to the early 20th

century. Since the second layer had formed a

stylistic unity with the rest of the interior, it was

Figure 8. The older wallpaper in the dining‐room of the Puurmani manor
depicted a luxurious composition of hunting trophies.
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decided to reconstruct the original decoration of

the room dating back to the 1890s. As the original

layer was covered up and had lost its aesthetic

appearance, it was decided to preserve all the

historic layers by covering them up and creating

a reconstruction of the chosen historic setting

(Figure 10).

3.4. Preservation in a Secondary Location

The Burra Charter says that if any historic com‐

ponent of a historic building has to be removed,

it should be relocated to an appropriate location

and given a fitting use [2, art. 9.3]. The most

common reason for reusing historic wallpaper is

its significance and values attributed to it. Wall‐

paper could be considered significant, for example,

for its aesthetic appearance, rarity, type, history

or origin, which could be emphasized by its reuse

(Figure 11).

Figure 9. Käsmu Church in Estonia. Four historic layers exposed in
their original location. The conservation project was managed by
Kristiina Ribelus. Photo credit: Kristiina Ribelus.
Figure 10. Reconstruction of the most significant wallpaper covers rest
of the preserved material at Käsmu Church, Estonia. Photo credit:
Kristiina Ribelus.
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If significant and well‐preserved wallpapers have

been removed and cannot be returned to their

original location, it could be either preserved in

a new appropriate location or in a museum. In

case the latter option needs to be chosen, removed

wallpaper should be thoroughly documented and

preserved accordingly to its properties and impor‐

tance [2, art. 33].

These so‐called reused wallpapers create an un‐

precedented unity with other decorative details.

The result cannot be considered an original his‐

toric setting, but rather a historicizing solution

which aims to imitate and transmit certain infor‐

mation. Since the new result should not create a

stylistic conflict between the existing decorative

details and wallpaper, the conception should be

based on research of analogue wall covers and

their use in interior. The given solution helps to

restore the original function of a significant

object and emphasize its decorative properties

(Figure 12). However, such a solution cannot be

considered completely stable. Wallpaper that

already has a history of relocation does not have

significant links with its present location [2, art.

9.2] and, thus, could be removed again.

Figure11(left).Hand‐paintedsilkwallcoveratEsterhazyPalace in
Eisenstadt, Austria restored by Hilde Neugebauer, textile conservator
in Schönbrunn Palace.
Figure 12 (below). A chinoiserie study with remounted silk wall covers
from Esterhazy Palace in Eisenstadt, Austria. The conservation project
was managed by Markus Klasz (IPR).
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4. Conclusions

Wallpapers have played a significant role in in‐

terior design for several centuries. Today, they

could inform us about the prevailing fashion, the

materials and methods used for their production,

but also about the function of a room, the social

background and even the financial state of its

inhabitants. According to the contemporary

preservation principles, historic fixtures, such as

wallpapers should be preserved in their original

location. However, due to different reasons it is

not always possible.

The article aimed to suggest a set of methodo‐

logical guidelines, which would help to protect

and preserve a larger amount of historic wall‐

papers in their original location or in another

appropriate environment. Similar guidelines and

their comparative study have not been suggested

so far.

The main motivation to write the article was the

disturbing situation in Estonia, where very few

wallpapers are researched, documented and

preserved in their original location. Instead of

that, they are often stripped from the walls in

hope of uncovering painted surfaces. Therefore,

in order to preserve a larger variety of historic

wallpapers, their maintenance in their original

location was seen as a good and sustainable

alternative to complete destruction.

Since each and every object is different, there is

no universal recipe for preserving historic wall‐

papers. Instead of that, different concepts could

be implemented. Wallpaper could be preserved

either in situ, returned to its original location

after conservation or exhibited in a new context

by imitating the ideas of the original historic

setting. Moreover, they could be preserved in

an interior either in fragments or intact. Each

option naturally has its own advantages and

disadvantages.

The rarest occurring case is the maintenance of

well‐preserved historic wallpapers in their ori‐

ginal location. If both, a wallpaper and its sup‐

porting structure are stable, it is reasonable to

preserve the object in situ. Moreover, besides the

aesthetic value, a wallpaper should be valued for

its intact original mounting method.

In case of the maintenance of wallpaper fragments,

the character and extent of the treatment depends

largely on the amount of existing material. Wall‐

paper fragments could be either preserved in situ,

returned to their original location after conser‐

vation treatment or in a museum.

Wallpapers need to be sometimes removed from

their original location. Although it breaks their

historic unity with the supporting structure, they

could be more thoroughly restored. Treated wall‐

papers could be either returned to their original

location, exhibited in a new room or in a museum.

If there are numerous superimposed historic

layers, it could be necessary to decide for one.

The choice depends on the values attributed to

the objects. Due to the physical properties of

wallpaper, each and every removed layer could

act as a separate object. On the other hand, all

historic layers could be preserved intact in situ

and covered by a new decorative layer, such as a

reconstruction of the most significant layer.

If well‐preserved and valuable wallpapers cannot

be returned to their original location, they could

be as well preserved in a museum or exhibited in

a new fitting environment. In cases like that, un‐

precedented unity with other decorative details

is created. Although the result is not authentic,

wallpapers continue to fulfil the primary deco‐

rative function.
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The suggested methodology is not limited to

Estonia; it could also be put to use elsewhere. It

aims to preserve a larger variety of historic wall‐

papers, help to make them aesthetically consuma‐

ble and maintain them for future generations in

their original location.
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1. Introduction

Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) is used

in a number of fields related to art examination

and documentation [1] such as coins [2,3], Greek

Attic pottery [4], ancient clay artifacts [5], rock

art [6] and, most notably, the Dead Sea scrolls [7].

RTI is a computational photography technique

that was first developed in 2001 [8]. It relies on

the PTM (Polynomial Texture Map) method which

is an image‐based representation of the object’s

surface achieved by applying and capturing the

object under lighting from different directions.

In the resulting RTI model, the lighting direction

can be changed interactively and enhancements

can be performed to make surface details more

visible [9]. RTI allows for the virtual examination

of an object’s surface, offering the following ad‐

vantages: 1) once the RTI documentation is

completed, no more manipulation of the object

is required; 2) the RTI model allows for a virtual

examination that can be both realistic (as a vir‐

tual raking light) and also enhanced by software

elaboration to improve the observation of mor‐

phological features; and 3) there is no data loss

due to shadows and specular highlights (as in

conventional photography).

This paper is a practical guide to perform RTI on

the macro scale, which for the purpose of this

paper means that each image intends to capture

an area of the order of 1 cm2. It should be noted

that RTI can be performed using an RTI dome or

the Highlight RTI method (black sphere). Only

the Highlight method will be illustrated in this

paper since it has the advantage over the RTI

dome of being more economic and mobile. This

paper describes and evaluates the photographic

ABSTRACT
Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) is increasingly being used for art documentation and analysis

and it can be successful also for the examination of features on the order of hundreds of microns. This

paper evaluates some macro scale photography methods specifically for RTI employing the Highlights

method for documenting sub‐millimeter details. This RTI technique consists in including one reflective

sphere in the scene photographed so that the processing software can calculate for each photo the

direction of the light source from its reflection on the sphere. RTI documentation can be performed also

with an RTI dome, but the Highlights method is preferred because is more mobile and more affordable.

This technique is demonstrated in the documentation of some prints ranging from the XV to the XX century

from to the Ingels collection in Sweden. The images are here examined and discussed, showing the

application of macro RTI for identifying features of prints.

Macro Photography for Reflectance Transformation Imaging:
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tools needed for RTI Highlight documentation

and shows some applications of the technique

for prints identification on documents belonging

to the Ingels Collection, Sweden.

2. Macro Photography Methods for RTI

Macro photography is extreme close‐up photo‐

graphy in which the size of the subject on the

image sensor is greater than life size. This chal‐

lenging photography requires ad hoc hardware.

This section aims to introduce the specific tech‐

nical requirements to obtain macro photographs

of areas of about 1 cm2 that are suitable for the

RTI Highlights method.

2.1. Spheres
In order to shoot RTI images on the order of 1 cm2,

a reference sphere is required to allow the RTI

software to determine the direction of the incid‐

ent light. Its dimension should be small enough,

a diameter of less than 1 mm, in order not to cast

shadow on the area of interest and to be on focus

within the area itself. Indeed, macro photography

has an extremely narrow depth of field. Ball

bearings are usually a good option although

their smallest size is of only 1 mm. Ball point

pens labeled as “fine” provide spheres smaller

than 1 mm that are well suited for this technique

(Figure 1). Indeed, there are even ballpoint pens

of less than 0,5 mm. These are called micro tip

pens, and currently the smallest is the Pilot G‐

Tec‐C with 0,25 mm. However, the handling and

extraction of these small ballpoints is a daunting

task and, therefore, it is not recommended.

2.2. Lighting
Macro photography requires intense lighting. It

is also necessary to shoot with fast exposure to

avoid registering the movements of the hand‐held

light source or any environmental vibrations.

Flash lights are therefore the best choice, par‐

ticularly in case of light‐sensitive works of art.

These could be either speedlights or studio

strobes which both can be triggered remotely

from the camera (Figure 2). RTI requires about

30 shots for each scene, so the faster recycle

time between each shot and the lack of batteries

are two reasons to favor the studio strobes

against speedlights in order to make the overall

RTI shooting process much faster. Furthermore,

the speedlights can be damaged without suffi‐

cient cooling time, so one would need to avoid

shooting too fast with these. There are light‐

weight and small studio strobes that fit the

ANTONINO COSENTINO

Figure 1. The image, obtained with a Veho USB microscope,
compares the sphere of a papermate grip ball point pen
labeled “fine” (left) and a small ball bearing of 1 mm (right).

Figure 2. Left: compact and lightweight studio strobe, 180W
flash (guide number 45) and 75W modeling bulb. Right: Speed‐
light Nikon SB‐600. This was used for the RTI documentation of
the Ingels collection presented in this paper.
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macro photography RTI lighting requirements.

Studio strobes also feature a continuous pilot

light which is useful and necessary for focusing.

When using speedlights, a LED spotlight on a

gooseneck is generally sufficient for focusing.

2.3. Photo Editing
When taking macro images it is likely that the

camera will move on the order of hundreds of

microns during the RTI shooting section. If that

happens, images will not be suitable for RTI.

Nevertheless, they can be still lined manually or

automatically with an image editing software. In

Photoshop, for example, the script “load images

into stack” and checking “allow automatic align‐

ment” can be used. Photoshop will create a file

with the aligned images on levels. Then, the

images can be saved automatically: FILE/SCRIPT/

Export layers to file.

2.4. Camera
USB microscopes are fine for capturing macro

images as they can be focused at distances of

about 1,5 cm, which is sufficient to allow for the

RTI lighting that is needed at different angles

[9]. However, due to their low pixel count, they

provide images with a resolution that is too small

for the RTI Highlights method. For this reason, it

is better to use a digital camera with a high pixel

count such as the one used in this paper, the

Nikon D800 with 36 megapixels. Indeed, with

such a big sensor, it is possible to photograph a

large area that encompasses both the sphere and

the area of interest, even as these two are far

away so that the sphere does not cast a shadow

on the area of interest. Among the advantages of

digital cameras over USB microscopes, is the

possibility to do multispectral imaging RTI. As for

further developments, most suited would be the

new mirror‐less cameras since the vibration of

the mirror in the DSLR cameras contributes to a

slight shaking of the camera.

2.5. Miscellanea
Before dealing with the section on lenses, some

other photographic tools necessary for macro

photography [10] are: the macro rail, a tripod,

tethering and the mirror‐up shooting mode.

Macro rail is recommended for fine focusing

since the lens focusing ring may not be sufficient

to achieve the desired sharpness and some of the

macro photography methods can only focus by

moving the camera. The tripod must be as sturdy

as possible and must allow to reverse the tube to

get a more stable configuration (Figure 3).

Although not mandatory, tethering the camera

to a computer allows effortless checking of focus

and correct lighting with the “liveview” function.

Mirror‐up shooting mode keeps the mirror up, as

it is called in Nikon cameras, for avoiding vibra‐

tion during the shooting. For Nikon cameras, a

remote shutter is required to shoot in this mode

when the camera is tethered to a computer.

Figure 3. Ingels Collection, Sweden. RTI set up with the camera
mounted on macro rail and tripod with reversed tube.

MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY FOR RTI
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2.6. Lenses
In order to produce test images on a printed

document that can be easily acquired for com‐

parison, the lenses have been tested imaging

one specific area of a 10 euro bill (Figure 4).

Macro photography can be performed with a

number of specific lenses and tools (Figures 5

and 6). These can be grouped into 3 categories:

add‐ons (close‐up lenses, macro extension tubes

and teleconverters), adapters (microscope ob‐

jective adapter, coupling ring, reverse ring) and

special lenses (Otamat macro lens).

These tools have been evaluated in Table I

based on properties related to the RTI imaging

process:

1. Magnification tells us the ratio between the

real life size of an object and the projection of

that object on to the sensor. It is usually indic‐

ated as a fraction (e.g. 2:1) or a decimal fraction

followed by an “X” (e.g. 2X). A magnification of

2:1 indicates that the subject is captured at

double that of life size.

2. Working distance is the distance from the

front of the lens to the object, and should be

long enough to allow the lighting to be moved

without casting shadows on the surface.

3. Vignetting is the reduction of the image's

brightness at the periphery. This term includes

vignetting itself and the overall quality of the

images, taking undesired internal reflections

into consideration.

4. The required depth of field depends on the

subject shape and roughness. In general, we can

expect to want 1 mm depth of field in order to

focus the surface as well as the 1 mm reference

sphere.

Figure 4. Ten euro bill, the area tested with the different
macro set ups is highlighted in yellow.

Figure 5. Nikon D800 with some macro set ups. From up to
down: reverse ring and 20 mm lens; Otamat Macro Lens; 200
mm lens with Microscope objective adapter and 2X objective.

ANTONINO COSENTINO
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1. Close‐up lenses

These are the cheapest solution for macro pho‐

tography. They are mounted on a telephoto lens

(about 85 mm or above) and allow the lens to fo‐

cus closer, thus delivering higher magnification.

Close‐up lenses are marked with diopter values,

the higher diopter value the closer the focus and

the higher the magnification. However, they

provide comparatively small magnification and,

therefore, are not the best choice for macro RTI.

2. Macro Extension tube

These come in different lengths, and a longer

length (generally no more than 49 mm) brings

higher magnification. They must be used with a

good quality fixed focal length lens, and work

better with lenses that have a simple, symmetrical

design such as a 50 mm lens. Extension tubes

have no optical elements and they just move the

lens further from the image plane allowing closer

focusing and consequently greater magnification.

Table I. Comparison of macro photography methods for RTI imaging.

Magnification Vignetting Depth of fieldWorking

poor

poor

good

excellent

excellent

good

good

good

good

poor

good

poor

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

poor

Close‐up lens

Macro extension tube

Teleconverter

Microscope objective adapter

Coupling ring

Reverse ring

Otamat macro lens 2X

good

excellent

excellent

poor

good

good

good

Add‐ons

Adapters

Special lenses

Figure 6. From left to right: close‐up lens, macro extension tube, microscope objective adapter, teleconverter, reverse ring and
coupling ring.
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As a simple principle, the longer the focal length

of the lens, the lower the amount of magnification

given by a specific extension tube. Therefore,

they are used with lenses with a focal length of

less than 85 mm. The 49 mm extension tube and

the 50 mm lens have a working distance of 5 cm

(Figure 7).

3. Teleconverter

Teleconverters are mounted between the camera

and the lens and multiply the focal length of the

lens, delivering higher magnification. The ad‐

vantage is that they retain the working distance

of the lens, which is useful for RTI lighting since

the camera can be kept far enough from the ob‐

ject. The Nikon TC 200 used in this paper is a 2X

teleconverter. Mounted on the 300 mm lens

makes it a 600 mm lens (Figure 8). Teleconvert‐

ers must be coupled with high quality lenses

since they will magnify any issue of the lens.

4. Microscope objective adapter

This adapter has a standard RMS thread for

standard microscope objectives and it must be

Figure 7. Detail of a 10 euro bill (left) and photographic set up (right) with macro extension tube 49 mm (1) and 50 mm (2)lens.

1

2
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Figure 8. Macro detail of the 10 euro bill (left) and set up (right) with teleconverter 2X (1), 300 mm lens (2), microscope
objective adapter (3) and 10X objective (4).

1

2

3
4
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screwed on a telephoto lens (as a 200 mm or

300 mm lens). The adapter was tested with a 2X

microscope objective. Conveniently, the tele‐

photo lens can be stopped down for sufficient

depth of field comprising both the surface and

the sphere, though vignetting is evident at

aperture higher than F8 for the 200 mm lens and

F4.5 for the 300 mm lens. Even if the working

distance is around 2,5 cm, this system is a good

candidate for RTI since the diameter of the 2X

objective is just about 1 cm and so there is free‐

dom of movement for the lighting and a shadow

is not cast on the photo area (Figure 9).

Not related to RTI but useful to mention is that

excellent quality micro images can be taken with

higher magnification microscope objectives, such

as a 10X with a teleconverter mounted on a 300

mm lens. The working distance is about 1 cm and

still allows for sufficient lighting (Figure 8).

5. Coupling ring

A coupling ring allows two lenses to be stacked.

The magnification is given by the focal length of

the lens attached to the camera divided by the

focal length of the reversed and coupled lens. To

get a magnification similar to that shown for the

other methods, a 50 mm lens was stacked on a

200 mm lens. The working distance is about 4,5

cm, magnification and depth of field are excel‐

lent but internal reflections and shallow focus

impairing the edges demand for cropping the

images (Figure 10).

6. Reverse Ring

A reverse ring is plugged onto a wide angle lens.

With a 20 mm lens, the working distance is about

4,5 cm (Figure 11). Even if the magnification is

not as much as with other tools, this method is

preferred since it is lightweight which means less

vibration. Its simplicity also delivers very sharp

images.

7. Otamat macro lens 2x

This is a very fast lens for macro photography and

its 20 mm working distance combined with its

small diameter makes the lighting easy. But since

the lens has a wide fixed aperture, it has shallow

depth of field which makes it not useful for RTI

since the 1 mm sphere is out of focus (Figure 12).

Figure 9. Up to down, left to right: 200mm lens/f8, the sphere is out of focus; 200mm lens/f16, sphere and paper are in focus
but vignetting is showing; 300mm lens/f4.5, sphere and paper are in focus without vignetting; 300mm lens/f5.6, sphere and
paper are in focus but vignetting is showing. Far right: set up with 200 mm lens, microscope objective adapter and 2X objective.

MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY FOR RTI
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Figure 10. Macro detail of the 10 euro bill (left) and set up (right) with 200 mm lens (1), coupling ring (2) and 50 mm lens.

1

2

3

Figure 11. Macro detail of the 10 euro bill (left) and set up (right) with 200 mm lens (1) and reverse ring (2).

1

2

Figure 12. Macro detail of the 10 euro bill (left) and set up (right) with Otamat 2X lens.
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3. Ingels Collection

The Ingels Collection in Stockholm, Sweden, is a

private collection comprised of mainly old manu‐

scripts, early printed books, and ancient Egyptian

artifacts. The collection was compiled between

1948 and 1986 by John Ingels during extensive

travelling in Asia, Africa, Middle East and Europe.

He created a collection that has been exhibited

many times in his native town of Leksand, Sweden.

Low resolution RTI with close up photography was

required to document two coins of the collection.

In this case, a 200 mm lens with a 49 mm macro

extension tube was used (Figure 13). The working

distance was 1,2 m and the area imaged is about

10 cm wide. A 15 mm diameter marble black ball

was used as the reference sphere. On the other

hand, macro RTI was specifically necessary to

determine the printing technique of some selec‐

ted documents of the collection which thanks to

observations made possible by the RTI method

could be categorized according to their typology:

woodcuts, etching, engraving and blockprints.

Macro RTI was performed on some of the collec‐

tion’s prints, using a reverse ring coupled with a

20 mm lens, with the Nikon D800 camera and

Nikon SB‐600 speedlights. The tiny features of

the prints can be appreciated only on the smallest

scale of about 1 cm wide photos. There are a

number of references which explain how to

identify prints using macro observation [11‐15].

3.1. Woodcuts

1493, Nuremberg Chronicle

The Ingels collection boasts a folio of the Nurem‐

berg Chronicle dated 1493 and printed by Anton

Koberger, with a leaf size of 465 x 325 mm. The

RTI image enhances the visualization of the

rough textile fibers [15] which make up this folio

(Figure 14). The lines of the face in the photo‐

graphed figure show the characteristics of wood

Figure 13. Chinese coins of northern Sung Dynasty 960‐1127 A.D, photo taken with a 49 mm macro extension tube and 200 mm
lens, working distance 1.2 m, black reference sphere diameter 15mm.

MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY FOR RTI
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Figure 14. Nuremberg Chronicle,
dated 1493. Macro RTI enhances
the fibrous appearance of the rags
paper.

Figure 15. Book of Hours, dated
1498. Macro photo, edge rims
characteristic of woodcuts relief
printing are evident such as the lack
of textile fibers in the parchment.

Figure 16. Arch of Triumph, 1517.
Macro photo. Even if made with a
much more refined technique, the
lines show no regularity of width or
direction, revealing this print as a
woodcut.
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Figure 17. Pantheon in Rome, 1786.
Etching shows its characteristics:
raised ink and varying intensity of
the lines.

Figure 18. Portrait of C. G. Liljevalch,
1909. Macro RTI photo. Engraving
showing its characteristics: raised
ink, tapering and swelling lines.

Figure 19. Macro RTI image of a
Japanese blockprint, 1828. The
rice paper texture is evident.

MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY FOR RTI
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engraving: a lack of sophistication and the stark

contrast between the white background and the

black lines. The heavy and uneven black frame of

the images is characteristic of early wood en‐

gravings.

1498, Book of Hours

This Book of Hours was printed in Paris by Etienne

Jehannot in 1498 on parchment, leaf size 155 x

95 mm. Macro photography shows the charac‐

teristic feature of woodcut relief printing, i.e.

edge rims (Figure 15). On the wooden relief block

the non‐printing areas are cut away and the ink

is applied to the remaining raised areas. Then,

laying a sheet of paper and applying pressure,

the ink is transferred. This process produces a

characteristic rim on the edges of the printed

lines. Relief woodcuts were firmly locked in posi‐

tion to the printer’s type to print illustrated text.

1517, The Arch of Triumph

This Arch of Triumph woodcut is dated 1517 and it

is an original work of Albrecht Dürer. He showed

that much more could be achieved with woodcuts

compared to the early works (Figure 16), as the

Book of Hours and the Nuremberg Chronicle.

Indeed, Dürer’s fineness and density of line as

well as its subtlety, is beyond anything done

before him. The skills of Dürer make the print

look as a drawing from a distance but looking

closer the lack of width and direction regularity

are signs of the woodcut.

3.2. Etching

1786, Pantheon in Rome

Intaglio, which means incising in Italian, is a

technique developed in the 1500s. There are two

techniques to cut the lines of an intaglio print,

engraving and etching. On the contrary to relief,

the ink is held in grooves on the intaglio block’s

surface. The main characteristic of this technique

is to show lines with varying ink intensity, while

in relief the intensity of the ink is always the

same. The depth of the groove can be adjusted,

varying the amount of ink collected in it, and

this translates in darker or paler printed lines. In

strong, dark lines the ink rises up from the paper

considerably. This etching of the Pantheon was

printed by Francesco Piranesi in 1786 (Figure 17).

Figure 20. Macro RTI image of
Three Lamas, Tibetan blockprint,
XIX century. The rice paper texture
is evident.
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3.3. Engraving

1909, Portrait of C. G. Liljevalch

This is an example of engraving dated 1909 by

Anders Zorn representing C. G. Liljevalch, a

Swedish businessman. Zorn was one of Sweden’s

foremost artists. Engraving uses a burin with

sharp V‐shaped cutting section which is pressed

gradually down onto the surface of a copper plate

and then driven more or less deeply through the

metal. At the end of the line, it will then be raised

up to lift out a sliver of copper. Consequently,

engraving lines have clean edges, tend to be

pointed at each end, and either tend to swell or

diminish during their length. All these charac‐

teristics are evident in this print (Figure 18).

3.4. Asian prints

XIX century blockprints

Two Asian blockprints, dated XIX century, were

examined, a Japanese and a Tibetan one. The

Japanese hand book for home Shintoism prac‐

tices was published in Tokyo in 1828 by Moriya

Jihei. Blockprints are a variation of woodcuts

and their lines share the same characteristics:

more arbitrary variations in width than in other

types of prints.The interesting feature in these

Asian blockprints is the rice paper texture evi‐

dent in their macro RTI photos (Figures 19 and 20).

4. Conclusions

In this article, the potential of macro RTI was

shown in the identification of the printing tech‐

nique in several documents from the Ingels col‐

lection: woodcuts, etching and engraving. Their

main characterizing features can be noticed

thanks to the combination of the RTI method

with macro photography. Indeed, the magnified

image is useful for the observation of planar fea‐

tures such as the rim on the edges of the relief

lines or the clean, swelling and tapered edges of

the engraving lines. On the other hand, RTI is

necessary to document the raised ink lines of

engraving and etching printing and the texture

of the paper.

As demonstrated, macro RTI can be successfully

performed with the highlights method using

sub‐millimeter spheres readily available in fine

ball point pens. As for the macro photography

equipment, there are a number of methods that

can be used. The choice depends on the goals of

the specific RTI documentation, on the magni‐

fication needed as well as on the actual available

photographic equipment. It is recommended the

reverse ring and 20 mm lens set up since it

provides enough magnification, at least for prints

examination, with the simplest and lightweight

accessories. Though, macro RTI can be used for

the examination of artifacts other than prints,

whenever the width and height of the morpholo‐

gic features to be documented are in the order of

few hundreds of microns such as tiny incisions in

paintings, often applied for sketching figures or

architectural details or to document and study

tool marks or incisions on objects left by the manu‐

facturing processes or due to their actual use.
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1. Introduction

The panel painting “The Death of Sapphira” (Fig‐

ure 1) belongs to the Office of Public Works (OPW)

and is part of the collection of Dublin Castle. The

OPW is responsible for the management of the

State art collection, which now comprises almost

7,000 works by over 1,250 artists, located in Govern‐

ment buildings and public spaces throughout

Ireland and in some of the Irish embassies. Dublin

Castle is one of the most popular tourist attractions

in Ireland and houses an impressive collection of

paintings and sculpture, particularly from the 18th

and 19th centuries. Before the treatments, the

painting was on display at Dublin Castle but the

exacerbated instability and distortions of the panel

caused by the past treatments were disturbing to

the viewer and made it unacceptable for display

purposes. The conservation project, started in

May 2012 and completed four months later, pre‐

sented complex conservation problems due to

natural deterioration of the panel and its subse‐

quent restoration. Discussion with the owner

showed that no technical analysis of the painting

had been carried out to his knowledge. Hence, the

conservation intervention was a great opportunity

to gather technical information of the painting and

of the artist. The initial technical examination was

prompted by the painting’s conservation issues

but its study gradually progressed when a survey

of technical literature revealed two similar panel

paintings painted around the same time.

ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on a technical examination and structural treatment of the 17th century Flemish panel

painting “The Death of Sapphira” by Ambrosius Francken II. The panel belongs to the Office of Public

Works and is displayed in Dublin Castle, Ireland. The technical and stylistic examination and conservation

of the painting were carried out in 2012 by the author. According to the author’s current information

there is no similar technical study of other paintings by Ambrosius Francken II so that this paper may be a

contribution to the artist technique. The results of the research work were compared to the current

knowledge of the 17th century panel paintings. A significant result of the examination process was the

discovery of the Antwerp brand on the back of the panel that clearly defines that panel was created after

1617. The panel’s damage problems concerned the open joins caused by a contraction of the planks and

extreme concave warping of the surface caused by the later addition of two glued crossbeams. The main

aim of the challenging conservation process was to eliminate warping and this was conducted by the

removal of the crossbeams, further gentle moisture treatment of the painting to correct the deformations

and rejoining.

Technical examination and conservation of the painting
“The Death of Sapphira” by Ambrosius Francken II:

contribution to the artist technique
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2. Iconography

The painting represents a biblical scene from the

Acts of the Apostles (Acts 5: 1‐11) depicting Ana‐

nias and his wife Sapphira, who were members of

the early Christian community in Jerusalem. At

the time, it was a custom to contribute charity for

the poorest people. According to the 'Acts of the

Apostles', Ananias sold a possession and lied to

the Apostles about the proportion of wealth he

was presenting to the Church. Ananias was struck

down by God for his dishonesty and Sapphire,

three hours later, suffered the same fate, she too

lied to the apostles about her husband’s gift. In

the foreground, a group of figures are gathered

around the dead body of Sapphire. Three men lift

it up, as in an entombment or lamentation scene,

while the others look on in surprise and horror.

According to the Acts of the Apostles, after Sap‐

phira’s death “great fear came upon all the church

and upon all who heard these things”. The figures

of Peter and the Christ‐like John are in the back‐

ground of the painting accepting gifts for the

church from the assembled crowd.

The work combines Northern Realism with a famili‐

arity with current Italian art and with classicism in

general. The elongated figures of Peter and the

woman in the left foreground corner are stock

Mannerist figures, elegant and self‐conscious.

They are set‐pieces showing off the artist’s sense

of style and knowledge of classical art. The cos‐

tumes are a strange combination of contemporary

and classical dress, with an emphasis on sump‐

tuous fabrics and colours. Another feature of this

style is the claustrophobic sense of space which

the figures occupy [1].

The scene is attributed in the collection catalogue

to an unknown painter from the circle or follower

of Flemish artist Ambrosius Francken I (1544–1618)

[1, p. 69] while a comprehensive study of the

Francken family conducted by Natasja Peeters

attributes the work to Ambrosius Francken II

(after 1590‐1632) and dates it to 1615‐1620.

She points out that the artist was active from

1610 onwards [2].

The painted scene seems to have been very popu‐

lar around 1620s as two similar versions still exist.

One is exhibited in the National Museum in Krakow,

Poland (inventory number MNK XII‐A‐873) (Figure

2). According to the museum’s online catalogue

[3], the artwork is attributed to the unknown

Figure 1. State before intervention of “The death of Sapphira”
by Ambrosius Francken II, Dublin Castle, Ireland.

Figure 2.“The Death of Sapphira” by unknown Antwerp painter
from the circle of Ambrosius Francken I, National Museum in
Krakow, Poland.
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Antwerp painter from the circle of Ambrosius

Francken I and was created around 1600. The

panel consists of single board and measures 48 x

64 cm and it was executed in grisaille technique

with oil paints. The other painting whose icono‐

graphy is very similar is displayed in the Saint‐

Jean cathedral in Besançon, France (Figure 3).

According to the General Inventory of Cultural

Heritage [4], the painting was first attributed to

Tintoretto, then to Jacob de Backer and finally to

Ambrosius Francken. Unfortunately the catalogue

doesn’t specify if the painting is attributed to

Ambrosius Francken I or II. This panel painting

executed in oil technique is much bigger than the

two others and measures 212 x 255 cm.

It is evident from the design of these three paint‐

ings that the artists were looking at or taking an

inspiration from an unknown engraving source. It

is difficult to speculate how closely the prepara‐

tory drawings follow the source but some compari‐

son can be made among the paintings to trace

similarities and differences. The paintings from

Krakow and Dublin have a vertical format while

the French painting is almost square. The scene

takes place in a monumental architectural

framework which fills the right side of the com‐

position. The foreground group of people tightly

surrounds a dead Sapphira. Some of them are

frightened or curious. The number of crowd

participants differs but three figures always

support the dead body of Sapphira in all three

paintings. The position of her legs and the twist

of her left hand are similar in the paintings from

Dublin and Krakow while the very characteristic

tilt of her head can be found in the paintings from

Krakow and Besançon. In all three paintings, the

foreground crowd is separated from the group

assembled around St Peter and John standing on

the steps. The architectural background is indis‐

tinct and flat in the scenes from Krakow and Dublin

while the artist of the French panel painted the

arches giving more depth to the three dimensional

illusion of the scene. In the last panel, a view of

the far mountainous landscape was created behind

the architecture.

3. Materials and Technique

The painted panel measures 94 x 124 cm and it is

made of four oak planks cut radially (Figure 4).

They have solid and relatively straight grain ori‐

ented in a horizontal direction. The oak was the

Figure 3. “The Death of Sapphira” by Ambrosius Francken. Saint‐
Jean cathedral in Besancon, France. Photo by Yves Sancey, Franche‐
Comté region, Inventory and Heritage, ADAGP, 1998.

Figure 4. Back of the painting and frame before intervention.
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most common support used by painters of the

Northern school. The planks vary in width and are

22‐27.5 cm wide which was common in the Northern

countries [5]. The thickness of the planks is 7‐10

mm. No knots or defects nor cut‐marks were found

on the panel which suggests that the panel’s

planks were carefully sourced, and after assembly

their surface was planed until completely smooth.

The assembly of the planks was achieved by hori‐

zontal butt‐joining and accurate planing of the

faces to be united and then making incisions to

improve the bond of the natural skin glue what

appears to correspond to the traditional prepara‐

tion found in Cennino Cennini's Treatise on Painting

[6]. To assure an accurate alignment, dowels made

of hardwood were used (Figures 5, 6). A visual

examination of the joins faces revealed three

carved housings at regular intervals inside the

thickness of each plank. The floating dowels were

inserted in these housings without glue with the

grain across to that of the support in order to

maintain the position of the planks until the glue

applied on the edges had hardened. This method

was a standard for joining the planks for large

panels. The larger panels of standard size (75 x

110 cm) made of three planks would have had

three dowels in each join. As panels produced in

the northern countries became thinner toward

the end of the 16th century (8‐30 mm thick) dowels

replaced the butterfly keys for stabilizing and

aligning the joins during gluing [5, p. 155]. There‐

fore, the butterfly keys on the back of the panel

painting “The Death of Sapphira” can be a later

addition. Probably early in its history the original

butt joins broke and the oak butterfly keys were

inserted into the boards as deep as one‐half of

the board thickness, with their grain running

crosswise to the board’s grain, to hold the adja‐

cent boards tightly together (Figure 7). Then, at

the end of 20th century, an attempt was made to

stabilize the panel by gluing two oak crossbeams,

each 80 mm wide. They were glued on the reverse

of the panel across the grain of the boards (Figure

4). The role of the crossbeams was to stabilize

and hold the four planks together as some but‐

terfly keys and joins had become loose. Unfortu‐

nately, they had a negative effect because they

caused an extreme concave warp of the panel’s

surface.

On the back of the panel, in the top‐left corner

there is a black painted inscription (…iic 49•),

which may be a former inventory number (Figure

8). The inscription was revealed during the dirt

Figures 5 and 6. Close‐up of the face of the join. The images show incisions made on the face in order to improve the bond of the
natural skin glue. The floating dowel was inserted in the carved housing without glue.
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removal treatment of the back of the panel. It is

only partially legible probably due to the planing

of the support back for the crossbeams. Recent

conservation treatments carried out by the author

also revealed the brand mark on the back of the

panel at the centre of the panel (Figure 9). The

brand is worn and very shallow so that it was

barely visible through the layers of accumulated

dirt and dust. Nevertheless the cleaning process

revealed more characteristic features like open

hands and tower. The identification process was

supported by the comprehensive study of the

Flemish brand marks published by M. Schuster‐

Gawlowska [7]. In her book, the author presented

an evolution of the Antwerp coats of arms through

the centuries so that the comparison and identi‐

fication were easier and it could be said that the

brand on the panel consists of two open hands

above a castle with three towers and thus corre‐

sponds to the Antwerp’s coat of arms. The panel‐

maker’s personal mark has not been found in

combination with the Antwerp brand on the back

of the panel.

Further examination of the brand was facilitated

by the study of Antwerp brands on the panel

paintings by J. Wadum [8]. The author classifies

all known types of the Antwerp brands and explains

the circumstances of their use. The branding iron

with Antwerp’s coat of arms was usually carried by

the dean to the panel‐maker’s workshop where, if

the quality of the panels was approved, it would

be heated enough to burn its image in the oak. A

major role of the craft guilds was to maintain the

quality of the work of their members. To do so, on

13th of November 1617 the Antwerp Joiners' Guild

drew up new regulations to ensure the quality of

the panels leaving a joiner's workshop. These

regulations were sanctioned one month later, on

December 11th, and the new set of regulations

was given to the joiners and to the panel makers

as well as to the Guild of St. Luke [9].

Figure 7 (top). Close‐up of the non‐original butterfly key
photographed in raking light.
Figure 8 (center). Detail of the remains of the black painted
inscription, which may be a former inventory number. The
inscription was revealed during a dirt removal treatment. It
is only partially legible probably due to the planing of the
back of the support for the crossbeams.
Figure 9 (bottom). The Antwerp brand, discovered on the
back of the panel.
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The Antwerp brands show a large variety of shapes

of the towers and hands indicating that many

different irons were used. It is unknown how many

branding irons the guild would actually have had

in circulation at one time but to date 18 different

brands used on panels dating from 1600 to 1650

have been recorded. The comparison study of the

Antwerp brands examined by Wadum [8], with the

brand found on the panel, suggests that, according

to Wadum’s individual classification of the brands

[8, p. 197], probably branding iron "number 1"

was used for branding the panel for the painting

"The Death of Sapphira". Brand "number 1" was

in use from 1617 to 1626 [8, p. 184‐185] and this

indicates the approximate period of production of

the panel. Because of the great demand for panels

it can be supposed that the painting was probably

painted shortly after the preparation of the panel.

Identification of the ground material was carried

out by polarized light microscopy (PLM) on the

Olympus CX31‐P at magnification x40 – x100 – x400.

The mounting medium for pigment dispersions was

Cargille Meltmount nD=1.662. The visual obser‐

vation confirmed the presence of chalk (calcium

carbonate). Small circular structures of coccoliths

showed irregular dark cross on a bright circular

background.

For binding media identification, samples of the

paint layer were embedded in self‐curing acrylic

resin “Estetic S”, supplied by Wident (Poland), and

then polished with abrasives down to grade 2000.

Amido black staining test confirmed the presence

of proteins in the ground. The protein stains, were

prepared and applied according to the instruction

compiled by M. Johnson and, E. Packard [10].

Based on the observation of the joins’ faces and

cross‐sections on the microscope, it was confirmed

that a cloth was not used as a preparation for the

ground, although this material was traditionally

the crucial element of the panel painting construc‐

tion that isolated the wooden support movement

from the preparatory layer [6, p. 69]. The ground

layer is relatively thin, and consists of two suc‐

cessive layers. During the evolution of painting

techniques from the 15th century onwards, chalk

grounds became less polished and thinner than

their predecessors. The simplification of this

priming technique may have its source in the

observation of the old, thickly primed paintings

on panels which have shown cracks or worse

signs of deterioration in the 17th century [11].

Before painting, the artist made a compositional

sketch which is visible in normal light and was

further confirmed through the near infrared

examination based on infrared capable Nikon

D90 SLR with attached infrared filter B+W 093

with visible light cut‐off point around 900 nm.

Dark, bold lines applied with a brush were found

in the faces of the figures surrounding Sapphira.

The observation of the paint cross‐sections could

not reveal if the preparatory sketch was made

directly on the white ground or on the imprima‐

tura. In the Northern countries the preparatory

drawings were traditionally made directly onto

the thin white ground, on top of which a trans‐

lucent insulating layer of imprimatura would be

placed. The microscopy cross‐section observation

of the samples combined with the macroscopic

observation of the painting layer revealed that

the imprimatura is light brown and contains

some brown and black particles (Figures 10‐12).

Additionally, the visual observation revealed that

the imprimatura has a brushed character. The

parallel lines are visible in the neutral “middle”

tones between highlights and shadows (Figures

13, 14). The staining tests showed the presence

of oil in the imprimatura.

Cross‐sections revealed a rather simple paint

stratigraphy (Figures 10‐12). Sudan black staining
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tests on the paint layer cross‐sections detected oil.

The stains, were prepared and applied according

to the instruction compiled by E. Martin [12]. The

paint was applied thinly so that the preparatory

sketch and imprimatura are visible with the naked

eye (Figures 13, 14). The palette of colours has

not been fully identified as there was no such

need but dispersed samples of some materials

were analysed with polarized light microscopy

and revealed lead white, vermillion and smalt.

These findings could be compared with the other

works by Ambrosius Francken II but unfortunately

the author did not have an access to those

paintings or examination reports.

Figure 10 (top). Paint cross‐section from Saphira’s neck, showing
ground and paint layer structure: 1‐ ground; 2‐ imprimatura;
3‐ white paint.
Figure 11 (center). Paint cross‐section from foliage over blue
sky, showing ground and paint layer structure: 1‐ground; 2‐
imprimatura; 3‐light blue paint; 4‐brown paint.
Figure 12 (bottom). Paint cross‐section from forehead of man,
showing ground and paint layer structure: 1‐ ground; 2‐ impri‐
matura; 3‐light red paint.

AMBROSIUS FRANCKEN II

Figure 13 (top). Detail of the sky. The light‐brown colour of the
imprimatura is very well visible through the layer of blue paint.
Figure 14 (bottom). Detail of Saphira’s forearm. The parallel
lines of the streaky imprimatura are visible through the layer of
white.
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4. Condition Assessment of the Painting
Before Conservation Treatment

The panel’s damage problems concerned the

wooden support and consisted of gaps in the joins

caused by a contraction of the planks and of ex‐

treme concave warping of the surface caused by

Figure 15 (top left). The painting photographed in back light
shows the extent of the concave warping of the panel before
intervention.
Figure 16 (center left). Back of the painting with frame photo‐
graphed in raking light. This photography technique reveals
surface irregularities and planks deformations along the joins.
State before conservation.
Figure 17 (bottom left). Painting laid face up. The image
shows the surface concave deformation of the panel before
conser‐vation.
Figure 18 (top right). Close‐up of the painting photographed in
raking light reveals separation of the planks at joins and their
local deformation. State before conservation.
Figure 19 (lower right). Detail of Sapphira’s face. The image
shows separation of the planks at joins before conservation.
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the later addition of two crossbeams (Figures 15‐

19). The panel was separated at the joins and the

entire structure remained united only by the butter‐

fly keys and glued crossbeams. The bottom‐left

corner of the painting had two breaks and the

wooden pieces of the support were unstable regard‐

less of the fact that the area had been previously

rejoined with natural glue but probably further

poor handling and/or unstable environmental

conditions weakened the area of repair (Figure 20).

Although oak has a mechanical strength, durabi‐

lity and resistance to wood‐boring insects, several

woodworm holes were noticed in the panel, as

one would expect in an object of this age. The

stability of the painting layer was good although

the absence of cloth between the panel and the

ground resulted in a wood movement that affected

the paint layer. Cracks were observed exclusively

along the joints, breaks of the support mostly

running along the grain. There were also two very

deep scratches observed on the bottom part of

the panel, on the yellow dress of the woman.

Probably early in its history, the original butt

joins broke and the butterfly keys were inserted

across the board joins. According to the informa‐

tion received from the owner of the painting (OPW),

the painting was restored in the second half of the

20th century but it remains unclear as no record

of that restoration was completed. The technical

examination of the painting carried out with

visible light (raking and diffused) and ultraviolet

revealed that the restoration treatments included

gluing the cracks, filling of losses, extensive re‐

touching and varnishing. The majority of retouch‐

ings were in good condition. Discoloration of the

retouchings occurred only in the area of a blue sky,

Saphira’s neck and the stone steps in the bottom‐

left corner (Figures 21, 22). Varnish presented a

very good state of preservation. There were no signs

of discolouration or any other optical distortion. The

whole panel was reinforced on the reverse with two

Figure 20 (top). Close‐up of the bottom‐left corner of the
painting photographed in raking light. The image shows a
damage to the support. The area of damage was previously
rejoined with natural glue but probably further poor handling
and/or unstable environmental conditions weakened the repairs.
State before conservation.
Figure 21 (center). Close‐up of the painting showing discoloured
retouchings (marked with white arrows). State before conservation.
Figure 22 (bottom). Close‐up of the same area photographed in
UV light. The image reveals retouchings visible as dark spots
against fluorescent original paint. State before conservation.
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crossbeams. In order to facilitate the installation

of the crossbeams, the restorer planed down the

surfaces where the reinforcement should come. This

very invasive procedure caused inevitable removal

of the original material and damage to the historic

inscription (Figure 8). Two oak cross‐beams (950 x

80 x 14 mm) were positioned across the grain of the

panel and attached with animal glue. The glued

crossbeams and the adhesive had subsequently

shrunk and caused an extreme concave warp of the

panel’s surface with a deflection of 33 mm. The

planar distortions were disturbing to the viewer

and made it impossible to frame and display the

work (Figure 15).

5. Conservation Treatment

The primary aim of the conservation was to improve

the stability and functionality of the wooden sup‐

port through individually designed conservation

methods with minimal invasiveness. It was under‐

stood that the oak crossbeams were responsible

for the warping of the panel and therefore their

removal was the priority task to relieve the accu‐

mulated stress between the planks. Before the

structural work took place, the paint layer was pro‐

tected by facing a Japanese tissue adhered with

3% hot rabbit skin glue. This adhesive was chosen

because it enabled good conformation of the tissue

to the picture surface and was compatible with the

consolidants and fracture repair adhesives to be

used.

The panel was laid face‐down on the specially

carved Plastazote cushions. The crossbeams were

removed by making the cross‐grain cuts down to

a few millimetres above the panel at very close

intervals and snapping off thin wafers with a

chisel without much pressure. The wooden material

residue was locally wetted with methylated spirit

and removed with the chisels and then scalpel

Figures 23 and 24 (left). The crossbeams were removed by making
the cross‐grain cuts down to a few millimetres above the panel
at very close intervals and snapping off thin wafers with a chisel
without much pressure. The wooden material residue was locally
wetted with IMS and removed with chisels and then scalpel blades.
Figure 25 (top right). The panel boards were placed in the micro‐
climate box, where the humidity was gradually increased. The boards
were then allowed to dry under the moderate pressure controlled by a
system of screw clamps and padded restraining bars above the
boards surface.
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Figure 26 (top). The painting after rejoining, filling the losses of
the ground layer and varnishing.
Figures 27 and 28 (center). Close‐up of the painting after gluing
the cracks, filling the losses of the ground layer and varnishing.
Figure 29 (bottom). Painting after conservation and framing.

blades (Figures 23, 24). Once the crossbeams were

removed, the back of the panel could fully be seen.

Some open cracks in the back of the panel became

visible. The joins between the planks were loose

and the decision was made to separate the planks

by removal of all the already loose butterfly keys.

Next, the boards of the panel were placed in the

microclimate box, where the humidity was gradually

increased (Figure 25). At 75% of relative humidity

(RH), the boards relaxed. They showed some minor

distortions but had gained good flexibility. Then,

the boards were allowed to dry under the moderate

pressure controlled by means of a system of screw

clamps and padded restraining bars above the

boards surface. The boards were kept flat in the

studio for two weeks where the RH had been stabi‐

lized at 57%. After two weeks the pressure was

released and the panel was allowed to adjust to

the environmental conditions. It appeared stable,

and its curvature had not altered significantly.

Cleaning of the reverse wooden surface was

achieved using 10% Vulpex Liquid Soap in a white

spirit. At the end of the treatment, the support

was disinfected actively by a brush application of

Constrain insecticide based on Permethrin. Once

the facing was removed the painted surface was

cleaned with 4% triammonium citrate. Next, a 15%

solution of Paraloid B72 in toluene was injected

into the wormholes. For filling the large open

wormholes and lost areas, wood flour mixed with

Paraloid B72 were used. Partial fractures and cracks

were glued by introducing hot animal‐hide glue

and clamping pressure. For better wetting of the
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Figures 30 and 31 (top). Close‐up of the painting after
conservation.
Figure 32 (bottom). The panel was closed on the back by
means of the 5 mm clear acrylic sheet acting as a moisture
barrier. The additional advantage of the clear backing is that
it can allow monitoring of the back of the panel and also
makes the Antwerp brand accessible for the further research
and documentation.

cracks, more dilute glue was first applied, and

then more concentrated. The glue was applied

with a brush by allowing it to flow into the void

under gravity and capillary action. In order to

increase glue penetration a finger pressure and hot

spatula were used. The adhesive was introduced

from the both sides of the panel. A moderate

pressure was applied locally to secure the equal

level of the painted surfaces.

The next task was to rejoin the boards of the panel

and secure an equal level to the painted edges

between the boards. The procedure started with

the thorough removal of the joint faces of old glue

debris and dirt. The work on rejoining the panel

was intended to start from the two central planks

and then moving outwards. Because of minor

curvature along the edges of the individual boards,

they were supported by placing wooden shims

which were cut to fill the gap between the panel

back and restraining bars. Alignment was tested

by passing of the finger tips across the joints and

using the raking light cast across the joint from

both sides. After dry rehearsal, the rejoining

process could start. Hide glue was selected for

the treatment. First, more dilute glue was applied

by brush on both faces of the join. Then the two

boards were aligned and more concentrated glue

was applied with a brush and pressed into the join

with fingers and hot spatula. A moderate pressure

controlled by means of screw clamps and padded

restraining bars was applied to secure the equal

level of the painted surfaces. After the glue had

dried, the pressure mechanism was released and

the support appeared quite solid. The butterfly

keys were placed to the original housings and

hide glue was used as an adhesive.

The removal of discoloured retouchings was per‐

formed with acetone. The losses to the ground

layer were filled with white putty prepared by

hand (10% weight ratio of calcium carbonate and
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rabbit skin glue). Next, a thin coat of Paraloid

B72 at 8% in toluene was sprayed on the entire

painting to unify the overall appearance and give

maximum depth to the painting layer (Figures 26‐

28). Retouchings were carried out with gouache

colours combined with MAIMERI ketonic resin

colours. The task was completed with a protective

coat of final varnish (an aldehyde resin Larapol A81

varnish at 10% in turpentine) sprayed over the

painting’s surface (Figures 29‐31).

An important part of the conservation process

was the development of the plan for the micro‐

climate control of the back of the panel. The

painting is to be returned to an environment that

is not climate controlled and may need some form

of moisture barrier (without complex construc‐

tion). As the major warping of the panel before

the treatment was caused by the wooden cross‐

beams it was assumed that the panel characterizes

good stability. Non major tendencies to deform

were observed before, during and after the treat‐

ment in the studio. Also, the good structural

condition of the wooden material did not require

complex methods. Therefore, the panel was closed

on the back by means of a 5 mm clear acrylic sheet

acting as a moisture barrier to reduce the reaction

of the panel to environmental changes (Figure

32). The additional advantage of the clear back‐

ing is that it can allow monitoring of the back of

the panel and also makes the Antwerp brand ac‐

cessible for further research and documentation.

6. Conclusions

The conservation of the panel painting was an

extensive project, taking four months to complete.

However, the end result is satisfactory and the

painting is now in a presentable condition for

display. The conservation treatments have greatly

improved the painting’s appearance and stabilised

its structural condition. A parallel technical exami‐

nation of this painting gave an opportunity to

learn more about the artist technique and com‐

pare this information with a current knowledge of

the 17th century panel paintings. According to the

author’s current information there is no similar

technical study of other paintings by Ambrosius

Francken II so that this paper may be a contribution

to the artist technique. The important result of a

technical study was the discovery of the Antwerp

brand that gives evidence that painting was created

after 1617. Further technical research of two

similar versions of this scene from Poland and

France as well as a comparative technical study

with other paintings by Ambrosius Francken II

could provide a conclusive attribution.
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1. Introduction

A body of shared knowledge, known as theory, is

at the heart of any profession. Theory defines a

profession, guides practice, legitimizes choices,

and connects practitioners [1]. The values‐based

approach is understood as the dominant theoret‐

ical model in conservation and has been explored

in conservation literature since the turn of the

21st century. It involves preserving objects with

the understanding that multiple stakeholders

attribute value to objects. Noted educator and

theorist Elizabeth Pye commented on the future of

conservation in a recent interview, suggesting the

profession is becoming “social conservation” [2].

Social conservation envisions a wider dissemination

of conservation knowledge and skills, inclusive of

theory, within the field, to allied cultural heritage

ABSTRACT
The values‐based approach is understood as the dominant paradigm in conservation and has been
explored in conservation literature since the turn of the 21st century. It involves approaching the
preservation of objects with the understanding that multiple stakeholders attribute value to objects. This
paper critically examines a current interpretation of the approach in a museum setting. The Leventis
Project at the Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery (RAMM) in Exeter, United Kingdom, is an
externally funded project that seeks to improve physical and intellectual access to the museum’s Cypriot
and Greek archaeology collection. The interaction of theory and practice within the case study is explored
with a special interest in understanding decision‐making processes and the curator‐conservator
relationship. Critical examination of theory in conservation practice is an increasingly crucial activity
among professionals today as the field moves towards a social conservation model. This case study
ultimately evaluates the correlation between current interpretations of the values‐based approach and
social conservation, which can provide a platform for promoting the relevance of conservation in society.
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professionals, and the public alike. Pye believes

that knowledge dissemination is a tool to pro‐

mote the relevance of heritage conservation in

society. With Pye’s prediction in mind, examina‐

tion and presentation of theory as it directly

applies to conservation practice arguably is an

increasingly crucial activity. Though widely com‐

mented on, the values based approach continues

to be interpreted in different ways across the

conservation profession and merits ongoing

analysis and presentation.

This paper uses a case study to describe the

current understanding and application of the

values based approach to conservation in a

museum setting. Case studies provide a platform

for sharing conservation knowledge according

to Pye’s social conservation model. This study
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The latter half of the 20th century saw a significant

theoretical shift in conservation activities. The

scientific and craftsmanship informed material‐

based approach, which entailed upholding the

original essence of a cultural object though pre‐

servation of its physical substance, informed much

of 20th century conservation. The application of

rational and scientific thought to conservation

stemmed from the age of Enlightenment, when

material evidence, objectivity, and the acquisition

of knowledge towards finding an all‐encompassing

truth fueled scientific endeavors [3]. Those hold‐

ing scientific knowledge, among them conserva‐

tion professionals, had the power to decide what

to conserve and how to conserve it; in essence,

they were deciding what constituted cultural

significance [4].

Though knowledge of material science and a

scientific approach remain key elements of any

conservator’s repertoire, in the last decades of

the 20th century a notable paradigm shift occurred.

Understanding the intangible characteristics of

objects, such as the significance cultural heritage

holds for individuals and groups, has become a

necessity in conservation work. Considering an

object’s significance to different stakeholders and

the inclusion of those stakeholders in decision‐

making has become integral to the conservation

process. The feelings, meanings, and cultural

significance attributed to objects are referred to

under the common term values.

3. The Values‐Based Approach

3.1. Values

To understand the values‐based approach, one must

first examine the vocabulary used in the phrase.

Value is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary

as “the regard that something is held to deserve:
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elucidates where the application of the values‐

based approach is applied during decision‐making

processes and the curator‐conservator relation‐

ship within the case study. Establishing a clear

link between theory and practice is crucial to

presenting and promoting professional knowledge

and the relevance of conservation in a rapidly

innovative, publicly accessible and, in the case of

cultural heritage, underfunded world. In addition,

engaging in self‐analysis through a description of

the current interpretation and practical applica‐

tion of the values‐based approach allows current

practice to be part of social conservation.

Beginning with an overview of the current under‐

standing of the values‐based approach, the Leventis

Project case study will be explored. This project,

funded by the A.G. Leventis foundation, will in‐

crease physical and intellectual access to the Cypriot

and Greek archaeological collection at the Royal

Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery (RAMM) in

Exeter, United Kingdom. Information for this study

was gathered through a combination of the author’s

participation in the conservation efforts of the

project, interviews with pertinent staff mem‐

bers, and an examination of project goals. The

Leventis Project seeks to promote intellectual

access to a collection, a similar goal to that of

social conservation. It provides a platform to

expose current understanding and implementa‐

tion of the values‐based approach and the role it

plays in Pye’s model.

2. Historical Overview

The hard sciences informed material‐based ap‐

proach to conservation dominated through the

early and mid‐20th century, but conservators now

recognize that assessing and preserving the

intangible elements of heritage objects, called

values, is paramount.
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the object or place, known as interested parties,

must occur before ethical decision‐making can

occur [9, p. 5]. This process includes understanding

cultural significance, developing policy, and fi‐

nally managing the implementation of policies

[9, p. 4]. The approach quickly became essential

in the conservation of ethnographic material as

living cultures sought input and consultation in

the conservation of indigenous artifacts by western

cultural institutions, as was explored extensively

by Miriam Clavir [10].

The Getty Conservation Institute (GCI) also pro‐

duced a series of research reports seeking to

define the values‐based approach [4,11,12]. In

one of the reports, Marta de la Torre outlined the

basic elements of the values‐based approach in‐

dicating that it has the purpose of protecting the

values of a cultural entity, be it place, or object

as decided by, “designated criteria, government

authorities or other owners, experts of various

strips, and other citizens with legitimate interests

in the place [or object]” [12, p. 5]. These reports

promote the necessity of multiple stakeholders in

conservation decision‐making, but acknowledge a

lack of cohesive methodology for assessing values.

Other authors have attempted to create decision‐

making guides based on the values based approach

such as Barbara Applebaum’s most recent publica‐

tion where she related values to decision‐making

steps [8]. Applebaum’s method uses information

gathered from relevant stakeholders to charac‐

terize and reconstruct the history of an object

based on values to determine the ideal state of

preservation [8, p. xix]. She lays out a process of

categorizing key values when making preserva‐

tion decisions such as art, aesthetic, historical,

use, research, educational, age, newness, senti‐

mental, monetary, associative, commemorative,

and rarity [8, p. 86‐119]. In a similar case, the

Government of Australia also created a decision‐
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the importance, worth, or usefulness of some‐

thing” [5]. In other words, values are assigned by

society for reasons both tangible and intangible.

Iris Kapelouzou, for instance, interprets value in

conservation as the primary entity embodied in

an object [6, p. 176]. The primary entity is tied to

heritage identity and must be considered and

preserved when undertaking conservation work.

Generating beliefs about objects that contribute

to their heritage identity has been explored in

anthropological sources. Crawford Elder calls this

projectivism, in which humans project concepts

onto inanimate objects. He states that artifacts

exist because humans have thoughts and feelings

about them, and cultural heritage is part of reality

because humans have the capacity to assign value

[7, p. 34]. Barbara Applebaum supports this phi‐

losophy; she considers values to be cultural data

resulting from human judgment [8, p. 86].

3.2. The Approach

The values‐based approach as it is currently inter‐

preted is best understood through examining

multiple sources, as multiple authors across the

globe have attempted to define the approach. The

Burra Charter [9], adopted in 1979 and reviewed

in 1999 by the Australian International Council on

Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), was one of the

first widely circulated documents to outline the

preliminary ideals of the values‐based approach.

It is a framework in which careful consideration

and analysis of cultural and natural value defined

as “aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual

value for past, present or future generations” [9,

p. 2] must be undertaken prior to any preserva‐

tion actions. The Burra Charter acknowledges that

these values may change in the future.

Examination of relevant values by those who are

culturally, spiritually, or socially responsible for
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making guide to aid preservation workers in dis‐

secting, assessing, and applying values to preser‐

vation actions [13]. It outlines the assessment of

values for cross‐regional collections, sectors within

a collection, or single items, the latter of which is

specific to conservation work. Integrating con‐

textual knowledge and stakeholder input is the

central core of both decision‐making approaches

discussed above.

An examination of current literature [6‐18] and

integrating elements of multiple volumes allows

a basic overview of the values‐based approach, as

it is currently understood. Not only is the physical

make up of an object taken into consideration when

making conservation decisions. Values, varying

from cultural, spiritual, economic, historical, and

artistic, determine decisions. It is a collaborative

approach to preservation as values are assigned

based on information gathered from interested

parties, called stakeholders for the purposes of

this paper, including the conservator, members

of the public and allied professionals. Multiplicity

is a basic feature of the values‐based approach.

Objects have the ability to take on multiple values,

and multiple stakeholders contribute to under‐

standing those values. Finally, identified values

contribute to decision‐making during conserva‐

tion work.

3.3. Criticism of the Approach

Nevertheless, the values‐based approach is not

without criticism. Elizabeth Pye [19] considers the

theoretical shift from a materials‐based to values‐

based approach positing that increased critical

thinking regarding preservation activities occurred

as conservation became a recognized profession

and moved away from the craft industries, leading

professionals to realize the limitations inherent

in imposing truth and fact on cultural objects.

More than a decade ago she pointed out an in‐

creased movement towards diverse interpretations

and including multiple stakeholders in conserva‐

tion decision‐making, while also indicating that

this change requires ongoing critical reflection

upon the actions of conservators and a stronger

theoretical basis [19]. These thoughts are echoed

in a more recent conservation theory text [3] in

which editors Alison Bracker and Alison Richmond

stated “the past few decades have also witnessed

increasing discomfort within the profession with

what appears to be a lack of rigorous self‐analysis”

[3, p. xiv].

Marta de la Torre and Randall Mason of the GCI

further pointed out the inherent issues of the

values‐based approach that conservators must

tackle: “conservation professionals are faced with

two particular challenges arising out of these

social and political contexts: challenges of power

sharing and challenges of collaboration” [4, p. 4].

Ultimately, a specialist is tasked with identifying

and supervising stakeholders and managing the

value assessment stage [20, p. 173]. Additionally,

values can be conflicting. For example the use

value which, in the conservation of monuments

and buildings, can lead to renovations to ensure

solidity and continued use of a site [21]. These

actions may conflict with the age value as incom‐

plete or ruined monuments and sites may be dan‐

gerous to the public and therefore inaccessible [21].

These comments indicate that there has not only

been a shift in the why and how of conservation,

but it points out the necessity of shedding insular

attitudes and accepting multiple voices in work‐

place dynamics and decision‐making. As is evident

by the aforementioned publications that span a

decade, conservation professionals are still coping

with the paradigm shift from a materials‐based

to a values‐based approach. Although study of

the values‐based approach is ongoing, and will
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continually change and adapt as the profession

evolves, grasping the theoretical basis for conser‐

vation work and tying it to current practice can

provide a platform for sharing and promoting

conservation knowledge, a key element of Pye’s

social conservation model [2]. In the following

sections the Leventis Project case study will be

explored to shed light on the interaction of theory

and practice and the application of the values‐

based approach.

4. Case Study

4.1. Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery

The Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery

(RAMM) in Exeter, Devon, United Kingdom, first

opened in 1868, is a mid‐sized encyclopedic mu‐

seum boasting collections of Archaeology, Natural

History, Ethnography, and Fine and Decorative

Art. In the past decade, RAMM has undergone a

multimillion pound redevelopment project [22].

It included a refit of the 19th century museum

building, constructing a large new off‐site storage

facility, redeveloping permanent exhibits and

adding temporary exhibition space, along with

moving the collections into a new publically ac‐

cessible Collections Study Center. In conjunction

with the physical redevelopment, RAMM’s curat‐

orial departments have undertaken a collections

review project. This in‐depth study of RAMM’s

collections aims to better understand the nature

and extent of those collections, to recognize and

more fully appreciate the significance of the

objects held in trust by the museum, thereby

enabling improved access and use of the collec‐

tions by the public, on exhibit, on loan, in the

handling collection, or for study and publication.

Conservation work is a necessary component of

the collections review as increased access and

physical integrity of collections is paramount.

4.2. The Leventis Project

The Leventis Project is an ongoing, externally

funded collections review initiative to improve the

Greek and Cypriot collections. The A.G. Leventis

Foundation provided the funding necessary to

revolutionize care and access the collection. The

450 objects comprising the Greek and Cypriot

collection were under–used, under‐ studied, and

collections care did not meet professional stand‐

ards. The ceramic, glass, metal and wood objects

comprising the collection date from the Bronze

Age to the Roman Period. Collectors with strong

connections to Devon donated the objects in the

museum’s care during the late 19th and early 20th

centuries. Few objects had been formally pub‐

lished. Little to no provenance information for the

collection is preserved, and is made up largely of

donor correspondence, for example certain ob‐

jects originated from Marsala, Sicily and Cameiros,

Rhodes [23]. Ninety percent of the collection is

housed in storage and inaccessible to the public,

though the Greek ceramics were studied by Brian

Shefton of Newcastle University during the 1950’s

and partially catalogued by a local historian in

the 1990’s, the few surviving records for which are

available at RAMM [24]. The Beazley Archives has

published seven ceramic objects from RAMM’s

Greek and Cypriot collection [24].

The museum’s Assistant Curator of Antiquities,

Jenny Durrant, undertook the Leventis Project

along with Object Conservator Kirstie Williams

with the objective to reinvigorate the collection.

It was evident early on that input from both cura‐

torial and conservation staff would be necessary

as objects were inaccessible intellectually due to

inconsistencies in paper and digital records, and

physically as they were in poor condition isolated

from the public, and had sustained historical

physical damage. Thus, three main goals of the

project were conceived: engaging local
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communities with Cypriot and Greek archaeology

collections, improving digital access, and restoring

physical integrity to stored collections. Photo‐

graphing objects for both conservation treatment

and documentation purposes will make available

previously unseen objects in an anticipated online

collections database [25]. Meanwhile, increased

time and attention spent on the physical care of

the collection has lead to a deeper understanding

of the significance of the objects regionally, na‐

tionally, and internationally.

As key stakeholders in this ongoing project, cu‐

rator and conservator, co‐authors of this paper,

worked together to understand and decide on

the preservation needs of the objects. At the

outset of the project, conservation staff advised

during the funding application process on

budgetary needs. Kirstie Williams took on the

planned conservation work along with the aid of

multiple conservation interns, which at the time

included the first author. An informal curator‐

conservator relationship within the museum,

trusting each other’s opinion, and openly dis‐

cussing points of contention to reach mutual

decisions are essential elements of professional

collaboration for the Leventis Project. There are

many common goals shared by conservator and

curator on this project that are directly related

to conservation treatment. Conservation work

provides an opportunity to exam‐ine objects in

depth and investigate collection holdings. Pre‐

servation actions also stabilize objects to enable

study and display without causing further dam‐

age. Recontextualizing fragments and repairing

broken objects allows aesthetic appreciation and

facilitates study. Object photography for conser‐

vation records creates a passive viewing environ‐

ment for objects, without the need to physically

access them. Finally, maintaining the integrity of

objects through improved storage conditions is

also accomplished.

4.3. Conservation and the Leventis Project

Conservation work is integral to improving ob‐

ject care and providing physical access to the

objects. It occurs alongside and contributes to

curatorial goals, as increased physical activity

within the collection will lead to increased in‐

tellectual activity. At the time, the grant pro‐

posal for the Leventis Project was submitted in

December 2011, storage and packing materials

for the collection were not up to professional

standards and minimal conservation work had

been done to the collection.

Objects were stored in an 18th century building

with little to no environmental controls risking

pest, mold, and air pollutants. Many objects exhibit

signs of black mold staining as a result of their

storage environment. Archaeological collections

at RAMM are typically stored grouped by material

type in acid‐free card stock boxes padded out with

acid free tissue, however these boxes were packed

over 30 years ago in the available materials of the

time creating a potentially hazardous atmospheric

and contact environment for vulnerable objects.

Spot attempts at repacking in the recent past had

unwittingly reduced access to the collection, in

contradiction to the projects goal of increased

physical access (Figure 1). Approximately 90%

of the objects in the Greek and Cypriot collection

were housed under similar conditions accessible

only by request. Shock during transit was a concern

as the whole collection moved into RAMM’s new

purpose built, environmentally controlled storage

facilities during the redevelopment project. Over‐

and under‐packing was as a risk to objects. Under‐

packed boxes could potentially shift in transit

risking physical shock to objects (Figure 2), while

boxes that were over packed were at higher risk

if the lid was compromised (Figure 3). An ineffi‐

cient packing regime also risked disassociation of

fragmented objects. Additionally, boxes containing
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Left to right, up to down:
Figure 1. Previous repacking of objects reduced ease of acces‐
sibility.
Figure 2. Under‐packed box, objects at risk of damage due to
physical shock.
Figure 3. Over‐packed box, objects at risk of damage due to
physical shock.
Figure 4. Cypriot jar damaged by poor storage conditions.
All photos © 2012 Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery,
Exeter City Council.
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glass and ceramic objects had been mishandled

in the past, and as a result many objects suffered

physical shock and subsequent damage (Figure 4).

As funding was the limiting factor for conserva‐

tion work, the authors constructed decisive cate‐

gories for selecting objects for treatment based

on their physical condition and immediate con‐

servation needs. The authors feel it was counter‐

productive to value curatorial insight over con‐

servation knowledge, or vise versa, and have

therefore devised a method of working together.

Curator and conservator meet informally, and

through mutual professional trust assess each

object requiring conservation work reaching a

decision that will reflect the ultimate goals of the

project, namely to facilitate access and intellec‐

tual activity amongst the collection.

First, certain objects were identified in the grant

application as requiring conservation to be put

on display in the “Ancient Worlds” gallery [23].

Second, a select number of storage boxes had

been previously earmarked for conservation due

to their delicate nature. Objects were selected

from these boxes on the basis that they required

conservation intervention to prevent imminent

deterioration to their physical integrity or signi‐

ficance. As the collection was moved from the

18th century storage facility to the newly‐built

storage completed during the redevelopment

project, conservation and curatorial staff gained

access to boxes of Cypriot and Greek material

that had not recently been inspected. Systematic

inspection of these boxes revealed objects that

required immediate attention to reduce risk of

further deterioration. Finally, individual objects

were selected for treatment if they possessed

exceptional aesthetic or research significance.

Conservation work for the Leventis project includes

cleaning objects of air pollutant deposits, an

endemic problem in the old storage facilities such

as mold staining as well as typical museum dirt,

while maintaining burial accretions [26]. Certain

objects require stabilization such as removing

soluble salts or consolidating friable surfaces [27].

To increase structural stability, broken glass and

ceramic vessels are reconstructed if appropriate

(Figures 6 and 7) [28‐30]. Fills are added if re‐

quired for support or handling needs in a non‐

obtrusive material and color [28]. Archaeological

conservation is typical in this regard, seeking to

preserve the identity of an object though physical

stability allowing them to be accessible as sources

of information [31].

As conservation work progresses, allowing in depth

assessment of collection contents, it has been

possible to reintegrate disassociated fragments

with their parent object. Conservation treatment

also provides an opportunity to photograph and

document objects. Packing and storage of objects

with archival quality material is undertaken in a

way that provides easy visible access and mini‐

mizes potentially detrimental handling require‐

ments (Figure 8). The Cypriot and Greek collec‐

tion, along with the rest of the Antiquities collec‐

tion, is then moved into two of the museums

newly built storage facilities, the on site Collec‐

tions Study Center (Figure 9), which is open to

public view from the gallery spaces, and the off‐

site facility. Both are environmentally controlled

spaces with new compact and stationary metal

shelving meeting professional preservation

standards and are accessible to the public by

appointment.

5. The Leventis Project and Values‐Based
Approach

Examining the Leventis Project case study in the

context of published works on the values based
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approach allows an appreciation of the practical

application of a theoretical model. Key elements

of the values based approach including stake‐

holder collaboration and determination of values

involved in conservation decision‐making are

evident in this case study, though they are applied

in a distinctive manner. Revealing how they are

applied in practice will further understanding of

the approach and allow conservation to be more

social, as Elizabeth Pye envisions [2].

Key stakeholders for the Leventis Project are the

curator, the conservator, the funding institution,

and the public. The curator recognized the poten‐

tial of the Cypriot and Greek collection at RAMM

as a tool for promoting knowledge among the

public and to encourage academic activity within

the collection. While the conservator and her

teams of conservation interns know that in order

to increase intellectual access the physical object

must be stabilized, repaired, and stored in a safe

and accessible environment. The A.G. Leventis

Foundation also has a vested interest in RAMM’s

Greek and Cypriot collection to promote knowledge

110 e‐conservation

and communication of Cypriot and Greek cultural

material. Finally, the public is a key stakeholder.

As one of the main funders of this Local Authority

museum, the public will ultimately engage with

the collection online through the RAMM Leventis

Project Blog, and the forthcoming online collec‐

tion database [25,32].

This study reveals the curator‐conservator rela‐

tionship to be one based on professional trust and

mutual understanding as both play a crucial role

in the preservation of the collections at RAMM. The

process is considered a two‐way street between

curator and conservator, decision‐making on a

curatorial level regarding significance and at the

conservation level regarding physical needs of the

object occurs at the same time. As was discussed

earlier in this paper, one of the main criticisms of

Figure 5 (above). During treatment photograph of ceramic
cleaned of mold spores and staining with 50% Water and
50% Industrial Methylated Spirit (IMS) solution.
Figures 6 and 7 (right). Before (above) and after (bottom)
treatment of a broken ceramic vessel.
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the approach is that conservators must share power

and collaborate within the method, which can be

a difficult adjustment to make [4]. Arguably, the

Leventis Project case study shows that the values‐

based approach can be effectively applied in prac‐

tice, if stakeholders recognize their mutual de‐

pendence on each other to meet project goals.

Turning to the values integral to conservation

decision‐making, a study of the Leventis Project

illuminates the direct relation of project goals to

values used for conservation decision‐making.

Seeking to encourage increased intellectual and

physical access for the public contributes to con‐

servation decisions that preserve research, edu‐

cational and aesthetic values. These values are

considered when selecting objects for treatment

and during remedial activities in the lab to ensure

the collection will be effectively preserved for

study, will convey information about the past to

the public, and will be appreciated as aesthetic

objects.

Additionally, new perspectives on the application

of the values‐based approach have emerged from

this study. Notably, that the application of values in

decision‐making is cyclical in conservation work.

Due to curatorial and conservation work on the

Leventis Project values are not just assessed and

applied to decision‐making, but values are recog‐

nized as a result of mutual decision‐making. The

authors feel that the wider significance of the col‐

lection is only beginning to emerge. For example,

improving physical care encourages closer exami‐

nation of objects leading to increased intellectual

activity, and increased intellectual activity recog‐

nizes the need for conservation work and more

efficient physical access. Future plans for the

project include inviting a consultant specialist to

study the collection in relation to similar Greek

and Cypriot collections in Britain [33]. This goal

intends to further understanding of the collections

significance, and has been made possible by con‐

servation work improving stability and accessi‐

bility to objects.

6. Conclusions

Conservation is moving towards a ‘social conserva‐

tion’ model in which insular attitudes are shed and

clear communication with the public on decision‐

Figure 8 (top). Objects in new storage containers.
Figure 9 (bottom). The Collections Study Center at RAMM which
the public can view from the gallery space through the window
at the rear.
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making and conservation activities occurs [2]. A

social conservation hopes to promote the relevance

of conservation in society. Examining a case study,

such as the Leventis Project, provides a platform to

expose the interplay between theory and practice

in decision‐making and professional relationships.

As was explored early on in this study some have

condemned conservation for a lack of sound theo‐

retical platform. Becoming more social will allow

conservation to expand and share theoretical

thought and conservation knowledge with the

public and our colleagues in the museum. Though

this study is small in scale, the translucent manner

in which theory and practice are compared is a

move towards advancing conservation knowledge.
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1. Introduction

Since the author of this article has not been directly

involved with the disaster response, or aftercare

processes during or after the fire, this article is

based on the interview information that the au‐

thor performed to the Valvilla Wool Mill museum’s

employees. Two of these employees took part in

the water damaged collections disaster response

and collection recovery work. One of the interview‐

ees had done remedial conservation work for the

collection since 2005. The interview was done in

2009 in the context of the author’s PhD research.

Beyond the interviews, more detailed information

about the fire and the actual disaster response

process was found in the Hyvinkää District Court’s

judgment documents. Detailed information over

the collection’s damages after the fire and the

collection recovery was documented by textile

ABSTRACT
This article discusses the role of documentation and rescue planning in minimizing collection damages in
disaster situations. The topic is surveyed through a case study of a fire that occurred in 2003 at the
Valvilla Wool Mill museum in Hyvinkää, in Southern Finland. This incident caused significant damage to
the authenticity and integrity of the museum’s archival collection. Both the fire and the extinguishing of
the fire caused severe damage to items in the archival collection. Deterioration continued during
aftercare, causing serious secondary collection damage because the methods of the first aid and
aftercare were spontaneously planned and applied. By using the Valvilla Wool Mill museum’s incident as
an illustrative case study, the article analyses how the documentation and rescue planning influenced
collection damage and demonstrates the kinds of effects rescue work can have on the authenticity and
integrity of cultural heritage items.
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conservator Anu Kasnio and paper conservator

Sara Lindberg in their condition report and conser‐

vation plan that was given to the city of Hyvinkää

in June 2004.

2. Preservation of Cultural Heritage

The need for history preservation and to keep

some parts of the traditional environments un‐

changed started in the 19th century [1]. There are

two central criteria that are used in the evaluation

of cultural heritage. These criteria are defined in

UNESCO’s World Heritage Convention (WHC) as

integrity and authenticity. Integrity is used in

measuring “the wholeness and intactness” of

cultural heritage [2] and it has been defined as

cultural heritage’s continuing significance over

time [3]. Authenticity is defined in societies

through comprehensive cultures and cultural

http://www.e-conservationline.com/
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Climatological issues are central in the preserva‐

tion of cultural heritage. Climatological questions

have significant part in preventing secondary

collection damages such as moulding in water

damaged collections’ recovery and collection after‐

care process. Microbiological attacks in indoor

environments are related to the temperature and

relative humidity [10]. Mary‐Lou E. Florian [11]

introduced the idea that fungal filaments absorb

water from the materials that they use as breeding

ground and not from the air. Therefore, the best

parameter for the risk evaluation of fungal damage

is the material’s water content which is influenced

by the relative humidity (RH) and the materials’

physical and chemical characteristics [11].

According to Lars Christoffersen [12] different

room temperatures and air pressures influence

the air’s ability to bind moisture. High relative

humidity is the most important parameter that

nourishes the growth of mold. When the absolute

amount of humidity is reduced form the storage

air, the risk for mold damage can be minimized.

Therefore, storage room‐air’s drying and dehumidi‐

fying is an important part of the drying process

of storage’s water damaged collections. Usually,

there is no active mold growth when the relative

humidity is under 65%; when the relative humidity

is between 65‐75%, the growth of mold may start

and at 75‐100%, the conditions are ideal for in‐

tense and fast mold growth [12]. Drying the room‐

air could, therefore, be used to fasten the water

damaged materials drying and diminish the active

growth of the most common mold species. High

humidity in items also promotes chemical degra‐

dation. Thus, the degradation process may be

slowed down if the relative humidity is kept below

65% [12].

The recovery process of water damaged material

includes preliminary storage and treatments, de‐

humidification of wet items and cleaning of dried

PRESERVATION IN DISASTER SITUATIONS

identities [4] and it is analysed through cultural

heritage’s verisimilitude [5].

Conservation’s objective is to safeguard cultural

heritage [6]. Preservation aims to prevent or re‐

tard deterioration or damage in cultural heritage

by controlling its environment or their structure in

order to maintain cultural heritage as unchanged

as possible [7]. Conservation uses all measures

and actions to ensure the accessibility of cultural

heritage in present and future times [8]. Conser‐

vation treatments target future, current, and past

deterioration. These treatments that can be applied

to only one object or groups of objects that influ‐

ence cultural heritage materials and structures

both directly and indirectly. Although all changes

on cultural heritage are visible, conservation

treatments are often evaluated through visual

aspects on the basis of whether or not these treat‐

ments can be seen on the conserved object [9].

Theory of modern conservation includes preven‐

tive conservation, remedial conservation, and

restoration into the used treatments in heritage

preservation. All measures and actions used in

conservation should respect physical properties

of cultural heritage [8]. Preventive conservation

actions operate in the context or surroundings of

cultural heritage. The measures and actions of

preventive conservation are indirect and they

operate on cultural heritage’s surrounding para‐

meters that influence the preservation process of

cultural heritage. Preventive conservation treat‐

ments do not directly interfere cultural heritage

structurally or materially, nor modify their appear‐

ance. Remedial conservation actions are all di‐

rectly carried out on an object or group of objects.

Remedial conservation actions should be carried

out when objects are so fragile and deteriorated

that they could be lost in a relatively short time

without the treatments because these actions may

modify the appearance of conserved object [8].
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items. The initial storage may be done at the

accident site or at another site in cold storage or

freezing facilities. Methods of drying may involve

air flow, dehumidification, heat that is less than

37 °C and freeze‐drying [11]. Lars Christoffersen

presents the idea that the most important deterio‐

rative element in temperature and relative humidity

changes is the speed of those changes [12]. When

the relative humidity in a room is increasing dra‐

matically, climate balancing becomes very chal‐

lenging. If the temperature is raised rapidly, it

influences items both chemically and mechani‐

cally by intensifying the chemical degradation

process and causing tensions in the mechanical

construction of items. A high temperature has

also an activating role in the growth of fungal

filament [12]. This indicates that in order to pre‐

vent secondary damages, such as fungal filaments

growth in water‐damaged collections, the use of

cold storage and freezing facilities in initial storage

is a very important part of the recovery process.

Also, fast and dramatic changes in room climate

should be avoided. Adjustments of both the room

temperature and the relative humidity should be

made smoothly and gradually also in the disaster

recovery situations.

3. The Valvilla Wool Mill Museum and
Its Archival Collection

Wool Mill Ltd., later known as Valvilla Wool Mill,

was founded in 1892 in the city of Hyvinkää by

Finnish manufacturer and engineer Mr. Ossian

Donner [13]. The outlook of the industry in the

1890s in Finland was good [14] and the establish‐

ment of the Wool Mill (Figure 1) began Hyvinkää’s

development into an industrial community. At

first, the Wool Mill was a spinning mill but through

the factory’s 100‐year history, it grew into one of

Finland’s largest and most diverse wool mill in

production [13]. The factory also influenced the

growth of Hyvinkää [15].

The Valvilla Wool Mill Ltd. established a museum in

1981 when traditional textile manufacturing was

ending in Hyvinkää. After that year, the company

still operated in Hyvinkää as a spinning mill and

threads were spun in the factory halls until 1991.

The Wool Mill museum’s objective was to preserve

the factory’s history and cultural heritage after the

operational changes. The museum was organized

by Nils Grandell and Esko Talanterä, engineers

employed by the Valvilla Wool Mill Ltd [15].

Figure 1. The Valvilla Wool Mill area in 2012. Photo: Pentti Halenius, 2012.
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Finland underwent a severe economic depression

between 1990 and 1993. The Wool Mill closed down

in the early 1990s and the company donated both

the museum and its entire collection to the city

of Hyvinkää. The museum’s collections were not

originally documented by museum professionals

and, when the museum was donated, the archival

collection was not properly documented. All con‐

text information concerning the archival collec‐

tion was known only by the employees who had

organized and taken care of the museum [16].

Before the Valvilla Wool Mill’s museum could be

donated to the city of Hyvinkää, a volunteer mu‐

seum professional from the Hyvinkää Heritage

Association performed archival collection’s pre‐

documentation with the help of a former employee

of the Wool Mill. The archive’s pre‐documentation

was done with precision, shelf by shelf. This meant

that every archive shelves document folders content

themes were listed, but more precise information

over individual documents and document folders

content was not listed. The pre‐documentation

lists were also attached directly on the archive

shelves. Information about the archival collection’s

content was written directly to the original tex‐

tile sample books, archive boxes, and document

folders and this information only existed written

down in these archive boxes and document folders

[17]. At first, the city of Hyvinkää kept the museum

open for researchers only. Since extra funding for

the documentation of the archival collections could

not be found, the collection stayed at the predocu‐

mented level until the accident occurred [16].

Before the year 2003 and the fire, no funding was

given for the proper documentation of the archival

collection which contained 110 shelf meters of

archival documents. The archival collection con‐

sisted of three parts: a) the collection of textile

sample notebooks; b) historical paper archives;

and c) separate archival documents that all

contained documents pertaining to the entire

history of the Valvilla Wool Mill Ltd. and its pro‐

duction in Hyvinkää [16]. Table I defines the

archival collection’s content more thoroughly

[16, 17].

4. Fire in the Museum’s Archival Storage

In 2003, the factory hall below the Valvilla Wool

Mill museum's archival storeroom was rented to a

small company that manufactured components for

the Finnish industry [16]. On September 25th in

2003, the company carried out metal construction

demolition work. While an employee was using a

flame cutter, neglecting standard regulations, on

a stand near the old factory hall’s wood panel

ceiling, fire broke out and spread to the archival

storeroom [18]. When the employee noticed that

there was a heated glow in the wood panel ceiling,

he stopped the flame cutting and tried to extin‐

guish the fire with the production hall’s fire extin‐

guisher, but it was apparently broken and could not

be used [18].

The old factory building’s ceiling construction was

not very tight and it had gaps in some places be‐

tween the wood panels. According to the fire inves‐

tigators, the heat produced by the flame cutting

and a welding spark that had gone through one of

these gaps started the fire in the production hall’s

multilayer ceiling [18]. The fire proceeded into the

museum’s archival storeroom on the second floor [16].

Even though the Wool Mill’s sprinklers dated from

the early 1900s, they alerted the fire department

and started to extinguish the fire with water. The

firemen arrived at the site approximately 5 minutes

after the alarm. When the fire source had been

spotted to the second floor archival storeroom,

fire department opened the building’s roof to shut

down the fire with water. The firemen evacuated
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Document Type Information Content

Covers information
about the Wool Mill’s

entire textile
production form 1890s

until 1980s

Material that revealed
the history and

development of the
Wool Mill Ltd. between

1890’s and 1990’s

Material that revealed
the history and

development of the
Wool Mill Ltd:

half of the material
dated before year
1950 and the rest

between 1950’s and
1980’s

Number of Documents

1488 notebooks that
contained approximately
84 000 textile samples

507 textile fabric and
thread maps

270 bound documents con‐
tained business meetings
records, cashbooks, and
account books

historical paper archives
included 200 textile in‐
dustry‐ and textile manu‐
facturing‐related books

Visual and audiovisual
documents:
1. 500 photos,
2. five movies,
3. 12 voice recordings,
4. about 50

advertisements

Number of archive Boxes

176 archive boxes of textile
cards, which contained textile
cards with fabric samples and
manufacturing information

separate documents, approxi‐
mately 200,000 stored in
archive boxes, binders, and
open folders that were placed
inside envelopes

about 800 boxes of separate
archival documents, which all
contained approximately 200
documents that contained:
1. operational manuals for

weaving machines
2. warping instructions
3. construction drawings for

the wool mill building
4. mechanical drawings of

textile machines

Textile sample
notebooks:

21 different series

Historical paper
archives:

three types of
archival material

Separate archival
documents

Table I. The Valvilla Wool Mill museum’s archival collection’s content [16, 17].
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Figure 2. Archival documents that were evacuated from the archival storeroom to the Valvilla Wool Mill’s roof during the
extinguishing of the fire. Photo: Hyvinkää City Museum, 2003.
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archival material that the museum curator guided

them to rescue as the most valuable part of the

collection from the archival storeroom to the

building’s roof (Figure 2) [16].

The wool mill’s old sprinklers slowed down the

fire’s progression and prevented the total burning

and destruction of the museum’s archival collec‐

tion. However, the sprinklers and use of water to

extinguish the fire ensured that the entire archive

was wet after the fire. Fortunately, some impor‐

tant parts of the museum’s archival collection had

been temporarily placed in the museum’s office

and, therefore, were not damaged [16].

After the fire was extinguished, a private logistic

company packed and moved the damaged archival

materials into an undamaged production hall of

the factory building. Because the city of Hyvinkää

owned the entire Valvilla Wool Mill building, it

could provide a free production hall for the after‐

care process. Unfortunately, the standard packing

boxes used in moving were made of plastic and

were unventilated which prevented the water

from draining out from the packing boxes [16].

5. Archival Collection First Aid and Aftercare

When the accident happened there was no rescue

plan for the museum’s archival collections and no

aftercare plan for fire and water damage situations.

Because the rescue work was not planned, there

were no material resources ready or plans for

rapidly getting a large group of museum profes‐

sionals into the rescue work after the disaster [17].

All rescue plans concentrated on people’s safety

and the well‐being of the building. Collection safety

issues were not considered. Also, there were no

material resources or museum professional net‐

works ready in Finland for this sort of post‐cata‐

strophe aftercare [16].

The disaster response and the archival collection’s

recovery were very challenging and the process

continued nearly for two weeks. The number of

totally wet archival material was large (110 meters

of archive shelf) and it was known by the Valvilla

Wool Mill museum’s employees that if the damaged

collections were not dried or frozen within three

days the collection would mold. All archival docu‐

ments had both fire and water damages, but the

archive library section where the fire had started

was badly burned [17]. There were no existing

possibilities at that time to arrange immediate

large‐scale freezing and freeze‐drying facilities

for large quantity of water damaged archival or

museum collections in Finland. Also, freezing and

freeze‐drying methods in water‐damaged collec‐

tion aftercare were not so familiar methods in

Finland because there had never been such large‐

scale water damages in Finnish museums or

archives. Therefore, freeze‐drying methods were

not applied in the recovery of the museum archival

collection [16].

The Valvilla Wool Mill museum and its employees

were well connected with the local non‐govern‐

mental organizations and museum professionals

who were willing to help. The Valvilla Wool Mill

museum’s employees managed to get help from a

couple of paper conservators who voluntarily

planned the aftercare methods with the resources

that could be provided rapidly and at minimum

cost. Also, the decision‐making organization of

the city of Hyvinkää was not prepared for this

type of disaster or to provide large investments

for collection rescue work at the fast rate that

would have been needed in order to minimize

secondary collection damage [16].

The two professionals who were employed in the

museum worked long hours for several weeks to

get the archival material dry and to prevent the

total loss of the collection [17]. There were also
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several local voluntary organizations in Hyvinkää

that participated in the drying of the wet archival

material. Some of the organizations worked for a

weekend and others for several days. The city of

Hyvinkää also funded a group of local unemployed

people to work for the museum during the collec‐

tion’s drying process [16].

The lack of disaster planning meant that the

disaster response and the collection recovery

were done in shock and using short‐notice plan‐

ning with the available economic and material re‐

sources. Unfortunately, the use of minimal eco‐

nomic and material resources in the disaster

response and collection recovery caused expansive

growth of secondary collection damage such as

moulding [16, 17]. In retrospect, it is possible to

say that freezing and controlled freeze‐drying

and air‐drying of smaller collection parts sepa‐

rately could have prevented most of the secondary

collection damages. For audio‐visual materials,

instant air‐drying would have probably been the

most useful solution in all cases.

Since the archival collections had not been pre‐

viously documented, the rescue work could not

be prioritized at the level of individual documents

and collection parts by their cultural and historical

value. After the accident, the collection items

had to be spontaneously prioritized through the

overall condition and level of damage of individual

items [17]. The prioritization was performed

with a preliminary view of the collection’s most

historically significant parts. The textile sample

notebooks were given top priority in the after‐

care, being the main goal to preserve their infor‐

mation content. Because the air‐drying used in

the aftercare was not very effective and the note‐

books were very thick, the original leather covers

were cut off to improve the drying efficiency of

the textile samples and paper material in the

books. The objective was to prevent secondary

damage such as molding, but the drying method

was not effective enough to prevent this [16].

During air‐drying, the textile sample notebooks

were placed open on large tables and on the floor

in vertical position. Book shelves were protected

with dust jacket. Drying papers (makulatur paper

and wastepaper) that held the book pages open

were placed between book pages (Figure 3). Large

fans were used in the drying process. More local‐

ized drying of individual notebooks was done

with hand dryers [16, 17].

Unfortunately, this type of air‐drying was not op‐

timal for the notebooks drying. The textile

samples were fastened to the book pages with

water‐soluble glue which, in some cases, caused

that the fans’ airflow to blow the textile samples

from their original places in the book pages [16].

This was even more unfortunate because those

textile samples lost their linkage to their context

information since this information existed only in

the original notebook pages and in the badly

damaged book covers that were already cut off in

order to improve the air‐drying process [17].

6. Secondary Collection Damages

The following description of the collection second‐

ary damages are based the interview to both the

museum employees’ [16] and the collection condi‐

tion report [17] which was given to the city of Hyvin‐

kää in June 2004. Since there were not enough mu‐

seum professionals working on the first aid process

and collection recovery during the first weeks, some wet

archival material stayed wet and could not be saved.

This material was completely destroyed by mold

and water that stuck the pages tightly together.

Most parts of the collection were saved but these

items had significant secondary damage. The fire
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had also caused soot and burn damage (Figure 4).

The water had, for example, rinsed the color of

both the writing ink and textile samples onto the

notebook pages. Also, the collection logistical

moves during the rescue and the aftercare caused

mechanical damage such as tears in pages. A large

part of the collection had mold damage. The only

archival documents that were undamaged after

the fire were those that had been placed tempo‐

rarily in the museum office before the fire [16].

Figure 3. Textile sample notebooks air‐drying during the first aid and aftercare process. Photo: Hyvinkää City Museum, 2003.

Figure 4. Soot and burn damage caused by the fire. Photo: Hyvinkää City Museum, 2003.
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After the first five‐week period of the collection

recovery, the city employed a textile conservator

and, two months later, a paper conservator to

perform condition evaluation of the museum’s

damaged archival collection, objective was to

develop a conservation plan (Figure 5) [16]. Two

months after the fire, the collection was moved

from the production hall where its recovery was

performed in a new archival storeroom that had

been renovated. The textile conservator started

the textile sample notebook’s condition evaluation

and reporting in December 2003. The paper conser‐

vator started the paper archive condition evalua‐

tion in January 2004 [17].

The collection’s condition before the fire is not

known [16]. The first condition evaluation was

done for the collection after the fire and the evalu‐

ation was divided into five different condition

categories: excellent (1), good (2), fair (3), poor

(4) and extremely poor (5). Table II describes the

archival collection damages, overall condition

and conservation needs after the disaster [17].

Strong changes in relative humidity and tempera‐

ture had caused permanent damage to the archival

material [16]. The largest nine textile sample

notebooks did not dry fast enough and their book

covers, bindings, pages, and textile samples were

already molding in October 2003 [16]. The pages

were photographed and the textile samples were

removed from the pages. Textile samples were

packed for future conservation treatments. After

this, the original book pages and the book covers

were destroyed due to the mold damages. Also,

the most molded textile samples were removed

from the collection. During the condition evalu‐

ation, 708 molded textile samples were destroyed.

The backgrounds and the argumentations of this

decision are not clear [17].

7. Conservation of the Archival Collection

The conservation plan concentrated on the reme‐

dial conservation of the damaged archival mate‐

rials. There was no mass conservation treatments

designed or applied for the collection’s conser‐

vation. The goal of the conservation treatment

was to stop the deterioration process of the ori‐

ginal materials and to improve the overall condi‐

tion of the collection [16, 17].

The conservation plan concentrated on preserving

the information content of the archival collection.

The primary objective was to conserve the collec‐

tion so that its information content was preserved

and the material could be handled and researched

safely. The most important information content

was seen in the individual textile samples and in

their context information [16]. The original ob‐

jects, such as the textile sample notebooks, were

not the primary focus of the conservation work.

Written description information from the extremely

dirty textile sample notebook pages were moved

onto new cardboard sheets. The dirty textile samples

Figure 5. Textile sample’s condition evaluation in Nowember
2003. Photo: Hyvinkää City Museum, 2003.
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Document Type Collection Damages

‐ Water and fire based damages;
‐ Dropping of textile samples from
notebook pages;
‐ Book covers and bindings partly
deformed or twisted, pages were
swelling;
‐ Pages were swelling; the material
had tears, burn damage, and soot
damage which were exacerbated by
water damage;
‐ Running color, textile samples
stained notebook pages;
‐ Mold damages;
‐ Nine largest textile sample
notebooks: book covers, bindings,
pages, and textile samples moulded

‐ Water and fire based damages;
‐ Bound manuscripts: burn damage,
book covers had been cut off;
‐ Physical damages: deformation and
twisting;
‐ Pages were swelling; the material
had tears, burn damage, and soot
damage which were exacerbated by
water damage;
‐ Hardening into stone like concrete;
‐ Mold damages;
‐ Stapled documents had rust damage

‐ Water and fire based damages;
‐ Pages were swelling; the material
had tears, burn damage, and soot
damage which were exacerbated by
water damage;
‐ Stapled documents had rust
damage

Overall Condition

About 67% of the textile
sample were in poor or
extremely poor condition

About 33% of the
documents were in good
or fair condition

About 67% of the paper
archives in poor or
extremely poor condition

About 20% of the
manuscripts had
significant physical
damage

Almost 60‐70% of the
separate archival
documents: were in poor
condition

The audiovisual and picture
material was in extremely
poor condition

Need for Conservation

Damaged notebooks
needed conservation
treatments

Need for Conservation

About 58% of the audio‐
visual material needed
instant conservation

Rest of the material
needed at least surface
cleaning and new storage
material

Textile sample
notebooks:

21 different series

Historical paper
archives:

three types of
archival material

Separate archival
documents

Table II. Archival collection damages, overall condition and conservation needs after the disaster.

were cleaned and washed and the moldy textile

samples disinfected [17].

When the condition evaluation started in December

2003, two museum assistants also started to per‐

form the easier remedial conservation treatments

on the less damaged archival material [17]. The

collection’s conservation has been carried out

using this conservation plan for five years and the

work was still ongoing in 2009 when the museum

employees were interviewed about the accident

[16].

8. Discussion

In the early 2000s in Finland, the public buildings

risk evaluation and risk management work concen‐

trated mainly on the security of people, not on

protection of valuable cultural heritage. The de‐

cision to save money just after the fire and during

the first weeks of the disaster response and collec‐

tion recovery meant that the collection’s damaging

continued for several weeks after the disaster.

The collection recovery method that was chosen,

air‐drying of entire wet archival collection at once,
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was one of the main factors that lead to the large‐

scale secondary damage. Ineffective first aid

methods were employed due to lack of disaster

planning and economical resources. These circum‐

stances resulted more permanent and serious

collection damages and expanded the need for

further collection aftercare and remedial conser‐

vation in order to save the collection. Ironically,

the attempt to save money just after the fire may

have increased the overall cost of the collection’s

recovery because in the end the badly damaged

collection has required many years of remedial

conservation.

Used the air‐drying method was not effective

enough to dry the large archival collection.

Because the entire aftercare was done in crisis

without any previous planning or experience with

such situations and with limited material and

economic resources and without museum crises

professionals’ help, the secondary damage could

not be avoided. Factors that could have increased

the efficiency of the air‐drying such as wind tun‐

nels or blotting papers under the sample books

were not used. Paper materials (maculatur paper,

wastepaper and dust jacket) that were used in the

drying process did not have very good ability to

suction water from wet archival documents. Also,

the dehumidifying process was not effective

enough in the production hall where the air‐dry‐

ing was done. It is not possible to say how much

these additional elements could have improved

the drying process during the aftercare if they had

been used in the proper way. It is also not known

how museum professionals shock and lack of crises

help have influenced the collection recovery work.

Contemporary conservation ethics support the

idea of minimal intervention in conservation

treatments, which means that the treatments

should be done utilizing a minimalist approach.

In the case of the Valvilla Wool Mill museum’s

archival collection, the objective was to preserve

the collection’s information content. Information

content meant, in this case, individual textile

samples of the notebooks and the written infor‐

mation that contextualized the textile samples

into the Valvilla Mill’s textile production. Plan‐

based minimal intervention treatments that could

have included, freezing of archival materials and

more controlled use of freeze‐drying and air‐drying

could not be applied spontaneously in the collec‐

tion recovery. Use of such plan‐based disaster

response and collection recovery methods would

have required collection rescue planning, a large

number of professional conservators, and material

resources that could not be arranged for imme‐

diate use in this disaster situation.

Immediately after the fire, the two museum em‐

ployees had great need for a group of museum

professionals and conservators who could have

helped them for a couple of weeks when the first

aid and collection recovery started. The Valvilla

Wool Mill museum’s employees felt that they

were left on their own to manage with “their

museum disaster”. The freezing and freeze‐dry‐

ing of the water‐damaged collection was also

discussed when it became obvious that the air‐

drying methods that were in use did not work as

effectively as it was expected. This new option

was eliminated since there were no resources

available to provide the required number of

freezer containers for this purpose. Also, the

museum employees felt that, if the wet archival

material was to be frozen, it would have required

many years of freeze storing before the entire

110 shelf meters could have been freeze‐dried or

air‐dried in smaller parts using more controlled

and effective means of drying. At that time, there

were only a few rather small sized freeze‐drying

facilities at the biggest museums in Finland be‐

cause freeze‐drying was mainly used for archeo‐

logical materials conservation.
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The Valvilla Wool Mill museum’s archival collection

was only not totally destroyed thanks to the mu‐

seum employees who did everything they could to

save the damaged collection. Also, many volun‐

teers, including both museum professionals and

common people, gave critically needed help in

providing first aid. Without this help, the first

aid would not have been possible in such emer‐

gency circumstances.

9. Conclusions

The Valvilla Wool Mill museum’s archives fire shows

how strongly collection documentation and disas‐

ter planning influence the outcome of the disaster

response process and the collection’s secondary

deterioration in disaster situations. In the Valvilla

Wool Mill museum incident, different deteriorative

parameters simultaneously influenced the collec‐

tion’s deterioration process which made more

difficult to apply mass conservation treatments

for the deteriorated collections. It is also very

hard to secure large cultural heritage collections

through remedial conservation of individual ob‐

jects because it requires both massive economic

resources and conservation treatments that may

raise hard ethical questions such as how well the

document’s integrity and authenticity is preserved

and does these treatments influence on the pos‐

sibilities to research and gain accurate informa‐

tion from these documents.

Although all aspects of conservation (preventive

conservation, remedial conservation, and resto‐

ration) have their place in preservation process,

the Valvilla Wool Mill Museum incident shows that

preventive conservation and planned based mass

conservation treatments in the disaster recovery

and collection first aid stage may prevent severe

and more complex secondary damages. It is also

the most cost effective way to do collection

recovery. This case shows that preventive conser‐

vation theory has much to give for the develop‐

ment work of collection recovery. In order to

preserve the integrity of large cultural heritage

collections in disaster situations, aftercare should

be done using preventive conservation‐influenced

mass conservation treatments so that the need for

remedial conservation actions could be avoided

and/or minimized.

In the Valvilla Wool Mill Museum case all remedial

conservation treatments performed directly to the

archival collection documents have had influence

on the archival document materials, mechanical

construction and authenticity and integrity. There‐

fore, chosen conservation treatments also raise

difficult questions over the treatment reversi‐

bility. In this case, conservation treatments are

mainly irreversible. The chosen conservation

treatment long term effects on the collection’s

preservation and re‐treatability is unknown.
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